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Introduction
Moving Body

Susanna Snyder

Are the churches willing to hear the voice of the Spirit that 
speaks through the too often broken voices and experiences of 
immigrants? Are ecclesiologists ready and willing to do that? Are
we ready for the transformation that these stories can trigger in
our ecclesiologies? Or are we afraid to be transformed by them?1

So then you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are 
citizens with the saints and also members of the household of 
God, built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, 
with Christ Jesus himself as the cornerstone. (Eph. 2:19–20)

In Nogales, Arizona, on the corrugated iron and barbed wire fence 
that announces the border between Mexico and the United States,
an array of artwork arrests the attention of passersby. From crosses
pinned in an ad hoc fashion to the fence—some marked starkly with 
the names of those who have died trying to cross the border—to col-
orful murals depicting the brutality of the border patrol and spiky 
metal sculptures portraying the dashed hopes of would-be immi-
grants to the United States, the fence is covered with symbols of 
hope and despair. Many of these symbols are Christian. This collage 
of visual images offers viewers shocking and poignant windows into 
the experience of those who have sought to migrate to the United 
States.
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This book similarly seeks to construct a collage. As editors, we
wish to piece together a collage of ecclesial practices, understandings,
and realities that have emerged and are continuing to emerge in the
face of global migration. Weaving together theoretical and practical
perspectives on what it means to be church, we do not produce an
overarching narrative or theory of a “moving church”—impossible
even if it was desirable given the rapidly shifting migration context—
but rather allow each context to speak for itself. We hope to offer,
as Duncan Forrester put it, fragments that may be illuminating as
opposed to comprehensive analyses or neat conceptualizations.2 Each 
contributor offers an answer to the question, How are churches
changing—in terms of theology, identity, and practice—in the face 
of global migration? Together, we rearticulate the challenge posed at 
the outset of this introduction by Gioacchino Campese: Are churches
ready and willing to be transformed by those among us on the move?
If Christian communities are to make for an authentic and inclusive
Body of Christ in the twenty-first century, this challenge needs to be 
heard and responded to by ecclesiologists, pastors, lay workers, and
church members alike wherever migration is transforming church—in 
sending, receiving, and transit countries.

Migration in Postcolonial Perspective

With more than 232 million migrants existing across the globe today,
it is not surprising that ours has been called an “age of migration.”3

There is no universal agreement on the definition of a migrant, but 
international migrants are usually categorized into various types for
the purposes of national immigration regimes. While a plethora of visa 
categories exists in most nation-states, broadly speaking, economic
migrants are understood to be those moving primarily in search of 
work or financial prospects, while refugees are legally defined as those 
who have fled their homelands due to “a well-founded fear of per-
secution.” Students, tourists, people trafficked for sex or labor, and
those traveling to reunite with family members are all migrants. Some
people move with the prior authorization of the country in which they 
seek to live, while others have little choice (due to refusal or lack of 
visa, or a hasty or forced departure) but to do so without the required
paperwork. In addition to the many children, women, and men who
cross nation-state borders, others experience uprootedness within 
their own countries of origin as internal migrants or internally dis-
placed persons.4 Roger Haight has stressed the importance of under-
standing the church in relation to “the world in which it participates”
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as the world is the “single main force of changes and development 
of the church.”5 If ecclesiology is going to be responsive—both to
the world outside church walls and to the multiple worlds coexist-
ing within the lives of church members—it needs to engage with this
developing migratory context in depth and with nuance.

People who cross borders, particularly refugees and unauthor-
ized immigrants, frequently find themselves falling into gaps between
national and international concern. As those who embody what Gior-
gio Agamben calls “bare life”—a liminal status in ancient societies
between what was understood to be natural or animal life (zoē) and
full humanity linked with political participation or citizenship (bios)—
they find themselves inhabiting identities excluded within nation-state 
structures. They break “the identity between the human and the citi-
zen and that between nativity and nationality” and are thus regarded
with suspicion.6 In effect, they are included only through being 
excluded and often find “no place to lay their heads” (Luke 9:53). 
Many have experienced violence or poverty in their countries of origin
or en route and then manage hostility, racism, politico-legal exclusion, 
exploitation, and other social and economic struggles on arrival in
a new place. What is more, as Manuel Vásquez points out, “mobil-
ity and connectivity have been accompanied by an exacerbation of 
socioeconomic inequalities” between countries.7 Underprivileged
migrants are numerous and diverse. In June 2014, there were nearly 
three million Syrian refugees of concern to the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), most seeking survival in Iraq, 
Jordan, and Lebanon, as well as 6.5 million internally displaced within
Syria. At the time of writing in September 2015, hundreds of thou-
sands more are fleeing this region and making dangerous journeys to
and across the European Union.8 In 2011, approximately 11.5 mil-
lion migrants (mostly Mexican and Central American) lived in the
United States without authorization; and in 2013, approximately 
10.5 million Filipino/as lived and worked abroad—some with visas
and some without.9

This volume is committed to the perspectives of underprivileged 
migrants—those treated as “bare life.” While not heavily theory 
laden, postcolonial realities and critiques form an implicit backdrop
to the collection. Postcolonialism seeks to unmask former and con-
tinuing structures and practices of imperialism, or as Kwok Pui Lan 
puts it, it represents “a desire, a determination, and a process of dis-
engagement from the whole colonial syndrome.” Postcolonialism 
deconstructs dominant Western knowledges and investigates the ways
in which “colonial systems of knowledge cast their impact, long after 
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the colonizers have gone.”10 Church in an Age of Global Migration is n
committed to the voices of people directly affected by imperialistic
and domineering systems of border control and migration manage-
ment and simultaneously seeks to unveil how ecclesiologies have
prioritized the needs and perspectives of those at the “core” (i.e.,
West) over those considered “peripheral.” In other words, we believe 
that it is crucial that migrants themselves talk about the changes they 
are bringing to churches in their local contexts and that Christians 
from countries usually excluded from power and privilege have a space
to assert their ecclesiologies. As postcolonial scholars have sought to 
make those in the Global North aware, the Global South has been for
too long on the receiving end of ecclesiologies imposed upon them.11

Those writing from their own migrant or diasporic identities have 
been marginalized as “undocumented scholars,” to coin a phrase of 
Carmen Nanko-Fernández.12 While most contributors to this volume 
live with privilege—not least as scholars or pastors—many of us have 
personal experience of migration and come from or live in countries 
that have been underrepresented in academic theological discussion of 
migration to date: we name Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ghana, India, 
Italy, Kenya, Lebanon, Palestine, Philippines, Romania, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom, and United States among our countries of origin,
nationality, and migration.

Contemporary Ecclesiological Responses

Contemporary ecclesiological responses to migration have tended to
have an ethical focus—in terms of both the work churches are doing
on the ground and academic theological reflections. Religious orga-
nizations, particularly churches, have been at the forefront of moral
and practical responses to migration and especially underprivileged
migrants, notably refugees, people seeking asylum, trafficking survi-
vors, and those alternately documented.13 On the US-Mexico bor-
der, Humane Borders, the Kino Initiative, and No More Deaths are
among the groups providing life-saving material support as well as 
advocating for justice. In the Philippines, the Apostleship of the Sea—
through its chaplaincies and Stella Maris Centres—provides pastoral
care, welfare/legal services, counseling, predeparture orientation,
information and value formation, temporary lodging, entertainment, 
and friendship to seafarers and their families. It also engages in advo-
cacy work for the protection of seafarers. In war-torn contexts within 
Africa and Asia, faith-based nonprofit organizations such as Episcopal 
Relief and Development, World Vision, Jesuit Refugee Service, and
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Islamic Relief have offered humanitarian support to those at risk of 
displacement. Studies, written by scholars inhabiting different disci-
plines, regions, and religious perspectives, abound on the good works
being undertaken.14

On a very different front, ecclesiologists in the Global North have
been putting considerable energy into thinking about how to be and 
do church in a changing age characterized by secularization, disil-
lusionment with churches, multicultural and multifaith realities, and
leisure interests competing for attention on Sunday mornings. Fresh 
Expressions and Emerging Church are examples of new movements
grappling with ways to increase numbers, especially among Protes-
tant denominations.15 As Cheryl Peterson articulates, “Survival is on
the mind of most mainline congregations and denominations.”16 In 
Who Is the Church?, she points out that pastors are desperately seeking 
strategies to turn around membership decline through making church
more attractive, doing church differently in “more authentic and rela-
tional ways,” and trying to rediscover the purpose of the church. The
church in North America, she believes, is facing an “identity crisis.”17

Meanwhile, there has also been considerable discussion within the
Global South context where churches are growing and Christianity is 
flourishing. As Andrew Walls has pointed out, it is clear that the center
of gravity of Christianity has shifted inexorably southward.18

An area in which there has been little reflection, however, is
the place where ecclesial identities and futures and migration 
intersect—or, in other words, the ways in which migration is chang-
ing the church. Ecclesiological reflections that go beyond the moral 
duty of the church on migration have been noticeably absent. Gioac-
chino Campese, in one of the few essays written on the subject to
date, put it this way: mainstream ecclesiology “has been rather deaf 
and mute about the human mobility that characterizes our age . . . 
basically silent.”19 He suggests that the church has been too inward 
looking and has failed often to engage the “real world.” It has been
too nationalistic, Eurocentric, or “Western-centric.”20 Why is this? At 
one level, there is a tendency on the part of many pastors and theo-
logians in the Global North to think of the church as responding to
migrants—as if migrants were outside it and recipients of Christian 
welfare—rather than migrants being part of the church or Christian 
“we.” Many theological reflections on migration have explored the 
migrant as the “other” or “stranger.” The term “migrant churches,” 
used to describe churches primarily composed of recent first- or 
second-generation migrants or one ethnic/national origin group,
similarly implies that such churches are different from the norm, norm 
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implying white, Eurocentric, and what have been traditionally des-
ignated as “historic” or “mainstream” denominations. However, as
Nanko-Fernández, a US Latina Catholic theologian, rightly points
out, “We are not your diversity! We are the Church!” Noting that 
39 percent of US Catholics are Hispanic but yet only 13 percent of 
those ordained for diocesan priesthood are, she describes Latinos as
the “marginalized many.”21 She urges a challenging of the norms
around who has the power to decide what church is, who is in and out,
and who has the option to offer hospitality or formulate responses to
migration.22

At another level, while sociologists and ethnographers of religion 
have produced numerous fascinating studies detailing shifts in religious 
landscape brought about by migration—away from a monochrome
Christendom toward multireligious transnational diversity—
mainstream historic denominations have done little to explore what 
these shifts mean for their future, identity, and practices.23 Some have
explored the need to engage in interfaith community and dialogue,
but the predominant trend has been to worry more about younger 
Anglo generations that are not going to church. Yet as Moses Biney 
points out in this volume, the failure of Global North churches to
address migration in ways other than the ethical is radically affect-
ing their growth, direction, and shape. Inhospitality and exclusion
experienced by migrants are leading to the development of an entirely 
new ecclesial landscape across the world, with new churches emerg-
ing often segregated around ethnic, national, and racial lines (see also 
Chetti, this volume). By the end of 2007, Geneva alone boasted more
than 90 worshiping communities of foreign origin and 2,350,000 
Christians mostly from India, the Philippines, North America, and
Europe.24 Indeed, churches have been slow to learn the lessons of 
segregation in the United States following forced slave migration 
and the Jim Crow laws and of the exclusion faced by black people in 
the United Kingdom when they arrived from the Caribbean in the
1950s and 1960s. The majority of excluded migrants had no choice 
but to form new churches where they would be welcome and could
express their own faith and spirituality. Martin Luther King Jr. spoke 
for many countries in the Global North when he pointed out that 11 
a.m. on Sunday morning was the most racially segregated hour in the 
week.

In an effort to redress these lacunae, this volume intentionally 
focuses on ecclesiological reformulations in the light of migration.
We offer explorations of the church as it is affected by the world—a
world deeply impacted by the movement of peoples—and less on 
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what Peterson describes as “those already gathered.”25 The editors 
and authors wish to invite readers to enter the uncomfortable terri-
tory of considering what such changes might look like.

Building upon an Emerging 
Ecumenical Response

Until recently, there had been little ecumenical reflection on migra-
tion, aside from a statement on uprooted people produced by the 
World Council of Churches (WCC) in 1995, titled A Moment to 
Choose: Risking to Be with Uprooted People.26 In spring 2012, a panel 
was held at the Where We Dwell in Common: Ecclesiological Investi-
gations Conference in Assisi on migration and ecclesiology, and this is
where this book began to take life. All three coeditors, coming from 
different national contexts and denominational backgrounds, were 
present at the conference and all explored in papers what migration 
might mean for the church today.27 Concurrently, during 2011 and 
2012, the WCC organized international gatherings of church repre-
sentatives to discuss an ecumenical response to migration in Beirut, 
Lebanon; Geneva, Switzerland; and Manila, the Philippines. Two of 
the contributors to this volume—Susanna Snyder and Daniel Chetti—
were present at the gathering in Geneva, and the gatherings resulted in
the document “Migration and Inclusive Communities—the ‘Other’ Is 
My Neighbour: Developing an Ecumenical Response to Migration.”28

While focusing on the theme of the “other” and the “stranger” in the
Bible, this document does go some way to articulating two important 
points. First, it argues that migration is a “mark of the church” in
that all Christians are understood to be aliens and strangers in this 
world or migrants in diaspora on their way to a heavenly home (e.g., 
Heb. 13:14).29 Second, it includes a section explicitly articulating the 
“ecclesiological implications” of migration. It names that migration
“leads to increasing cultural, theological and linguistic pluralism with
Christian practice” and “profoundly impacts both the nature and the 
mission of the church.” Migration, the authors argue, calls us to redis-
cover conceptions of the church as a pilgrim community (called to 
transgress boundaries), a kingdom community (called to challenge 
injustice), and an inclusive community (called to be neighbors to the 
“other”).30 They conclude, “Migrant newcomers can play a significant 
role to challenge a mono-cultural denomination long established in a
particular nation-state to interact with and sometimes adopt differ-
ent ways of being church, expressing faith, worshiping, praying and
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relating to one another . . . migrant newcomers create capacity for
new and shared expressions of their Christian faith.”31

Church in an Age of Global Migration seeks to build on this emergn -
ing ecumenical response, adding in-depth and specific accounts to put 
flesh on the bones of some of the insights and conversations generated
by the WCC gatherings and Ecclesiastical Investigations conference. 
We believe that migration presents an opportunity for churches of 
all denominations and backgrounds to grow together, particularly as 
some of the old denominational divides based on nation-state borders
(e.g., Anglicanism has its origins in England) are inherently trou-
bled.32 Indeed, while migrants expose longstanding social, ethnic, and
economic rifts and lacunae within church communities, they simul-
taneously open up fresh possibilities for the church to embody its
catholic identity. The catholicity of the church—its wholeness or uni-
versal abundance—can only be known, as Roger Haight has pointed 
out, through engaging with a diversity of perspectives, be those of 
differing Christian traditions or migrants and nonmigrants.33 Peterson
puts it this way: the church is oriented toward “the other,” and koi-
nonia, or communion, should expand “geographically, numerically, 
and ethnically.”34 She states, “To be catholic means consciously to
point beyond one’s own particular ecclesial community to the global 
church as a fuller expression of the Spirit’s work in creating and shap-
ing a people.”35

Contributors to the volume come from a wide range of 
denominations—Anglican, Baptist, Orthodox, Pentecostal, Presby— -
terian, and Catholic—and even more diverse traditions within and
beyond these. Conversation between the chapters thus weaves an
embryonic ecumenical dialogue. We encourage you to make links 
and construct this dialogue in the spaces between the chapters for
yourselves and to add your own insights and experience. In addi-
tion, Jennifer Drago, James Walters, Deogratias Rwezaura, and
Alana Harris discuss intentionally ecumenical—and in three cases,
interfaith—models of ministry responding to migrants. Despite our
authorial diversity, however, we recognize that many denominations,
expressions of church, and voices are missing: much more conversa-
tion is needed and on many more topics.

The Church as a Moving Body

Together, the contributors suggest in this volume that the church is 
inherently “mobile” or “shifting”: the Body of Christ is not a static
institution but rather a moving body—alive and changing, vulnerable
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and strong, always dying and growing. Contemporary migration 
offers Christian communities an opportunity to rediscover this truth 
and to be enriched by the insights that migration and the migrants
among us can bring. Each author explores this fluidity or mobility in
some way and the need for flexibility or reimagination in conceptual-
izations and practices of church.

Such an understanding of the church is not, however, new. Rather,
it has been too easily forgotten as we seek to sure up our institutions 
and buildings as a fearful response to change. Ecclesiologists empha-
sizing the importance of mission have argued that movement is part 
of ecclesial essence. Haight writes, for example, “This dynamic, his-
torical way of understanding the church ‘turns inside out’ all ideas of 
a static church that is established once for all. God takes the initiative; 
logically and chronologically, the mission is prior to the church.”36

Pete Ward introduced the notion of the “liquid church,” and Stephen 
Pickard fleshes out a “traveling Church.”37 Peterson has pointed out 
the need to move beyond simply thinking about church as an assem-
bly, Body of Christ, or volunteer membership group to focus on its
missionary essence and the movement—the reaching out, stretching,
journeying—that this implies. Ecclesiology, she believes, has been too
focused on “those already gathered” and argues that we should start 
with “ad extra movement of God in thea missio Dei.”38 Healy similarly 
emphasizes the importance of attending to a “pilgrim church” that is
“in via”—an imperfect church “prone to error and sin as it struggles, 
confusedly, on its way”—rather than on an abstract or eschatological 
church triumphant.39

Starting from a different place of concern—that of the overbearing 
power of contemporary nation-states (a concern shared by those who
experience or witness the effects of state-enforced national borders 
on migrants)—political theologian William Cavanaugh has articulated
that the church needs to contest the nation-state. The church, he 
believes, needs to break the hold the state has on public and Chris-
tian imaginaries and “constitute itself as alternative social space” 
where “alternative economies and authorities flourish.”40 Specifi-
cally addressing the question of church in an age of “new mobility,” 
Cavanaugh similarly proposes rediscovering our Christian identity as 
pilgrims.41 In contrast to the migrant and tourist today, the pilgrim
represents for him “a model of mobility that is not dependent on an 
imperial gaze.”42 Whereas the tourist gazes on from above, moving to 
the periphery of his world, the pilgrim moves toward the center. His 
assertions about the pilgrim nature of the church are worth quoting
at length:
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To embrace the identity of pilgrim now is first of all to embrace a cer-
tain kind of mobility in the context of globalization. The church has 
been unmoored and should joyfully take leave of the settledness of 
Constantinian social arrangements that gave it privilege and power . . . 
Our status as pilgrims makes clear that our primary identity is not what 
is defined for us by national borders. The pilgrim seeks to transgress all 
artificial borders that impede the quest for communion with God and
with other people . . . We are first members of the body of Christ, a body 
that crosses and transgresses national borders. We are Christians first,
members of an international, not merely national, body. Our pilgrim
status makes the church a liminal body in any bordered nation-state.43

Others have explored the intrinsically fluid nature of Christian
identity.44 I, along with scholars reflecting on migration including 
Jean-Pierre Ruiz, Luis Rivera-Pagán, and Daniel Carroll, have pointed 
out that the Christian biblical tradition is full of stories of wandering 
“strangers” from Adam and Abraham and Sarah through to Jesus, who
was both itinerant and the ultimate divine stranger.45 The early Chris-
tians understood themselves to be strangers in this world, migrating
toward their heavenly home. The first letter of Peter, probably written 
between 73 and 92 CE, is addressed to “aliens” and “exiles” in the 
diaspora of Asia Minor (1:1; 2:11). As John Elliott notes, one of the 
Greek words used is parepidemos, meaning transient visitors, pilgrims, ss
or sojourners. The other is paroikos, meaning foreign or “other,” and ss
refers to a “displaced and dislocated person, the curious or suspicious-
looking alien or stranger.” These “strangers in a strange land” are
simultaneously “at home with” God.46 Christian discipleship was, in
addition, originally termed “the Way” (hodos; e.g., Acts 9:2; 19:23),ss
and life in the early church involved people moving from city to city 
in order to spread the Gospel. Richard Giles writes explicitly of the 
Anglican tradition, “We believe travel in itself to be a godly thing . . . 
We are people on the move, emerging from a safe position to take
hold of life with quiet, unassuming confidence.”47

Place is also important, however: the goal of movement has always 
been to reach a home, and we need to be careful not to overvalorize or 
romanticize migration. Not only is much migration grueling and far 
from a chosen journey of discovery, but many people face significant 
barriers to movement today. Stories of Syrian refugees facing police 
brutality and being stopped from leaving Hungary by train as they 
sought to reach to Austria and Germany and of migrants camping in 
what was described as a “jungle” at Calais in France as they desperately 
sought to cross the heavily-defended border of the Channel crossing
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to the United Kingdom in the summer of 2015 are illustrative.48 As 
Vásquez points out, ours is a “gated globe, regulated by panoptical 
regimes of mobility and characterized by selective osmosis.”49 There
is a danger in too quickly appropriating migratory metaphors for the 
church. Reflecting on the well-known notion of “resident aliens”
expounded by Stanley Hauerwas, David Johns warns, “It perpetuates 
the social status of alien and alienation [by making] aliens those are 
‘at home’” and rendering “extraterritorial those who are trying tol
find a place to be . . . Such a vision of church actually perpetuates the
injustice of alienation; it legitimizes documenting authorities’ practice
of declaring illegitimate those on the move.”50

What is more, church also always has a relationship with local 
context: it is shaped by institutions, particular people, and the
socio-economic-politico-cultural dynamics of a place. Vásquez points 
to the fine line that we therefore need to tread: “How then do we
study religion in motion without uncritically celebrating mobility or
falling back on the old static, essentialist, and functionalist models of 
society and culture?”51

Nevertheless, migration does still challenge Christians to redis-
cover an understanding of church as moving and dynamic. Orlando 
Espín, reflecting on ecclesiology and migration, explicitly states,
“Being ‘immigrant’ toward the Reign of God, is a necessary, indis-
pensable, non-negotiable and foundational reality of the Church of 
Christ,” and argues that churches “must be formed by the realities of 
immigration—and not because of political correctness or momentary 
inconvenience, but—because this is the very essence of Christianity.”52

He sees immigration as “the contemporary definition of ‘pilgrim 
Church’” and “the indispensable ‘sacrament’ of the Church’s catho-
licity today.”53 Reflecting on the process of doing theology, Nancy 
Bedford notes that traditional understandings of the locus theologicus
as Bible, oral tradition, Magisterium, reason, philosophy, and history 
have been added to by liberation theologians. They suggested that 
the poor in Latin America were the real locus theologicus. She argues,
however, that the metaphor of locus or place for doing theology iss
fundamentally limited because of “its static character.” Bedford sug-
gests adopting the notion of a “via theologica as a possible variationa
on the locus theologicus,” recognizing that for migrants, “thess locus for s
speaking of God is structurally, by definition, a way,” and advocates
“learning to speak of God from more than one place.”54

In a similar way—and in an effort to hold together both movement 
and emplacedness—I have suggested that the notion of a via ecclesiae, 
or a way of gatherings of those called out, may be more helpful in an 
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age of migration than that of locus ecclesiae. Ekklēll sia—ēē the Greek word—
used to describe Christian gatherings in the New Testament and usu-
ally mistranslated into English as “church”—comes from ek (out) andk
caleo (to call) and thus literally means “gathering of the called-o out 
ones.” In the Greco-Roman world, an ekklēll siaēē  was a political assembly a
of citizens who met to speak freely and make decisions concerning
various aspects of life in Greek city-states.55 Ekklēll siaēē  thus implies a
movement—a calling out and coming——— to the place of the assembly.e
The phrase via ecclesiae (genitive singular) seeks to take this one step e
further. It suggests a repeated movement of the people of God as
they are called out, assemble for a while, and then move on as they 
are called to step out once more. Living church as via ecclesiae today e
means being open to being drawn out of some entrenched habits or 
practices by those among us with experience of migration and reas-
sembling to grow and make decisions together as the Body of Christ. 
This involves repeatedly crossing and inhabiting boundaries between 
immigrant and nonimmigrant, tradition and change, local and global,
poor and rich, denomination and faith, unity and polycentricity, and 
the mundane and transcendent.56

This Volume

Church in an Age of Global Migration offers examples of visions and n
practices of such a via ecclesiae. Mannion points out that ecclesiol-
ogy involves both “envisaging and g envisioning” the church, and thisg
volume will be both realistic and utopian.57 Some authors offer criti-
cal perspectives on church as it currently is, while others present a 
hopeful or “prophetic imagination” about what church could be at its
best. In addition, we offer explorations of both ecclesial mission and
nature.58 We consider what takes place within congregations—“the
people of God called out of the world”—t as well as what the church 
does when “sent into the world.”o 59 All the contributors discuss ways 
in which church is embodied on the ground, offering ecclesiological 
reflection “from below” rather than “from above.” We focus on the 
concrete and particular and attend to context, believing that such an 
ecclesiological approach is likely to offer better images, models, and 
practices of church in the face of contemporary societal challenges
than abstract theologizing.60 Mary McClintock Fulkerson has stressed
the need to engage theology in an embodied way, given that “cultur-
ally marked bodies” and “bodily wisdom,” or “corporeal knowledge,”
are crucial to the formulation of the Body of Christ.61 She calls for
people to “recognize the primacy of the situation” for theological 
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reflection.62 Nanko-Fernández similarly talks about “unwrapping the
daily” or privileging “lo cotidiano,” and Nicholas Healy writes, “The
church’s response to its ever-shifting contexts should not first-and-
foremost be to formulate theoretical constructions, be they doctrinal
or moral systems, but should be to reconstruct its concrete identity so
as to embody its witness in truthful discipleship.”63 We therefore avoid 
constructing what Healy terms “blueprint ecclesiologies”—abstract 
models of what a perfect church should look like—and instead seek to 
be “practical and prophetic.” We hope to help “the concrete church
perform its main tasks ever more adequately.”64

Contributors include academics, practitioners, pastors, and scholar-
activists inhabiting a wide variety of denominations and national 
backgrounds. We aim to demonstrate the profound ways in which 
migration is transforming the church by presenting a collage through
which themes emerge and future directions for ecclesiological enquiry 
and practice can be glimpsed. Our focus on what migration means for 
the church is not intended to be self-serving in that “we” voyeuristi-
cally draw on migrants for our own growth or enrichment—even if 
that is a byproduct: first and foremost, we stand in solidarity with 
those among us who experience oppression because of their migra-
tion status.65

Five aspects of a transdenominational ecclesiology articulated by 
Haight—nature and purpose of the church, institutional and orga-
nizational form of the church, membership, activities, and relation 
between church and world—are addressed in Church in an Age of 
Global Migration.66 Explorations of the relationship between the
migratory world and the church and its membership undergird the
volume, recurring as constantly developing and overlapping themes.
How does the church respond to the realities of migration? Who is
“in” and who is “out,” and who gets to decide what church is and
how it should be practiced? The other aspects, albeit also interwoven,
are addressed as distinct themes in three parts. In Part I, “Denomina-
tional Visions of Migrant Ecclesiology,” the ways in which different 
church bodies with their own particularities and theologies are rei-
magining their identity in the light of contemporary migration are 
envisioned. These chapters grapple deeply with the nature and purpose
of the church. Gioacchino Campese, writing from a Roman Catho-
lic perspective, examines the important place of migrants in the new 
ecclesial practice and vision of Pope Francis. Joshua Ralston rereads
John Calvin as a migrant theologian to present a Protestant theology 
of catholicity that challenges the inherited nationalism that undergirds 
much Reformed ecclesiology and mission. Maria Hämmerli’s chapter
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considers how Orthodox migrants from the historical heartland of 
Eastern Christianity have reconfigured their previous bishop-centric
ecclesiologies to adjust to the new realities of cultural marginalization 
and plurality. Néstor Medina offers a Pentecostal reflection on migra-
tion that draws connections between the movement of people and the
movement of the Spirit.

Part II, “Reimagining Traditional Ecclesial Tasks,” brings together 
chapters that explore the ways in which migration is encouraging
churches to rethink and practice anew traditional core tasks. It focuses
on church activities, which Haight notes take both pastoral and mis-
sionary forms.67 Through analysis of the US-Mexico border and the 
Kino Border Initiative, Kristin Heyer suggests that a new ecclesial
morality or ethical praxis is required. James Walters, an Anglican y
chaplain at the London School of Economics, reveals that migration 
has fundamentally shifted the practice of university chaplaincy: in the 
United Kingdom, it is no longer assumed that Church of England
priests attend to Church of England students, providing sacraments 
and sermons. HyeRan Kim-Cragg and Stephen Burns and Cláudio 
Carvahlaes offer chapters revealing that liturgy is transformed by y
migration—or should be—and that, in fact, migration calls the church 
in its liturgical life back to its true identity. Patricia Santos focuses on 
pastoral care—arguing that circular migration of women in India calls——
for a revised understanding and practice of pastoral support, and Alana 
Harris describes how congregational life in East London churches has e
radically changed: she offers an ethnographic glimpse into how mem-
bers are nurtured and offered spiritual sustenance today in a migratory 
world and reveals that many of those coming to the church are Hindu.
In the final chapter in this part, Michael Campos discerns the ways in
which queer, migrant Filipinos draw from iconic religious practices to 
stabilize an elusive home.

In Part III, “New Ecclesial Structures,” authors describe and ana-
lyze new forms of church that have emerged in response to mobility 
in the world today. This section grapples with institutional structures
and organizational modes, starting with two chapters focusing on 
the Middle East. Agnes Brazal and Randy Odchigue explore how 
cyberchurches can help respond to the spiritual/religious needs of 
Filipin@ migrants, and Daniel Chetti, a Baptist minister and seminary 
professor, narrates the emergence of new churches in the Lebanon 
for migrant domestic workers. Jennifer Drago then narrates the story 
of Jubilee Partners, an intentional nondenominational community 
in Comer, Georgia, revealing how an entirely new form of church
came into being with specific intention of serving and being among 
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refugees. Deogratias Rwezaura explores the humanitarian work of the
Jesuit Refugee Service in East Africa, discussing the effects of focusing
on interreligious, ecumenical, and ethical dialogue. Can we talk of the 
humanitarian church? Finally, Moses Biney explores the theological 
and cultural dynamics behind why Ghanian Presbyterian churches do
or do not affiliate with American Presbyterian denominations. Each 
chapter explores a new embodied form of church that has emerged in
the face of migration.

Together, the chapters call for an open, welcoming ecclesiology—or 
better, ecclesiologies in the multiple. They call for visions and prac-
tices of church that are turned inside out to make space for difference
and to offer power to the least privileged.
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“You Are Close to 
the Church’s Heart”
Pope Francis and Migrants

Gioacchino Campese, CS

April 19, 2015, will be remembered as the day on which a boat 
carrying an estimated 800 to 1,000 migrants sank in the Mediter-
ranean Sea. Only 28 of those aboard are believed to have survived.1

While particularly awful due to the scale of the tragedy, there have 
been many similar incidents. On October 3, 2013, a boat filled 
beyond capacity with more than 500 children, women, and men 
traveling from Libya to Italy caught fire and capsized just off the 
coast of Lampedusa, Sicily. Despite the efforts of the coast guard and 
some fishermen from Lampedusa, 368 people—mostly Eritrean who 
had paid $1,600 each for passage—drowned. These represent just —
two examples of the many shipwrecks in which migrants have died 
during their journey toward the European continent, particularly 
during the last 15 years. On July 8, 2013, for his first trip outside 
of Rome, Pope Francis decided to visit this seemingly insignificant 
island on the border between Europe and Africa. He explained 
the reason behind this decision in his homily: the news of migrants 
dying at sea in their journey to Europe was “like a painful thorn 
in my heart. So I felt that I had to come here today, to pray and to 
offer a sign of my closeness, but also to challenge our consciences lest 
this tragedy be repeated.”2””
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This chapter will show how Francis is contributing to an under-
standing and practice of a church that is willing to listen and be trans-
formed by the lives of the most vulnerable migrants and refugees. It 
will be divided into three main parts: the first will describe the context 
and significance of the historical trip to Lampedusa, the second will 
highlight aspects of Francis’s ongoing ministry among migrants, and
the third section will emphasize the ecclesiological and missiological
implications of Francis’s attention and concern toward migrants.

A Turning Point: The Trip to Lampedusa

Since the very beginning of his papacy, Francis has demonstrated a 
new way of understanding and conducting his ministry as a bishop
of Rome. One of the most impressive features has been the simplic-
ity with which Francis relates to people and the spontaneous ease
with which he is able to communicate with them. One of his favorite
preaching refrains is that the pastor, the evangelizer, has to be so close
to the sheep as to take on their smell.3 For those who have known 
him as bishop of Buenos Aires—when he was Jorge Bergoglio—— his 
choice of Lampedusa for his first trip outside Rome was unsurprising. 
He was well recognized as a pastor who would take special care of the
most vulnerable people, the poor, and the marginalized in the periph-
eries of the territory assigned to him. The many journalists and writ-
ers who have researched Bergoglio’s life have emphasized his work 
among the poor in the villas miserias, or “misery settlements”—ss the
slums of Buenos Aires. It is not by chance that most of the inhabitants 
of these slums are migrants, both internal migrants and immigrants
often coming from Peru, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Brazil.4 While on one 
hand, then, the trip to Lampedusa represents the natural continuation
of Francis’s ministry at the peripheries and with the poor, on the other
hand, it represents a paradigmatic moment signaling to the world his
vision of church mission. In addition, it is the first of a series of actions
and statements by Francis on the issue of migration.

To better appreciate this event, something must be said about the
location. Lampedusa is a tiny Italian island located between Sicily and
Tunisia, located in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea. It is only 25
square kilometers and boasts few more than 6,000 inhabitants among
it and its smaller sister island of Linosa. For at least 15 years now, this
island, previously known for some of the most beautiful beaches in 
the Mediterranean, has become the main landing point for thousands 
of boat people—migrants leaving Africa and the Middle East in order 
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to find a better future in Europe. In order to control the flow of 
migrants and prevent their entry into the Italian mainland, Lampe-
dusa has become an important base for the Italian coast guard and 
now includes an immigrant center guarded by the police and military. 
Lampedusa is also one of the strategic locations of the activity of Fron-
tex, the European Union agency established in 2004 to manage the 
European borders.5 As the US-Mexican experience reveals, the man-
agement of borders and attempts to stop the flows of undocumented 
migrants are never as straightforward as politicians, and other pundits 
like to present them to the public. Not acknowledged in political rhet-
oric is the reality that thousands of people die crossing borders. The 
European agencies that guard the borders, under the aegis of Frontex,
have been running operations to rescue thousands of people crossing
the Mediterranean in the run-down boats provided by profiteering 
human traffickers. Despite these efforts, people continue to die in their
journey toward European borders. The blog Fortress Europe, run by 
Italian journalist Gabriele Del Grande, provides a constantly updated 
death toll: since 1988, it has surpassed 21,000 people.6 A migration 
policy based primarily on border control is and will always be a human 
and moral failure.7 Lampedusa has thus become for Italy, and indeed
for Europe, a symbol of the complexity and the drama of migration. A 
few years ago, German theologian Michael Nausner, reflecting on the 
theological meaning of the European borders, quoted Swedish writer
Henning Mankell’s argument that Lampedusa is the symbolic center
of Europe because it is precisely in what happens on and around this
island that the future of Europe will be decided. In other words, it is 
in the attitudes and strategies implemented in and around Lampedusa
that we show what kind of Europe we want to be.8

Pope Francis understands the strategic importance of frontiers and
margins for Christian mission, and he consequently realizes the sig-
nificance of making the presence of the church real at one of the most 
prominent geographical and political borders of the world. The text 
of his homily from his visit to Lampedusa reveals the multiple inten-
tions behind his visit. It gave him the opportunity to be close—once
again his idea of being intimate with the people, of taking on the
“smell of the sheep”—to greet and offer his solidarity to the migrants 
arriving in this island; to thank the inhabitants of Lampedusa for the
support they have given to the migrants; to celebrate what he called
a “penitential liturgy” in order to mourn and ask forgiveness for the 
deaths of so many migrants; and to denounce the “globalization of 
indifference,” the inability to cry for these migrants. In fact, Francis 
bemoans that despite the call of the Christian faith for believers to be 
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in solidarity with the vulnerable, and for us to be “neighbors” to our
migrant sisters and brothers, we have become used to the suffering 
of others to the point of thinking, “It doesn’t affect me; it doesn’t 
concern me; it’s none of my business!”

The heartfelt and powerful message offered by Francis during 
his visit to Lampedusa put the issue of migration at the center of 
public debate, but in a much different light than the predominant 
discourse of the immigrant “invasion” with its racist and violent over-
tones. Rather, he reframed the debate to be about the humanity of the 
migrants, the capacity to feel compassion for them, and the responsi-
bility that the faith community as well as leaders and the broader civic
community have toward these people on the move.

Francis’s  Ongoing Ministry with
Migrants: More Significant Moments

After Lampedusa, Francis has met and talked with migrants and refu-
gees on numerous occasions. A second important moment of Fran-
cis’s ministry with migrants was his visit to Rome’s Astalli Center for 
asylum seekers and refugees run by the Jesuits.9 Francis went to meet 
asylum seekers and migrants and to hear their stories and show them 
with his presence that the church cares for them. In his speech there,
Francis emphasized that people who have fled their countries not only 
are bearers of sad and violent stories but also, more important, pos-
sess a wealth of human and religious gifts that should be celebrated. 
The pope also offered a word of thanks to those who work with 
migrants, establishing meaningful human relationships with them and 
thereby affirming their full humanity. As such, he was pointing out 
that accompanying asylum seekers and refugees entails going beyond 
charitable service to support people in their effort to fully integrate 
into their new society. Finally, he urged that the whole church and not 
just a few “specialists” must be involved in the ministry of welcoming 
the poor and working for social justice. This should be a norm for all
parishes and part of the formation of all future ministers. He issued 
a prophetic call to members of religious orders with property: “The
Lord calls us to live with greater courage and generosity hospitality in
communities, in houses and in empty convents. Dear men and women 
religious, your empty convents are not useful to the church if they 
are turned into hotels and earn money. The empty convents do not 
belong to you, they are for the flesh of Christ which is what refugees 
are.”10
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A third important moment of Francis’s ministry with migrants was
his first annual message for the World Day of Migrants and Refugees
on January 19, 2014. In it, he discussed the role of the church as a faith 
community that accompanies migrants and refugees on their journey, 
works to understand the causes of migration, and also “works to over-
come its negative effects, and to maximize its positive influence on 
the communities of origin, transit and destination.” He spoke also of 
the prejudices and fear that are part of our discourse on and approach 
to migration and the great responsibility that the mass media have in 
relation to this. Moreover, he insisted on considering migrants not 
just as a problem for society: “We ourselves need to see, and then to
enable others to see, that migrants and refugees do not only represent 
a problem to be solved, but are brothers and sisters to be welcomed,
respected and loved.”11 During the traditional prayer of the Angelus
on that day, he addressed migrants themselves, saying, “Dear friends, 
you are close to the church’s heart, because the church is a people on a 
journey towards the Kingdom of God which Jesus Christ has brought 
into our midst. Do not lose hope in a better world. My hope is that 
you might live in peace in the countries that welcome you, while pre-
serving the values of the cultures of your homeland.”12 This statement 
is important for two reasons: (1) it upholds the cultures of migrants
that are often downplayed, if not despised, by the populations that 
receive them; (2) it puts migrants and refugees right at the heart of 
the church, as protagonists of the Christian faith community.

An ongoing aspect of Francis’s ministry with migrants and refu-
gees is the frequency with which he meets them and speaks about 
them in his homilies and speeches. When he goes to visit parishes in
Rome, he always asks for a time to encounter those immigrants and 
refugees who are part of that community. During a visit to Assisi, he
explicitly asked to have lunch with the poor and the immigrants in
the soup kitchen run by the local church: here, he was welcomed by 
a seven-year-old child from Morocco. He often asks people to pray 
for migrants and refugees. This request should be interpreted as a 
spiritual event that simultaneously has profound political meaning in a 
society in which the wells of the political and popular discourse about 
migration have been poisoned by exploitation, prejudice, irrational
fear of the stranger, intolerance, and racism. In this context, Francis’s 
invitation to prayer inspires positive attitudes of understanding, soli-
darity, friendship, and care for migrants.
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Ecclesiological Implications

Although Francis is not a systematic theologian and has not com-
posed a formal ecclesiological statement, through his writings—
especially the Evangelii gaudium—and his various homilies, speeches,——
and ministries, he has made his vision of the church clear. This vision
reveals his attentive and creative reception of one of the most signifi-
cant ecclesiological affirmations of the Second Vatican Council, which
appears in the second paragraph of Ad gentes: “The pilgrim church
is missionary by her very nature.”13 In the following section, I will 
reflect on some of the ecclesiological implications of his vision of the 
church, particularly as this is refracted through Francis’s attention to 
and concern for migrants.

First, Francis places the mission of God at the forefront of his 
understanding of the church. God has entrusted the church with the 
mission of spreading the Gospel to the whole world, a task that should
be fulfilled with a joy that characterizes disciples of Jesus Christ. The 
church is essentially a “community of missionary disciples” and an 
“evangelizing community.”14 It is not just a part of the church that 
participates in the mission, but by “virtue of their baptism, all the
members of the people of God have become missionary disciples.
All the baptized, whatever their position in the church or their level
of instruction in the faith, are agents of evangelization.”15 This also 
means that migrants and refugees, regardless of their social and legal
status, are active members of the Christian community as missionary 
disciples.16

Second, migrants have a central metaphorical relevance in Francis’s 
vision of the church. The church is not just a missionary community 
but also a “people of God who walks,” “the people of God on a jour-
ney,” “a people of pilgrims and evangelizers,” and “the pilgrim people
of God.”17 Francis regularly depicts the nature of the church with
these vivid and dynamic images. According to Richard Gaillardetz, 
the “pilgrim people of God” is in fact the root metaphor of Francis’s 
theology of the church.18 He draws an important distinction between 
being a pilgrim people and being a wandering people. Francis argues
that Christian believers are pilgrims not wanderers, because while a
wandering people go astray, a pilgrim people has a clear goal, which is
the promised land in Old Testament language and the Reign of God
in New Testament language.

Moreover, the church is a pilgrim people because it does not walk 
alone but is rather always accompanied by God on its journey in this 
world.19 Indeed, Francis regularly emphasizes the responsibility of 
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the church to mimic divine accompaniment by journeying alongside 
migrants. To accompany is a favorite verb in Francis’s ecclesiological 
and missiological vocabulary, and as Deogratias Rwezaura’s chapter in 
this volume makes clear, accompaniment is a key feature of the Jesuit 
Refugee Service. It is unsurprising, then, that the first Jesuit Pope 
would highlight the importance of accompaniment in his ecclesiol-
ogy and missiology. As he argued in his speech at the Astalli Center 
in September 2013, a missionary and pilgrim church is a church that 
becomes a companion of humanity on the journey of life, “stand-
ing by people at every step of the way, no matter how difficult or
lengthy this may prove to be.”20 To do this, the church must necessar-
ily take to the streets and become a neighbor to humanity just as the 
Samaritan does in the well-known parable (Luke 10:25–37): “Here
I repeat for the entire church what I have often said to the priests
and laity of Buenos Aires: I prefer a church which is bruised, hurting 
and dirty because it has been out on the streets, rather than a church
which is unhealthy from being confined and from clinging to its own
security.”21 Migrants and refugees are “close to the church’s heart”
because they are the living symbol of a pilgrim church. A church on 
the move is a community of pilgrim evangelizers since any person—
regardless of their legal status—who belongs to the people of God —
is a missionary who has the responsibility of communicating the joy 
of the Good News of Jesus Christ to the whole world. Moreover, to
accompany migrants and refugees gives the church the opportunity to 
go out to the streets and “get dirty” with the messiness of a pilgrim
humanity.

Another aspect of Francis’s ecclesiology is his compelling call for
a church that is poor and for the poor—and migrants make up many 
of those deemed poor today. His choice of the name Francis signifies 
his commitment to this kind of church—a church that adopts a simple 
lifestyle so that it can credibly stand at the side of the people who are 
excluded. Speaking about the “option for the poor”—a liberation-
ist theological commitment that characterized his ministry as bishop
of Buenos Aires—Francis has underlined crucial facets of what this 
means in practice. It is a theological option grounded in God’s prefer-
ence for those who are marginalized and vulnerable, and it demands 
that the church becomes a friend of the poor, listening to them and 
speaking out to advance their cause. More important, it is the discov-
ery of the poor as active members of the church and its evangelizers:
“They [the poor] have much to teach us. Not only do they share 
in the sensus fidei,22 but in their difficulties they know the suffering
Christ. We need to let ourselves to be evangelized by them. The new 
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evangelization is an invitation to acknowledge the saving power at 
work in their lives and to put them at the centre of the church pil-
grim’s way.”23

The pope makes a key connection between the pilgrim quality of 
the church and the central role of the poor in it: the church is a com-
munity that exists to evangelize but at the same time needs to be
evangelized by those who are at the geographical and existential mar-
gins of society. Migrants become, then, crucial for ecclesial integrity 
and growth.

In his ecclesiological vision, Francis also centralizes frontiers and
peripheries. This is, for him, primarily a hermeneutical issue rather
than an ethical one. Reality—that is, the real daily lives of flesh and 
blood people—has to be interpreted and is better understood not 
from the center but from the peripheries, which become the frontiers 
of Christian practice and reflection.24 The fact that migrants and refu-
gees are mostly found in these geographical and existential borders is
extremely significant and helps deepen our understanding of the trip
to Lampedusa. Perhaps Francis’s most significant reason for visiting
was unspoken: the pope wanted to listen to the voices of those seeking 
asylum because he needed to experience and read reality from the very 
border of the European continent, a border that represents the living 
symbol of the hope and despair of millions of people on the move.

Conclusion: Embodying Ecclesial Vision

Perhaps more convincing and persuasive than any of his statements 
encouraging migrants to be placed at the heart of ecclesial life—
pastorally, liturgically, ethically, and organizationally—is the way in 
which Francis himself is inhabiting and exemplifying his own eccle-
siological priorities and hopes. Francis is becoming, knowingly or 
unknowingly, a famous and trustworthy embodiment of the dramatic
“global southern” shift that has been taking place within Christian-
ity in the last forty years.25 This shift is inherently theological, mis-
siological, and ecclesiological, not only demographic. In many ways,
the pope’s identity and actions illumine the insights of scholars such
as Walbert Bühlmann, John Mbiti, Lamin Sanneh, and Andrew Walls
about the transformation of Christianity into a multicentric and
non-Western religion. For instance, Mbiti claimed in 1974 that “the
centers of the church’s universality are no longer in Geneva, Rome, 
Athens, Paris, London, New York, but Kinshasa, Buenos Aires, Addis
Abeba, and Manila.”26 Almost forty years after the forecast of this
African theologian, the bishop of Buenos Aires became leader of the
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Catholic Church. What makes this even more intriguing is that the 
experience of immigration is woven into the DNA of Pope Francis’s
family. Migration is a fundamental part of his own history as a human 
being and as a Christian believer, and this is a history that he has 
always cherished and honored, especially in the memories of his par-
ents and paternal grandparents who came from Piemonte—a region 
in Northern Italy—and whose dialect he learned when he was a child. 
These roots have had a fundamental influence on his human, cultural, 
and spiritual formation.

Pope Francis represents for most Catholics, and indeed many Chris-
tians, the hope for an evangelical and structural conversion of the
church based on mercy, tenderness, care for each other—especially the
poor—and care for the whole of creation. He is showing to the whole
world that the Gospel of Jesus and the Christian faith are still relevant 
and that an evangelical lifestyle is worth living and dying for. Echoing 
Walls’s thought-provoking interpretation of the history of Christian 
mission, Jorge Mario Bergoglio’s election as Pope Francis makes him 
one of the most representative witnesses of the “reverse mission” that 
accompanies the “great reverse migration” characterizing our times
since the second half of the twentieth century. What is most interest-
ing is that Francis is simultaneously the descendant of the people who 
were the protagonists of the “great European migration” that started 
in the sixteenth century and continued until the first half of the twen-
tieth century.27 With this background, it is no surprise that this pope
has made care for migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers one of the
cornerstones of his ministry and that they have a privileged place in his 
vision of the church and its mission. Undoubtedly, they have found in
Francis a new and great ally in their struggle toward full recognition
of their human rights, citizenship, and participation within society and 
within the Christian community. Faggioli believes that being a son of 
immigrants is a “sign of the times” in a world characterized by human 
mobility. This makes him able to understand immigrant Catholicism
such as that practiced by Latina/os in the United States, and this in
turn has made him popular with migrants.28

As a church leader, he has shown great understanding and insight 
into migrants’ experiences; their suffering and hope; the stigma of 
rejection; the joy of being welcomed; the difficulties and obstacles 
that characterize their journey; and the wealth of human, cultural, and 
spiritual gifts that they bring to the table of society and church. This
occurs not just because he is a Christian or because he is the pope. It is 
primarily because he is also Jorge Mario Bergoglio, son of Mario Ber-
goglio, an Italian immigrant, and Regina Maria Sivori, an Argentinian
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of Italian descent. He knows what it means to be an immigrant: he
knows the heart of the immigrants because he remembers that he is 
one of them (Exod. 23:9). And he never fails to remind all Christians
that we are migrants too because we too are walking in faith toward
a promised land: “We are all immigrants, we are all on a journey. And
this word that we are all immigrants is not written in a book, it is writ-
ten in our flesh, in our journey of life, which assures us that in Jesus
we are all children of God, beloved children, wanted children, saved 
children. Let us consider this: we are all immigrants on the journey of 
life, none of us has a fixed abode in this land, we all must go.”29 We 
are all pilgrims because we belong to the very diverse but one people
of God on a journey that will find its final fulfillment in God’s Reign.
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C h a p t e r  2

“Gathered from All Nations”
C atholicity, Migration, and

Reformed Ecclesiology

Joshua Ralston

He left the city, like hundreds of others, quietly and quickly. Protests 
and placards had led to riots and arrests. Rumors of torture for 
those responsible swirled throughout the capital; soon there would 
be executions. It was no longer safe to live in his country of birth. 
In the eyes of the authorities, his beliefs meant that he was a trai-
tor. A friend reports that during his flight, he was plundered by a 
servant and was forced to complete his journey without transport 
or finance. Even when he was safely beyond the border, he was still 
without a home. For seven years, he would wander from city to city—
settling down for a period, only to leave again when his welcome 
wore thin or a new opportunity arose. Finally, he would settle in a 
city that bordered his homeland. In the decade after he arrived, the 
city quickly became a haven for countless other refugees—initially ——
from his native country but soon joined by others from throughout 
the continent who began to stream to this city of sanctuary. Records 
show that “more than five thousand heads of household inscribed 
their names in this register, and several thousand more went unre-
corded. These immigrants remained a distinctive and influential 
segment of the urban population.”1””  The locals, though, soon began 
to grumble about the city being overrun by foreigners, and new 
arrivals reported being “treated with contempt and suspicion by 
those among whom they tried to settle.”2””  And while our subject 
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gained authority in the city, he never felt completely at home—
waiting nearly twenty years to accept citizenship. A commentator 
writes, “He was always somewhat a sojourner in a foreign land. In 
this sense he was but one of the many refugees living there with their 
eyes on their homeland.”3””

This story, or one like it, could be repeated by each of the nearly 
15 million people currently classified by the United Nations High 
Commission on Refugees as stateless. Under the 1951 Geneva Con-
vention, a refugee is legally defined as a person who, due to a “well-
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opin-
ion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that coun-
try.”4 Often decades or even entire lifetimes are spent in this liminal
space of citizenlessness in a world where human rights are still chiefly 
protected by nation-states. As Giorgio Agamben describes it, the
political limbo of statelessness consigns refugees to “bare life” outside
the law.5 The refugee camp physically embodies this legal reality.

And yet, I have gotten ahead of myself, for the initial story was not 
one from Syria or Burma and the city was not Amman or Bangkok. 
The man was John Calvin and the city was Geneva.

By drawing a connection between Calvin and forced migrants in the 
twenty-first century, I am not only making a rhetorical point. I intend
to draw attention to an aspect of history that is often overlooked in
Reformed thought and ecclesiology—the connection between the
formation of distinctly Reformed modalities of church during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and the social experience of 
migration.6 As one historian writes, “With the notable exceptions of 
Scotland, the Netherlands, and Geneva itself, the Calvinist movement 
was, in contrast to state-sponsored Lutheranism, the Reformation of 
a persecuted minority.”7 In fact, Philip Marfleet has argued that the 
first community to be explicitly described in and through the modern 
legal category of refugee was the French Reformed Huguenots. The 
Huguenots “represent the classic refugee” and bear “all the defining
characteristics of the forced migrant of the modern era.”8 The Hugue-
nots were politically persecuted for their beliefs and/or identity and
thus forced to flee, placing a moral and political demand on neigh-
boring states to accept them. Certainly, the 1951 Geneva Convention 
Relating to the Status of Refugees was crafted by Western states as a
partial response to their own failure to protect Jewish refugees during
the 1930s and 1940s. In addition, the requirement of nonrefoulement
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can be traced to both medieval canon law’s institutionalization of 
the Hebrew Bible’s command to protect exiles and the seventeenth-
century Dutch theopolitical legal theorist Hugo Grotius’s argument 
that “a fixed abode ought not to be refused to strangers, who being 
expelled from their own country, seek a retreat elsewhere.”9 Contem-
porary legal definitions of refugees and the moral obligations of states
to them have not only Jewish and Christian roots but also a particular
Reformed lineage. Moreover, social historians have recently argued
that John Calvin’s own ecclesiology was shaped fundamentally by his 
own migration experience. Philip Benedict posits, “Calvin’s sojourn
in Strasbourg was instrumental in shaping his thinking about ecclesi-
ology.”10 The realities of migration in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, then, had a profound impact on both the practical and the 
theological shape of Reformed ecclesiology.

Reformed Ecclesiology and
the Nation-State

Given this surprising convergence between the life of Calvin, the rep-
utation of Geneva in the sixteenth century as an enclave for exiles,
and the increasing number of migrants in the twenty-first century, 
one might expect the Reformed tradition to have a particularly strong 
ecclesial and missional interest in migrants generally and refugees more 
specifically. Yet it must be acknowledged that contemporary Reformed
engagement with the 15 million refugees, 25 million internally dis-
placed people, and countless other asylum seekers and so-called eco-
nomic migrants has been marginal to the ecclesiology and missiology 
of contemporary North American Reformed communities.11

This is not to say that engagement has not occurred. The Pres-
byterian Church of Canada has a thirty-year-old mission dedicated 
to refugee resources, asylum seekers, and resettlement. National 
branches of the Reformed traditions such as the Reformed Church
in America and the Presbyterian Church (USA), or PC(USA), have
assisted ecumenical resettlement programs, and local churches in cities 
like Minneapolis, Atlanta, and Toronto have committed to sponsoring
refugee families upon their arrival. Many local Presbyterian congrega-
tions in Arizona, California, Texas, and New Mexico have worked
tireless to support undocumented migrants, with some such as Tuc-
son’s Southside Presbyterian Church even offering sanctuary to those
threatened by deportation.

Beyond these acts of social justice and mission, North Ameri-
can Reformed traditions have increasingly become aware of the
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importance of intercultural ministry and creating a welcoming space
for migrants and migrant-led churches. The 1996 General Assembly 
of the PC(USA) adopted the “Racial Ethnic Immigrant Evangelism
Church Growth Strategy” that proposed a multipronged and multi-
cultural approach to church development that aimed to better reflect 
the church’s call to be agents of cross-cultural reconciliation.12 These
actions have included creating presbyteries for communities with
a shared cultural or linguistic heritage such as the Atlantic-Korean
American Presbytery or the Hanmi Presbytery. The PC(USA) has also
invested in both national and regional offices committed to supporting 
and growing new immigrant congregations. “While the Presbyterian
Church (USA) continues to be largely European American, the new-
est growth in the church is among immigrants and in some cases racial
ethnic congregations.”13

While these acts are to be applauded and their work extended, most 
Reformed churches still remain rooted in older missionary models and
have yet to embrace what the sociologist Stephen Warner described 
as the “de-Europeanization of American Christianity.”14 There have
been numerous white papers and church conferences that attempt to
overturn the tendency of congregations to exist in cultural enclaves, 
but more often than not—as Moses Biney’s chapter in this volume
makes clear—Reformed churches are marked by a high level of ethnic
and racial division. While this is true of most church communities,
magisterial Protestants such as the Reformed and Lutheran traditions 
have been particularly influenced by the ways that the development 
of their church polities and the emergence of the modern nation-
state were intertwined. As the Scottish theologian David Fergusson 
has noted, “The rise of nation states and the emergence of churches
organized within their territorial bounds created the conditions under
which a church could be a marker of national identity in modern 
times.”15 Put differently, migration demands both ethical and ecclesial
transformations within the Reformed traditions.

Without a transnational episcopacy or a hierarchy of teaching
offices, the Reformed tradition by and large opted, for understand-
able and practical reasons, to draw organizational and denominational
boundaries in and through the emerging nation-states. An obvious 
sign of this reality is the fact that Reformed denominations are cir-
cumscribed by national borders—the Presbyterian Church (USA),
Presbyterian Church of Canada, or the Church of Scotland. This model 
was largely exported through the missionary movements of the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, such that the Presbyterian churches 
and denominations that emerged in Latin America, the Middle East,
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East Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa are also primarily understood in 
and through the nation-state. Moreover, during the various waves of 
migration from Europe to North America in the seventeenth through 
the twentieth centuries, Reformed communities traveled with their
existing ethnic divisions. Thus PC(USA) traces its roots to Scottish 
and English traditions, while the Reformed Church in America (RCA) 
and the Christian Reformed Church (CRC) emerged from the Dutch
Reformed traditions.16

These practical ecclesiological decisions to express church unity 
beyond the local congregation by borrowing the borders of the 
nation have had profound theological and ecclesial consequences. 
North American Reformed ecclesiology remains deeply shaped by 
these latent assumptions of nationalism and xenophobia, both of 
which serve to marginalize migrants from local congregations and 
denominational structures. This is reflected both in the diversity 
statistics, which indicate that Canadian and US Reformed churches 
remain primarily white and upper or middle class, and more pro-
foundly in the hidden ways that cultural assumptions frame worship, 
polity, and ecclesial organization.17 The PC(USA), for instance, has
created certain levels of congregational membership through terms
like “ethnic-racial minority” or “immigrant congregations” that exist 
below full church membership. While the intention of these categories
is to encourage and foster the phased development of new migrant 
congregations, the functional outworking is a tiered hierarchy of what 
counts as an ideal church. In fact, many of these immigrant churches
remain at lower formal levels such as new worshiping communities
and never become full members of their presbyteries or formerly iden-
tified as churches because they fail to meet the financial or educational
standard demanded by the presbytery. This is problematic on various
grounds, including Calvin’s own—who famously defined the marks of —
the church simply by preaching and sacraments and not by financial
possibilities or presbytery involvement.

Moreover, the ethical actions of Reformed churches around migra-
tion are also informed by much older debates regarding the church,
politics, and race in America. North American Presbyterian eccle-
siology remains influenced by controversies that erupted over the
church’s role in the political turmoil that surrounded the US Civil 
War. During this period, many theologians and church leaders lever-
aged theologies of the two kingdoms to advance a concept of the
“spirituality of the church.” According to proponents of this view 
such as Robert Lewis Dabney and later Gresham Machen, since the 
church is spiritual and not of this world, it is called to refrain from 
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overt political engagement. The church and the state exist in two dif-ff
ferent spheres, and the church compromises its identity and mission
by focusing on moral crusades or social transformation. These debates
continued to influence American Presbyterianism, particularly during
the modernist-fundamentalist controversies of the early twentieth 
century and the debates over race and Jim Crow in the 1960s. While
there is some wisdom in this tradition, more often than not, these
theological claims functioned as a justification for evading the compli-
cated and messy reality of being the church in the world. The church’s
claim to be spiritual served as a means to ignore the ways that political
power, economic injustice, and racism infest and shape the church.
Rather than the church being free from the constraints of the political
culture of the day, the church often mirrors the racial, ethnic, gen-
der, and class divides of the culture. As Willie Jennings has argued in
his award-winning book, The Christian Imagination: Theology and the 
Origins of Race, appeals to unity in Christ are not necessarily antiracist 
or antixenophobic. “What looks like a radical antiracist, antiethnocen-
tric vision of Christian faith is in fact profoundly imperialist.”18 One 
can see the lingering power of these divisions in contemporary church
debates about catholicity and immigration reform. For instance, many 
churches will often name a spiritual unity across national boundar-
ies but then claim that such a citizenship is otherworldly and thus 
irrelevant for political ethics. Extending the claims of the Belhar Con-
fession, it can be argued that confessing the unity and catholicity of 
the church while failing to struggle to enact and symbolize this in and 
through concrete local congregational action is heretical. The church
confesses a catholic identity that exceeds the visible church, and 
yet without concrete polity practices that enact this confession, the
Reformed traditions often mimicked the broader culture and nation.

Let me suggest that the encounter with the great diversity within
the world through increased globalization and migration, especially 
within the United States since the Immigration Act of 1965, presses
predominately white and European Reformed ecclesiology to divest 
itself of both its own privilege and its tendency to overspiritualize the
church’s unity and catholicity. It demands that the church recover an
ecclesiology and missiology that can better traverse national boundar-
ies and reform its practice, polity, and theology so that diversity and
hospitality become concretely expressed in local communities. Calvin’s
ecclesiology, especially when read alongside recent social historical
studies concerning the impact of migration on Reformed theology 
and ecclesiology, offers one such promising theological direction for
thinking about a church that is both global and local.
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Reading C alvin’s  Ecclesiology 
in Light of Social History

The last decades have seen a shift in Reformation studies away from
a theologically oriented prism and toward an emphasis on social his-
tory. One of the major breakthroughs in this approach has been a 
contextualization of Calvin’s theology, not simply in the intellectual
traditions of the period, but also in the tumultuous social and political 
world of sixteenth-century Europe. The recent biographies of Calvin 
by William Bouwsma, Bernard Cottret, and Bruce Gordon all draw 
attention to Calvin’s experience of exile and the fundamental ways
migration shaped his life, thought, and ministry. Bouwsma argues, “It 
seems likely that Calvin’s own experience of exile contributed to his
understanding of the Gospel as a haven for the disposed, a refuge for
those quite literally alienated.”19 Through the work of historians such
as Robert Kingdon, Jeannine Olson, and William Bouwsma, Geneva
emerges as a safe haven for refugees from as far away as Scotland,
Hungary, Italy, the Low Countries, and Poland. Geneva “was in the 
true sense a city of refuge, to which flowed the unsatisfied, the insatia-
ble, the lovers of Jesus Christ, desirous of building an ideal Christian
society.”20 In the midst of such mass migration, Calvin and his allies
were forging new ecclesial-political models out of the old wineskins 
of medieval and Catholic practice while also negotiating the collision
between foreigners and local Genevans.

At the forefront of the movement to reinterpret Calvin’s theol-
ogy in light of his exile was the late Heiko Oberman. He claimed 
that Calvin’s enduring legacy can be largely traced not only to the
genius of the Institutes of Christian Religion or his scriptural exegesis n
but also to the practical import of his pastoral and ecclesial model, a
model particularly well suited to the period after 1550, what he calls 
the reformation of the refugees. This period was marked by persecu-
tion, exile, and a lack of state support for those sympathetic to the 
reformation. According to Oberman, Calvin was the chief architect 
of the exegesis, theology, and ecclesiology that allowed for these dia-
sporic and Reformed communities to emerge and eventually flourish 
throughout Europe. It is this that sets him apart from other reformed
figures such as Zwingli, Bucer, and Bullinger and explains his reputa-
tion as the quintessential Reformed theologian.

A primary way that Calvin shaped a diasporic catholicity was by 
interpreting Scripture with attention to themes of exile. Take, for 
instance, his introduction to Oliveit’s New Testament, where Calvin 
writes that God “accompanied the Children of Israel night and day on 
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their flight, present among them as a fugitive himself.”21 This exegesis 
was instrumental in Calvin’s theology of providence, in which iden-
tity is found in God and earthly exile is interpreted within a broader 
spiritual journey. Oberman claims that “the doctrine of election, far 
from being speculation about billions of earthlings, is addressed to 
the children of God and refers them to their place in the Catholic
Church of all ages.”22 Finally, as a second-generation reformer, Calvin
emphasized how theological reformation included concrete ecclesial
reform. It is not enough to simply correct the church’s teaching on
justification or sacramental theology; the church must also practically 
and continually reform itself by the power of the Spirit in light of 
Scripture and new social contexts.

In his book Christ’s Church Purely Reformed: A Social History of 
Calvinism, Philip Benedict extends Oberman’s insights further into
the sixteenth and early seventeenth century. He contends that that 
the refugee churches were “all important cradles of Reformed further 
expansion” since they “offered a model derived from the Bible of how 
to form independent churches in the absence of governmental sup-
port.”23 This quick survey of recent historical studies highlights that 
the Reformed tradition began as a church both of and in service to
those exiled from their physical homes and that Calvin’s theology was
fundamental in creating a view of the church that allowed Reformed
communities to flourish in diverse settings.

Toward a Socioethical
Reformed C atholicity

With these historical studies in mind, we now turn to Calvin’s account 
of the church as simultaneously catholic and dispersed. What resources
may be found in these historical studies for rereading Calvin’s own
theology in order to reform contemporary Reformed ecclesiology in
ways that attend to both migration and ecumenism? How might Cal-
vin’s theology of the church’s unity and catholicity be reframed to
address the persistent challenges of migration, nationalism, and the
“spirituality of the church”?

At the outset, it must be stated that Calvin’s ecclesiology is best 
understood not as Reformed or Presbyterian but as catholic. This
is most evident in Calvin’s rebuttal to the Roman Catholic Cardi-
nal Jacopo Sadoleto. Sadoleto has accused Geneva of abandoning the
faith and compromising the church’s unity and catholicity. He argues,
“The Catholic Church is that which in all parts, as well as at the pres-
ent time in every region of the world, united and consenting in Christ,
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has been always and everywhere directed by the one Spirit of Christ; 
in which Church no dissention can exist.”24 Writing from Strasbourg 
(after he had been temporarily exiled from Geneva), Calvin does not 
dispute these starting points but defends the Reformation movement 
precisely on the terms set by Sadoleto—it is the Reforming move-
ment that is authentically catholic and faithful to the apostles. And
yet, catholicity for Calvin is grounded in Christ and Spirit, not in vis-
ible allegiance to Rome. The church is “bound together by the one 
doctrine and one Spirit of Christ” as it “cultivates and observes unity 
of faith and brotherly concord.”25 On the theological level, catholicity 
is found in Christ through the Spirit. On the anthropological level, 
catholicity is marked by doctrinal faithfulness, unity in faith, and the
active cultivation of unity and accord. The ground for ecclesial unity 
and catholicity is Christ and Spirit, not visible allegiance to Rome or
apostolic succession. The church is one because Christ is one, holy 
because God is holy, catholic because the Spirit creates faith across the 
globe, and apostolic because its Word is consistent with the apostles’
Word. The church is defined by its relationship to God, not primarily 
through sociological analysis or historical genealogy. To be the one
church is to be united in faith to Christ and Spirit.

Alongside Calvin’s account of catholicity is an equal insistence that 
the church is dispersed, scattered, and persecuted. As Oberman writes, 
“Calvin discovered the ecumenical church at his conversion, the Cath-
olic Church of all places and all times. But in Strasbourg he discovered
a new mark of the church, the authentic church of Christ, like the 
people of the Jews, is persecuted and dispersed.”26 The Christian com-
munity is united, even when it is spread throughout the world. The
lack of land does not signify a lack of communal identity, since Israel
and Church are defined theologically in God, not first and foremost 
through sociology, polity, or culture. In the Institutes of Christian 
Religion, he writes, “The church universal is a multitude gathered 
from all nations; it is divided and dispersed in separate places, but 
agrees on the one truth of divine doctrine, and is bound by the bond
of the same religion. Under it are thus included individual churches,
disposed in towns and villages according to human need, so that each
rightly has the name and authority of the church.”27

Obviously, Calvin’s emphasis on the church as catholic and dis-
persed is not an innovation. Ecclesiology has long noted both the 
church’s pilgrim identity and its universal reach. However, reading 
Calvin’s ecclesiology of diasporic catholicity alongside recent histori-
cal studies opens up new vistas for interpretation of Calvin and his 
relevance for a Reformed ecclesiology in the age of global migration.
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First, a brief caveat—Calvin’s ecclesiology is no cure all. Claims for 
hospitality to the exile and the indelible image of God in others did 
not press Calvin to extend welcome to those persecuted but unsympa-
thetic to his vision. The trial and execution of Servetus is case in point 
(and one that actually caused some protests among French refugees 
in Geneva who saw his execution as an act of hypocrisy). A straight-
forward reclamation of Calvin’s theology and ecclesiology alone is
insufficient to address the theological and missiological demands of 
our pluralist and global world, especially given the number of Muslim, 
Buddhist, and Hindu refugees and migrants. Still, I am suggesting 
that his theology, especially his move to locate both the church and
the neighbor in God possesses possibilities for addressing two peren-
nial problems in Reformed ecclesiology: the issue of national borders
and the moral challenge of spatial distance. While Calvin’s theological
account could be and has been employed to justify an apolitical spiri-
tuality of the migrant church, reading his ecclesiology alongside social 
history presses against such a rendering.

First, if unity is secured not through the bishop but through God, 
then the church, like the Spirit in whom it dwells, lives eccentrically 
beyond local and national borders. Or, as Calvin writes, “We ought 
to embrace the whole human race without exception in a single
feeling of love; here there is no distinction between barbarian and
Greek, worthy and unworthy, friend and enemy, since all should be
contemplated in God, not in themselves.”28 Furthermore, in Christ 
the church embraces the world, especially those embraced by Jesus’s
concrete mission and life—persons marginalized from society and—
without citizenship. The primary focus of the church’s engagement in
mission with refugees and migrants should be not through the lens of 
state or legal definitions but through recognizing them as embodying
what Gustavo Gutiérrez terms the nonpersons—those functionally 
relegated out of existence by society. The question facing refugee
ministry today mirrors Gutiérrez’s question about “how to tell the
nonperson, the nonhuman, that God is love, and that this love makes
us all brothers and sisters.”29

Finally, by grounding identity and catholicity in God, Calvin 
attempts to overcome the moral challenge of spatial distance. The
church is drawn together in God, even if it remains physically apart. A 
chief reason that engagement with migrants, be it political or ecclesial,
is often haphazard is because it is bound by the limits of empathy cre-
ated by spatial distance and social invisibility. Matthew Gibney argues
that “to explain our intermittent engagement with refugees we need
to consider the relationship between ethics and distance.”30 Ethicists 
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have long recognized distance as a hindrance to moral engagement. 
David Hume famously noted, a broken mirror at home causes more
worry than houses burning down abroad. If this is true politically, it is
also true ecclesially. Agbonkhianmeghe E. Orobator laments, “Apart 
from occasional appearances on news flashes in the international mass 
media, refugees easily become a distant problem for the church, some-
thing for other local churches to deal with.”31 However, if identity and
catholicity are found in Christ through the Spirit, then the usual prob-
lem of spatial distance and love should become theologically reframed. 
St. John of Chrysostom eloquently states, “He who lives in Rome
may look on the Indians as his own members.”32 Human beings now 
live in God through Christ and thus even the most spatially remote 
are made neighbors. “Now, since Christ has shown in the parable of 
the Samaritan that the term ‘neighbor’ includes even the most remote
person, we are not expected to limit the percept of love to those in
close relationships.”33 For Calvin, in Christ, “the bonds of the spirit 
extended beyond the boundaries of the native soil.”34

However, as I have argued, Reformed ecclesiology developed with 
a one-sided focus on locality that led to the construction of national 
or ethnic church borders. The church confessed to be catholic, but 
the practices that united local and dispersed congregations in the six-
teenth century were lost under the weight of dogmatic disagreement.
This development spiritualizes Calvin’s vision of the church as catho-
lic, allowing the church to fall victim to and also contribute to cultural
forces of xenophobia and ethnic marginalization. Under this ecclesio-
logical model, migrants are primarily treated not as fellow members 
of the Body of Christ but as strangers to be either assimilated or 
excluded. Recovering and reframing Calvin’s vision of catholicity is 
a vital step toward developing practical and theological resources for 
expanding the ecclesiological identity and missional imagination of 
the Reformed tradition.

The call for the church is to allow for this theological gift and escha-
tological direction to become enacted, even always only imperfectly,
in our public and liturgical life. The danger, especially for those in the
magisterial Protestant traditions, is that our theological catholicity will
remain spiritualized, such that we claim with Barth that “Christians 
will always be Christians first, and only then, members of a specific
culture or state or class,” but our politics, worship, and lives fail to
reflect who we claim we are in Christ.35 The realities of migration,
however, press the church to live in such a way that its theological
claims regarding unity and catholicity are expressed in and through
its local practice. It is one thing to embrace the whole human race or
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the global church theoretically or even theologically; it is another to
consider the intersections with power, citizenship, and culture when
migration makes these differences concretely and locally present.

For Reformed ecclesiology, the local congregation is the “primary 
form of the body of Christ in the world.”36 Migration has funda-
mentally altered the nature of the local community. No longer is
the local defined exclusively by similarities in culture or education;
it has become the site of radical plurality and global diversity. These
transformations have significant impacts on the church since it is now 
embodying what has always been true of the catholic church: that it 
is “made up of historically, culturally, and socially non-simultaneous 
groups.”37 If the Reformed, following the World Alliance of Reformed 
Churches, want to continue to maintain that catholicity begins withss
the local gathered congregation, not by allegiance to the pope or a 
bishop, then it must take more seriously the socioethical task of sig-
nifying catholicity and unity in the local congregation and national
denominations.38 Migration demands that local congregations, pres-
byteries, and denominations find ways to connect our theological
confession of catholicity with our lived practice.

Following the important Reformed dictate to be reformed and ever
reforming according to the Word of God, let me conclude by sug-
gesting two significant events within the Pauline epistles that could 
aid the Reformed tradition, and the broader ecumenical church, in
the struggle to symbolize the church’s unity and catholicity in an age 
of global migration. Neither of these depends on (or denies) transna-
tional episcopacies or teaching offices; thus they are amenable to the
Reformed heritage and also open to adoption across denominational 
lines. The first is to reclaim the socioethical importance of Paul’s
argument regarding unity, social standing, and communion or the 
Eucharist in 1 Corinthians 11. Far from being a demand to personally 
examine one’s own motives, Paul’s injunction is a radical call for the
church to traverse existing social structures by mirroring the radical
unity of Christ. Far from offering a vision of the “spirituality of the
church,” Paul’s sacramental ethics are a call for the Christian com-
munity to live across and against the constructed borders of society.
The second New Testament example from which we might creatively 
develop a symbolic account of the unity and catholicity of church is
seen in Paul’s collection for the church in Jerusalem (Gal. 2:10; 1 Cor.
16:1–4; 2 Cor. 8:1–9:15; Rom. 15:14–32). There Paul requests that 
theological unity and catholicity become expressed in and through 
financial sharing. In these two events, Paul and the early Christian
community struggle to find ways to enact and symbolize their unity 
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and catholicity, both locally and across the “globe.” Paul does not 
opt for symbolic acts grounded in his own authority or in theological
confession alone but also in concrete socioethical exchange that sym-
bolize and make concrete the reconciling truth of the Gospel.

Read in these ways, the church’s claim to be one catholic commu-
nity takes on a radical political edge. Dietrich Bonhoeffer highlights 
this when he writes,

To allow other baptized Christians to participate in worship but to
refuse to have community with them in everyday life, and to abuse 
them and treat them with contempt, is to become guilty against the 
body of Christ itself. To acknowledge that other baptized Christians 
have received the gifts of salvation, and then to deny them the pro-
visions necessary for this earthly life, or to leave them knowingly in
affliction and distress, is to make a mockery of the gift of salvation and
to behave like a liar. When the Holy Spirit has spoken, but we still con-
tinue to listen to the voice of our race, our nature, or our sympathies
and antipathies, we are profaning the sacrament. Baptism into the body 
of Christ changes not only a person’s personal status with regard to
salvation, but also their relationships throughout all of life.39

Extending Bonhoeffer’s reading, the church’s catholicity and unity 
is oriented, not toward the institutional church, but toward the world.
The church’s weekly confession of being one holy catholic church
demands the rearrangement and reframing of the existing patterns 
of the nation. To confess the catholicity of the church demands acts 
of solidarity across borders that reimagine and resist the categories of 
citizen and migrant. The church’s mission, then, aims to witness to
the One that beckons all nations to worship. Furthermore, as Bon-
hoeffer notes, the catholic unity that is given and received in worship 
must be extended outward into human practice beyond the church 
walls. To truly live as catholic people entails cultivating a life of dis-
cipleship that manifests our eccentric identity received in Word and 
Sacrament. To claim baptismal and catholic unity but then to ignore
the racial, gender, and national divisions that exist in the world is to
ignore the Spirit and deny Christ. Catholicity and unity are gifts that 
are grounded in Christ and given through the Spirit for the sake of 
mission and public practice. They are fundamentally not the church’s 
possessions but God’s gifts.

Ministry with migrants and refugees in North America, then, should 
extend itself beyond political debates regarding immigration or acts of 
resettlement and begin to cultivate long-term commitments to acts of 
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friendship, mutual learning, shared worship, and genuine exchange.
The dominant models of either service to migrants or accommoda-
tion to immigrant churches must be shifted toward socioethical and 
doxological practices of radical solidarity. Such creative acts of dia-
sporic catholicity draw from the deep wells of Scripture, tradition,
and the lived example of radical alternative communities. For instance,
the church in North America could take a cue from organizations
discussed in this book like Jubilee Partners and the Jesuit Refugee
Service and develop models of accompaniment and hospitality that 
enfleshes the church’s catholicity in local communities. In so doing,
the Reformed churches of the West must address the economic and 
social barriers toward church leadership that inhibit full participation 
by refugees and immigrants. This would allow these churches to begin
to not only give gifts of hospitality to refugees and migrants but also 
receive the numerous gifts of the spirit of God that new arrivals have
to offer the church in North America. In so doing, the church might 
more faithfully witness to the One, who, in Karl Barth’s wonderful
phrase, journeyed to the far-off country for our sake. The church will 
then begin to more fully embody its theological identity as a catholic 
people and lean more fully into our eschatological destiny as those
who will become what we are already are in Christ: one people gath-
ered from all nations.
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Orthodox Church(es)  Stepping
Out of the Orthodox Heartl and

Solving Ecclesiological Riddles 
in a Migration Context 1

Maria Hämmerli

Introduction

One of the key conditions for religious groups to obtain legal recog-
nition by the state in the Swiss Canton of Vaud is the capacity to 
provide a unique representative in its dealings with the political 
authorities of the canton. Nobody expected that this apparently triv-
ial and mundane task, especially for small population samples at 
the regional level, would turn out to become the stumbling block for 
Orthodox communities at the beginning of the twenty-first century.-
Though numerically a tiny minority, the Orthodox in the Canton 
of Vaud are ethnically very diverse: Serbs, Russians, Romanians, 
Greeks, and a few local converts populate the “Orthodox landscape” 
in the region, which is organized correspondingly in ethnic parishes 
placed under the jurisdiction of national churches back home. Five 
different bishops (belonging to the Serbian Orthodox Church, the 
Romanian Orthodox Church, the Russian Orthodox Church, the 
Russian Orthodox Church outside Russia, and the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate) are in charge of these parishes, and only two of them 
have residence in Switzerland. Some of the bishops did not give 
their blessing for their parishes to form a politically involved secu-
lar structure, which would mean that, in some particular matters,
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the respective parishes would follow instructions from an authority 
other than ecclesiastical. Also, designating a unique representa-
tive of Orthodox churches on such a small territory would imply 
the creation of a suprajurisdictional structure, with its own legal 
statutes, administrative bodies, and agenda. Since there was not 
unanimous agreement of all bishops, none of the parishes set forth 
any further legal action, giving up the idea of obtaining political 
recognition. While in the eyes of other Christian denominations 
in the canton, this was yet another example of the impossibility of 
Orthodox churches to work together in a migration context because 
of the multiple jurisdiction system; for Orthodox Christians them-
selves, it was a way to preserve conciliarity and fraternal relations 
while remaining ethnically centered and ecclesiastically tied to the 
mother churches back home.

Orthodox churches are not usually associated with global move-
ment and transnational circulation. Despite some occasional mis-
sionary activity by the Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska, Japan,
and China, these churches have been historically confined to their
traditional territories in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. Only 
recently have they started spreading around the world, and this is
because their members have been driven away from their home coun-
tries by dramatic events (e.g., during communism in Eastern Europe)
or economic hardships in the postcommunist period. This new epi-
sode in their history—expansion of their canonical territories beyond
the Orthodox heartland—has raised new questions and challenged
their ecclesiology.

Historically confined to the Orthodox heartland, Orthodoxy has 
developed an organic bond with the local cultures and with ethnic/
national identity. Through migration, religion becomes disconnected 
from a social, political, and cultural environment that supports religious
identity for individuals as well as religious institutions’ organizational
structure and way of functioning. Eastern European expatriates in the
West become minorities and have to go through the painful transition 
from being a national church that is socially, politically, and culturally 
embedded in everyday life to inhabiting a legal framework favoring
separation of church and state, which confines them to regular public
law associations. Migration and settlement in non-Orthodox contexts
requires Orthodox churches and their members to undergo a process
of identity reconstruction, whereby they adjust to and integrate into
societies that have not been shaped by Orthodox values while simulta-
neously preserving their theological and ecclesiological heritage.
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This chapter analyzes the implications of migration for Orthodox
ecclesiology at two levels: the macro level of the Orthodox Church as
an institution and in terms of inter-Orthodox relations and small-scale
ecclesiological “events” that occur at the level of individual parishes.
When relocating into non-Orthodox settings, Orthodox Churches
are faced with a need to rediscuss issues of jurisdiction, primacy, and 
conciliarity. Also, they must reorient a theological focus that under-
stands Church unity to derive from the bishop exercising jurisdiction 
on a particular territory to a Eucharistically centered ecclesiology.
Finally, I argue that migration prompts a redefinition and reconfigu-
ration of clergy-laity relations—something that varies according to 
the sociological reality of each parish. However, first, I will introduce 
some notions of Orthodox ecclesiology and provide a brief account of 
Orthodox migrations and their settlement in Western Europe.

The Basics of Orthodox Ecclesiology

At the core of Orthodox ecclesiology lies the belief that each local 
community of Christians gathered around a bishop—who has jurisdic— -
tion over a definite territory and celebrates the Eucharist—represents
the local realization of the universal church (what is called the local 
church). John Zizioulas argues that Eastern Christianity does not 
hold an antagonistic relationship between the local church (which has 
preeminence in Protestantism) and the universal church (stressed by 
the Catholic Church) but rather combines the two categories, which 
coexist and operate simultaneously: the local church epitomizes the 
universal, and the universal is manifested locally.2 Notwithstanding
the physical and numerical size of each local church, they are all equal
by virtue of the fact that each of them fully embodies the universal 
church.

Though remaining self-governing, equal entities, the various
local churches preserve unity among themselves, not by virtue of a y
superstructure or by way of a centralized coordination of their activ-
ity. Orthodox theologians argue that the principle of unity emanates 
from the fact that local churches are held together by the Orthodox
faith—namely, in sacramental unity (the Eucharist and the other sacra-
ments), in liturgical unity (they have basically the same liturgical texts
and liturgical celebration patterns but in different languages), and in 
canonical unity (they refer to the first seven Ecumenical Councils and
other local councils).3 Their unity is also expressed in their mutual
recognition and respect of territorial jurisdiction.
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All local churches being equal, their primates are also equal among
themselves. Official titles such as patriarch, metropolitan, or arch-
bishop are not ranks of a linear hierarchy but reflect a certain “ranking
of honor”4 in the sense that a patriarch may have a supervisory role
over the synod of all the bishops of his country or that a metropolitan 
of a city may have some degree of precedence among the bishops of 
his province. Yet they are all basically bishops and “equal in aposy -
tolic status.”5 There is thus no pontifical authority in the Orthodox
Church, which recognizes only Jesus Christ as its real head.

A primacy of honor is granted to the ecumenical patriarch (of Conr -
stantinople) on the account of the history of Constantinople as the
capital of the ancient Byzantine Empire. Besides, it is a primacy among 
equals: he is called primus inter pares. Within the church polity, deci-
sions are made by way of dialogue and agreement among bishops, 
who are expected to be in permanent dialogue and synergy with the 
laity. This system of governance is called synodality or y conciliarity. 
Moreover, authority is not the prerogative uniquely of bishops but 
is much more diffuse and shared by “Christ’s inspired people in their 
various offices and duties (bishops, priests, deacons, ascetics, married 
couples, prophets, martyrs among them).”6 This polycentric pattern
of authority is considered both an asset (because it allows for flexibil-
ity in church life management) and a shortcoming (because it makes
it difficult to understand who concretely leads the church and who
speaks for it).

The jurisdictional organization of the Orthodox Church,7 as we
know it today, results from the application of the principle of the local
churches gathered around their bishops in a specific territory. The
spread of Christianity and the numerical growth of the church members
led to a more complex diversification of church structure into metro-
politan and patriarchal levels. The metropolitan was a bishop of a big 
city (metropolis); the title of “patriarch” was first applied to the origi-
nal three major sees of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch and shortly after
extended to include Constantinople and Jerusalem. This fellowship,
known as “the pentarchy,” changed its configuration because of two 
historic events: The first was the advent of Islam in the seventh century 
in Antioch, Alexandria, and Jerusalem and in the fifteenth century in
Constantinople, which led to the loss of many territories and popula-
tions. In these countries, Orthodox (and Christians more generally,
including the so-called Oriental Orthodox) are still today a minor-
ity and their numbers keep shrinking under the pressure of religious
or political persecution. The second was the schism with Rome in
the eleventh century, which brought about a long-lasting separation 
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of Christianity into “Western” and “Eastern.” Besides these ancient 
patriarchates, other more “modern” locally established churches are
part of the Orthodox Commonwealth—x the Romanian (BOR8RR ), Ser-
bian (SOC), Russian (ROC), Bulgarian (BOC), and Greek (GOC).
These were actually part of or historically connected to the Byzan-
tine Empire and the Patriarchate of Constantinople but emerged into 
separate autocephalous churches (i.e., self-governing) when the Byz-
antine Empire began to disintegrate under Ottoman pressure (the 
Orthodox Church in Russia, recognized as autocephalous in 1589)
or after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire itself and the formation 
of new nation-states in the Balkans in the course of the nineteenth 
century (in the case of Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece). The
nationalist movement sealed in the Balkans a century-old synthesis 
of religion and ethnicity, resulting in ethnicity and nationality being
absorbed into Orthodox ecclesiology. Though the principle of terri-
toriality (one territory, one bishop, one Eucharist) was preserved, the
criterion of ethnicity and nationality emerged as important elements
in the organization of the church. Many of the local churches became 
in time de facto national churches, operating within the geopolitical
boundaries of sovereign national states. This fact is very important 
for understanding the behavior of Orthodox Churches in a migration 
context, which I will discuss in the next section.

Orthodox Migrations to Western Europe 9

For centuries, Orthodox Churches have been confined to their his-
torical territories, focusing their energy on survival strategies and the 
perpetuation of religious and ethnic identity of their members. This
is mostly due to the fact that these churches lived and operated under
political regimes that closely watched and restricted their activity or 
openly persecuted them: the four-century Ottoman dominion in the 
Balkans, the two-century abolition of the institution of the patriarch-
ate in Russia (since Peter the Great to 1917), and the several decades 
of communist regime in Russia and Eastern Europe. The Orthodox 
scattered worldwide relatively recently—starting with the twentieth 
century—as a result of a political exodus caused by the Bolshevik take-
over in Russia (1917), the Greek-Turkish conflict in 1921, the advent 
of communism in the Balkans (in the aftermath of World War II), and 
the labor migration from Greece and Yugoslavia during the economic 
reconstruction of Western Europe. Orthodox migrations diversified 
and intensified after the fall of communism in the 1990s, following the 
war in the former Yugoslavia at the end of the 1990s, the European
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integration of Romania and Bulgaria in the early twenty-first century,
and the economic crisis in Greece in 2009.

Outside the Orthodox heartland, Orthodox churches continue
to be organized along ethnic lines and continue ecclesiastical depen-
dence on the mother churches back home. This means that Romanian
Orthodox migrants established their own parishes, with Romanian-
speaking priests and bishops belonging to the BOR—it is the same for
Serbs, Russians, Bulgarians, and so on. Besides creating the ecclesiasti-
cal paradox of having two or more bishops for the same territory (e.g.,
in Paris, there are seven Orthodox bishops, each holding jurisdiction
over his own ethnic flock), this strong connection between ethnic-
ity/nationality and Orthodoxy makes it difficult to draw a clear-cut 
picture of the Orthodox communities in the West. The tendency “to
consider that the cumulative number of Greeks, Romanians, Russians
and Serbs coincides with the number of Orthodox people in a given
country, while this is only a pool from which one can identify poten-
tial Orthodox,” prevents researchers from describing the demography 
of Orthodox churches.10

The Orthodox presence in the West is often designated as “Ortho-
dox diaspora,” but this term is not appropriate sociologically speaking 
because these expatriate communities do not gather around the reli-
gious reference but remain instead ethnic immigrant groups. From a
theological point of view, diaspora involves the idea of a periphery—a
that is, the Orthodox communities established in Western Europe
in relation to a center, the mother churches, back home. This is a
view that contradicts the decentralized Orthodox ecclesiology, which,
as was said before, is based on the principle of equality among local
churches.11 These difficulties of defining an Orthodox identity outside 
the Orthodox heartland stem from the fact that migration implies de-
territorialization from a social, cultural, and political context, which
backs religious identity and settlement in culturally and religiously 
alien contexts. In the following section, I will discuss the resulting
consequences of this situation for Orthodox ecclesiology.

Ecclesiological Challenges in Migration

In analyzing the ecclesiological challenges raised by migration, I will 
distinguish between the institutional level (e.g., inter-Orthodox rela-
tions, theological redefinitions of primacy, and conciliarity) and the
intermediate level of parish organization in specific local contexts in 
Western Europe (e.g., legal status and relation with the host state and
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society, internal parish organization involving the redefinition of the 
clergy role).

One of the first ecclesiological riddles that migration caused Ortho-
dox churches was the question of jurisdiction over the populations who
left the Orthodox heartland and settled in non-Orthodox countries. 
The common way to proceed in the case of population movement 
is that people attend already existing parishes and pay allegiance to 
the bishop who has jurisdiction over that territory, becoming part of 
his Eucharistic assembly. The Western part of Europe was tradition-
ally under the jurisdiction of the bishop of Rome. However, since the 
bishop of Rome (pope) is no longer in communion with the Orthodox
Church, his authority over the respective territory is not recognized
as canonical. This created a jurisdictional void in Western Europe and 
other parts of the world that were not traditionally Orthodox.

Unexpected migration waves, especially after the Bolshevik coup
in Russia in 1917 and after 1990, forced local national churches to 
answer to the pastoral needs of their expatriate flock by creating par-
ishes and dioceses on territories that were not canonically theirs, each
of them ordaining its own bishops. The result is that there are paral-
lel ethnically diverse Orthodox hierarchies on the same territory in
Western Europe, a situation that the whole Orthodox world deplores 
as contrary to its ecclesiology. Here are a few problematic points the
Orthodox strive to solve:

First, Orthodox Churches infringed the principle of territoriality which
lies at the core of their ecclesiology: national autocephalous churches 
extended their jurisdiction beyond their canonically established territo-
rial limits, causing an overlapping of ecclesial authority on the same 
geographical area. External observers interpret this as an obstacle to 
inter-Orthodox relations and to the unity of the Orthodox Church.
Despite bishops recognizing each other’s episcopate, the Orthodox
Church is declined in the plural (Orthodox Churches), resembling a
federation of national churches. Co-territoriality, “the co-existence of 
several local Churches at the same geographical location, on the same
ecclesial territory” is historically linked to confessionalismus, which ss
emerged as a consequence of ecclesiastical rupture in the West (the 
church separation after the Reformation). In the Orthodox case, we 
see manifestations of ecclesiological problems in the fact that different 
jurisdictions are exercised on the same territory (what Papathomas calls
“multi-jurisdictional co-territoriality”).12

As a measure to lessen the negative consequences of this situa-
tion for the unity of the Orthodox Church, the Orthodox bishops’
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conferences proposed a temporary solution: the creation in each
country of Episcopal Assemblies, bringing together all canonically 
recognized bishops and chaired by “the first among the prelates of 
the Church of Constantinople.” Yet these assemblies do not hold true
ecclesiastical authority because the member bishops continue to be
subject to their mother churches.

Many Orthodox hierarchs relativize the current state of affairs by 
invoking the unity in faith and sacraments. There is a shift in recent 
Orthodox theology (e.g., in the works of Serghie Bulgakov, Niko-
laj Afanassieff, Alexander Schmemann, and John Meyendorff) from 
an ecclesiology centered on the bishop (e.g., Ignatius of Antioch’s
“Where the bishop is, there the Church is”) to an emphasis on the
Eucharist (e.g., Afanassieff ’s “Where the Eucharist is, there is the 
Church”). This implies that the main factor of the unity of the church
is the Eucharist—which is the origin of the church—— determining
ecclesiastical structure and order. Eucharistic ecclesiology provides a 
corrective to overlapping jurisdictional authority of bishops in order 
to reassert conciliarity (synodality). Yet the Eucharist and all sacra-
ments are territorially embedded, and they remain connected to the 
principle of territoriality to the extent that they are tied to episcopacy.

Second, by extending their jurisdiction beyond their canonically 
established geographical limits, each national church made her own
geography and her own partition of Western Europe: churches often
refer to their diocese/archdiocese/metropolitanate in “West and 
Central Europe,” or “West and South Europe,” or “North and Cen-
tral Europe,” with different countries cut out. This is due, on the one
hand, to the fact that the criterion of creating parishes was ethnic, each
national church following her flock, according to its demographic dis-
tribution. On the other hand, this is due to the fact that the canons 
do not explicitly address how churches may expand into new territory,
or at least the local and autocephalous churches cannot agree on their
interpretation. The fourth Pan-Orthodox preconciliar conference in
2009 tried to reach a decision about territorial cuts in 11 “regions”:
North America and Central America; South America; Australia, New 
Zealand, and Oceania; Great Britain and Ireland; France; Belgium,
Holland, and Luxembourg; Austria; Italy and Malta; Switzerland and 
Lichtenstein; Germany; Scandinavian countries (except Finland); 
and Spain and Portugal.

In the third place, by extending their ecclesiastical authority beyond
their geographically determined territories, Orthodox churches started
exercising jurisdiction on people of a specific ethnic identity, indicating
a shift from an objective criterion (the canonical territorial boundaries)
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to ethnicity, which is a changeable and subjective variable. The impor-
tance attached to ethnicity or national identity was often qualified as 
“ethnophyletism” and has been repeatedly denounced by the church
starting in 1872 (Council of Constantinople). By keeping a strong 
umbilical cord with their mother churches, the Orthodox established 
in the West often were influenced by the political developments in 
their respective countries of origin. Let me quote here the implica-
tions of the advent of communism in Eastern Europe: during the two 
world wars, the expatriate Russians did not agree on the attitude to 
take on the political situation in the homeland, with the church being
subdued, persecuted, and controlled by the new political regime. 
The Russian diaspora was split into three major ecclesiastical units: 
(1) those who remained faithful to the Moscow patriarchate, refusing
to associate the church with a temporary hostile political situation;
(2) those who separated from Moscow patriarchate, creating the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia (ROCOR) as a temporary 
measure to avoid interference from the Bolsheviks; (3) those who
decided to ask for ecclesiastical shelter in the Ecumenical Patriarch-
ate of Constantinople, giving rise to what became the Exarchate of 
Orthodox Parishes of Russian Tradition in Western Europe.

Fourth, migration and settlement in non-Orthodox places brought 
onto the Orthodox agenda issues of primacy: declaring the jurisdic-
tion of the bishop of Rome as noncanonical created an ecclesiastical 
void on his territory. The question of primacy over the traditionally 
non-Orthodox territories became a source of conflict polarized by 
two positions: on the one hand, the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Con-
stantinople claims jurisdiction over all the territories in the world that 
are not already part of the canonically delimited territories of another
local church; it substantiates this claim with the provision of the canon
28 of the Fourth Ecumenical Council, which grants the Patriarch of 
Constantinople a primacy of honor after the bishop of Rome and 
over “barbarian” dioceses (the interpretation of “barbarian” being
highly contested). On the other hand, the national autocephalous 
churches—but mostly the Moscow Patriarchate—contest this right 
of world jurisdiction, evoking the danger of generating a primacy of 
authority, similar to that of the pope of Rome, and asking for a read-
ing of the canons adapted to the present demographic reality of the 
church.

Recently, the Ecumenical Patriarchate published on its website13

a paper that challenged primacy as a mere honorific designation by 
redefining the patriarch of Constantinople as primus sine paribus
(first without equals). Russian theologians qualified this position as
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deviant because it would tend to introduce a centralized pattern of 
authority, which is contrary to the principle of conciliarity.14 These
theological disagreements hide a tacit competition between the sees
of Constantinople and Moscow in gaining recognition as representa-
tives of the Orthodox world: the former on account of its history, the
latter by virtue of its size and contribution to the Orthodox theologi-
cal heritage.15 This long-established rivalry dates back to the fifteenth 
century, when Russia aspired to become the “Third Rome” and a 
defender of Christendom in a time when Constantinople (the “Sec-
ond Rome”) was under siege and ended up under a four-century-long 
Ottoman domination.

Migration challenges Orthodox ecclesiology not only at the macro
level but also at a smaller scale, in parish organization and the rela-
tions between clergy and laity. In a migration context, Orthodox
churches are a religious minority, with no (or at best little) contact 
with the political sphere of the receiving country and no collective 
support. Most often they are registered as public law organizations,
similar to leisure or sports organizations. This legal status implies they 
need to function democratically, with elections and equal voices for 
all members. In some parishes this empowers lay people and belittles 
the authority of priests. It comes as no surprise then that Afanassieff ’s 
writings on the ministry of laity and the equal priesthood of laymen
and clergy (a theological innovation16 developed in a migration con-
text) have been met with such a success in Orthodox parishes in the
West. In a 1958 paper Afanassieff spoke of lay believers as embodying
royal priesthood, a form of service within the church that possesses
priestly dignity. He described clergy as not ontologically but only 
functionally different from lay people. The priesthood of clergy is only 
a special form of service, which does not (or should not) supersede
the royal priesthood of the “people of God.” In his perspective, there
should not be any separation between laity and clergy because this
partition automatically introduces a hierarchical relationship between 
the two parts of the church, inducing a passive and submissive attitude
in lay people.17 One of the Orthodox dioceses that applied this new 
approach was the Russian diocese of Sourozh in Great Britain under 
Metropolitan Anthony, who used to speak of “a hierarchy of service 
and not of dominion.”18

The nature of the laity-clergy relation can also change because of 
a practical aspect: in a minority context, priests do not possess collec-
tive, massive, social recognition of their ministry and authority. If they 
do exert authority, that happens in the restricted circle of the parish.
And even at that level, their influence is being undermined by the fact 
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that they are employees of their parish and relate to their flock on a
contractual basis. Under the influence of the secularization process in 
the West, many parishes introduced a way of management that sepa-
rates this-worldly administrative and financial matters, entrusted to 
lay leaders, from the otherworldly liturgical and pastoral care, which is 
the expertise of the priests. Though in their discourse and teachings, 
priests preach the need to reconnect the material and the spiritual 
world, in reality their working conditions increasingly resemble civil 
jobs in which the material, practical, “worldly” aspects are separated 
from the “spiritual” sphere. Berit Thorbjørnsrud’s research find-
ings illustrate the changing lay-clergy relations through case studies 
of Orthodox priests in Norway caught in painful and long-lasting 
conflicts with their parish board members, which were not solved by 
ecclesiastical authority but required intervention from the civil local 
authorities.19

Conclusion

This chapter has tried to illustrate some of the ecclesiological riddles 
Orthodox churches are called to solve in a migration context: at the 
macro level, they are searching for a canonical solution that would 
allow them to exercise power of jurisdiction over new territories so as 
to maintain unity and conciliarity and not transgress the main norm of 
church organization, which is territoriality. Meanwhile, the field real-
ity points to ecclesiastical incoherence and cacophony (for instance,
the jurisdiction overlap) and to the emergence of ethnicity/national-
ity as a significant criterion of church organization. Besides, the emer-
gence of a new “territory” also raised the question of who is more
legitimate to claim jurisdiction over it, and this opened the way for 
competition among national churches.

There are some theological developments that, though remaining 
in the frame of tradition and within acceptable Orthodox theological
positions, reflect the adaptation to a new social reality: first, there is a 
shift of emphasis from the bishop as the key figure embodying church 
unity to the sacrament (or mystery, to use Orthodox terminology) of 
the Eucharist as that which confers unity of faith among all Orthodox 
worldwide; second, Orthodox theologians reevaluate the traditional 
relations between clergy and laity in light of the decline of religious 
leaders’ authority in the West and certainly also under the influence
of democratic ideals of social equality. “Hierarchy of service and not of 
dominion” and the “lay activism” movement are examples of such
theological innovations.
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Being Church as Latina/o 
Pentecostals

Néstor Medina

Twenty-five years ago, I left Guatemala with my younger brother -
and my good friend. We left with the hopes of making it to the 
United States. Within a week we had crossed Mexico and success-
fully avoided the Mexican police. My uncle gave us a rough map 
outlining the direction of our journey. Several times we ran out 
of money and asked people to give us some change to get there—al ——
norte. We found wonderful people who helped us and gave us 
money, food, and shelter along the way. When we arrived at the 
US-Mexico border, we found some coyotes who offered to take us 
across the Río Grande. To my surprise, none among them knew how 
to swim. I knew that my brother’s best friend had drowned in the 
same river a year before.

It was January 6, 1988, and it was zero degrees outside. At least 
it felt that way. The current was strong, and we had to put our 
clothes in plastic bags and swim across holding the bags with our 
mouths. I was the first one to cross. I was also the only one who knew 
how to swim. I got to the other side and indicated to my brother and 
my friend to start crossing. They were put together inside an inner 
tube so that they could float on while the coyote sat on another inner 
tube and held them with her feet. The river was about twenty meters 
wide at the time. It carried tree branches. Halfway in, my brother 
started screaming; he felt he was slipping out of the inner tube. I 
had to jump back into the river and pull them out on the US side 
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of the river. As we were leaving, another woman screamed because 
her girlfriend was drowning. So without hesitation, I jumped back 
in and was able to pull her out of the water. We were pretty shaken 
up, but there was no time to rest. We knew La Migra was nearby.

Introduction

My story of migration did not begin or end with this crossing of the
Rio Grande, but the memory of that experience continues to shape
my life and the way I think about borders, the journey of migration,
and migrants’ lives and spiritual journeys. It shapes the way I think 
about church. I carry the pain, suffering, and human cost of migra-
tion and cannot think about my own life in Canada without thinking
about those that stayed behind. The idea of living in the “Promised
Land” after a dramatic exodus or migration does not communicate
the experiences of “undocumented” migrants in the United States.
From a Latina/o perspective, the notion of the “Promised Land”
ought to be rejected: first, because the Spanish conquistadors and
the English settlers used the same imagery to justify the decimation
of the indigenous population and imperial project in the Americas,
and, second, because as soon as immigrants arrive, they quickly realize
that the United States is far from a land full of milk and honey. In this 
chapter, I propose that multiple interrelated aspects of the migration 
experience conspire to shape and reshape the way many Latin Ameri-
can and Latina/o Pentecostal migrants come to understand their faith
in God, what it means to be a community of believers, and what it 
means to be and do church.1

As people migrate, they export their sacred traditions across bor-
ders.2 For those Pentecostals who have undergone or are familiar with 
the experience of migration and are part of the Latina/o communi-
ties, there is little doubt that, from beginning to end, the journey 
becomes an essential prism for understanding divine activity in their 
lives and their role as church in this world. Out of this realization, a
new kind of church is emerging, one that refuses to understand itself 
as an abstract idea and focuses instead on a concrete reality invested in
the well-being of others. In this chapter, I theologically reconceptual-
ize church as a sacred space of cultural and human affirmation and as 
a space for the reorientation of inherited androcentric ecclesial struc-
tures. I do this through connecting the theme of migration in the Bible
with the long-standing experience of migration among Latinas/os.
I argue that for these migrants, the very migratory journey is in itself 
pneumatological: migrants daringly conceive human agency and 
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being/doing church as taking place within the confines of the activ-
ity of the spirit. My goal is to signal the emergence of a Pentecostal 
theological understanding of church that accompanies migrants as a 
result of their faith in God and concrete expression of the activity of 
the Spirit.

There are three parts to this chapter. First, I briefly explore the pres-
ent context of Latinas/os in the United States. Second, I outline the 
ways in which the experience of migration leads to the development 
of new interpretive frames when it comes to approaching the biblical 
text. Third, I explore how the experience of migration contributes to 
a theological reconfiguration of what it means to be and do church.

Latinas/os and Migration: The Context

Migration is certainly not a new discussion topic for Latina/os in the
United States. While Latinas/os are perceived generally to be either
recent migrants or the children of migrants, many Mexican Ameri-
cans trace back their ancestry to Mexico and today’s southwest United
States prior to the US-Mexican War at the end of the first half of 
the nineteenth century. Similarly, the “migration” of Puerto Ricans 
into the continental United States is connected to the implementa-
tion of the Jones Act in 1919. In both of these cases, US expansion-
ism directly resulted in the presence of these migrants in the United 
States today. Cuban migration to the United States has largely been a
consequence of the ways in which the United States undermined and
opposed the communist Cuban Revolution of 1959.3 The circum-
stances surrounding the presence of these three groups in the United
States—those representing the majority of the Latina/o population—
are worlds apart from those that forced masses of Latin Americans,
especially Central Americans, to make their way into the United
States during the early 1980s and 1990s.4 In addition, today, count-
less men and women cut across the Sonoran Desert, swim across the
Río Grande, or find other creative means to cross the border between
Mexico and the United States to enter into the United States without 
“proper” documentation.

People migrate because their birth countries have failed them. It 
has become impossible for them to earn enough of a living to feed 
their families. The proliferation of gang violence, the lack of safety, 
and corruption at every level of government portend even worse
economic hardships in the near future.5 In many ways, the present 
increase in undocumented immigrants must be interpreted as a form 
of protest against local governments who do not provide for their 
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citizens and ensure their safety.6 Regardless of how complicated and 
confusing arguments against undocumented immigrants may be 
(protection against terrorism, loss of jobs for the white Anglo and
African American populations, and the erosion of US culture), the 
fact remains that thousands of people risk their lives daily attempting 
to cross the border into the United States. A large percentage of these
people are of Latin American descent.7

Immigration is about human beings refusing to die prematurely as 
well as the hopelessness that forces people to leave and part ways with 
the world they know. In leaving their country of birth, immigrants
risk it all.8 They leave their communities, homes, families, and lives
behind, with no assurance of return. This is where the theological 
meets the social, economic, and political: migration is a struggle for
life by those who would die prematurely. The costs involved in the
journey of migration are not only physical but also emotional and psy-
chological: many immigrants are mugged and raped and some others 
are dismembered and even die.9 Nevertheless, in my experience and 
in my many years interacting with immigrants, I have come to realize
that as people embark on their migratory journey, negative experi-
ences are only one side of the story. What we do not often hear is that 
migrants also encounter love, compassion, and hope. The impetus 
behind such a physically and emotionally taxing undertaking is the 
faint hope that if they cross the border, their families will actually 
survive. The goals of these immigrants are very modest. They do not 
aspire to have high-paying jobs and become rich. Rather, they hope 
to find a job so that they can send money home for their children to
go to school and for their families to build a house and escape 
poverty. This explains why remittances for nations like El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Mexico are the single most important source of for-
eign revenue10 and constitute, in some countries, a quarter of the 
national gross domestic product (GDP).11

It should come as no surprise that questions of migration among 
Latinas/os stir mixed emotions of being unwelcome in this coun-
try. Although most Latinas/os were born in the United States and
many others who were born outside the United States are now US 
citizens, Latinas/os are often depicted by the media as perennial 
immigrants, and many live with the social stigma of beingss ilegales. 
Attitudes of exclusion in governmental rhetoric have certainly been
exacerbated by 9/11. However, both before and since then, migra-
tion issues have served as triggers justifying the exclusion of Latinas/os
in the public arena. Once inside the country, many migrants face
enormous pressures and experience life in the United States as a form 
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of imprisonment. Songs—Ricardo Arjona’s El Mojado and Los Tigres o
del Norte’s Tres Veces Mojado—remind us of the numerous perils faced ——
by undocumented people and their persistence as they migrate to the 
United States.12 Wet from their tears and sweat—or the waters of the
Río Grande—they cross the border and live as fugitives in their new 
country. For some, returning to see their families is a lost hope. The 
US border becomes the bars of a Jaula de oro (golden cage), as theo
Tigres del Norte would call it, signaling the multiple changes people
undergo over time, which later close the possibilities of returning to 
their birth country.

Finally, it is important to recognize that those who cross the border 
bring with them their religious affiliations. These eventually contrib-
ute to the development of crucial religious transnational relations and 
what have come to be called “religious remittances.”13 Many Latina/o
migrants are Catholic by background, with the result that Catholic par-
ishes and organizations in the United States and Mexico have sought 
ways to ameliorate their condition—and much has been written about 
their activity.14 Pentecostalism, by contrast, is often overlooked in 
conversations around migration. However, the Latina/o Pentecos-
tal presence can be traced as far back as the 1906 revivals in Azusa
Street, Los Angeles, and other places.15 Discussions of Latina/o Pen-
tecostalism tend to refer broadly and simultaneously to nonmigrant 
Latinas/os who are of Pentecostal background originally, migrants
who arrive to the United States already as Pentecostals, migrants who 
convert to Pentecostalism soon after their arrival, and migrants who 
convert to Catholicism both in their migratory journey and once they 
enter the country.16 Shifts in religious affiliation among Latinas/os 
in the United States have grabbed the attention of the nation, as evi-
denced in the cover article “The Latino Reformation” and Elizabeth
Días’s article “The Rise of the Evangélicos” in the same issue of Time
on April 15, 2013.17 Along that line, and although it tends to lump
together erroneously Evangelicals, Pentecostals, and Charismatics,18

one of the interesting aspects of the 2011 Pew Research Hispanic
Center is that a good number of the constituency of Evangélicos are
undocumented migrants.19 According to Gastón Espinosa, the influx 
of Latin American Pentecostal migrants is contributing to the numeri-
cal growth of Latina/o Pentecostal communities.20

This complex web of interrelated issues influences the way in which
Latinas/os come to view the Christian faith, interpret their experi-
ence with God, and understand what it means to be church. As I have 
shown, the composition of the Latina/o population in the United
States is enormously diverse in terms of ethnic composition, religious 
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affiliation, and citizenship status. Because of the constant flow of new 
arrivals, many Latina/o churches are shaped by the reality of migration
and often define themselves in light of the experience of migration.
This is particularly true of Evangelicals/Pentecostals. In what follows,
I focus on the ways in which migration shapes and continues to shape
these Latina/o Evangelical/Pentecostal communities.

Retrieval of the Bible—or
Hermeneutical Reconfiguration—

as an Aspect of Being Church

For Latina/o Pentecostals, the Bible provides the theological fram-
ing for doing and being church. There is a dynamic interrelation
between their social context and the biblical text. Identifying the
motif of migration in the Bible marks a hermeneutical reconfiguration 
whereby Latina/o Pentecostals come to find themselves represented
in the biblical narrative and can thus conceive of themselves as agents 
in the development of the divine-human saga. In this complex yet 
fine tension between their lives and the text, migrants inspired by the
Spirit, and by their own lives and experiences, are writing their own
biblical narrative.

The biblical text takes on new dimensions previously overlooked.
People begin to understand the Gospel message anew. Liberation the-
ology’s searing challenge concerning how to communicate the love of 
God to hungry and poor people extends to the homeless, displaced,
and hopeless, as well as to undocumented migrants. Latinas/os
consciously reclaim the numerous passages that display divine preoc-
cupation for the dignity and good treatment of the orphan and the 
poor (Deut. 15:4, 15:7, 15:11, 24:12, 24:14, 24:14; Isa. 10:2, 11:4, 
14:30, 41:17, 58:7, etc.) and the structuring of Israel’s economy to
make provision for the foreigner (Exod. 22:21, 23:9; Lev. 19:10,
19:34). Daniel Carroll reminds us that the theme of migration perme-
ates the Old Testament.21 Such an intentional rereading of the Bible 
is a form of retrieval, designed to create parallels between the biblical 
narrative and people’s experiences of migration. Looking through a
migration lens, Latina/o Pentecostals readily discover the transient 
character of the people of Israel. Central figures in the Old Testa-
ment are reclaimed as those who migrated because they wanted to
have a better life (e.g., Abraham), find a place where they would not 
starve (e.g., Joseph), or find a place of political refuge (e.g., Moses). 
There are inherited Latin American liberation theological claims on
the book of Exodus.22 For migrants, the emphasis is not so much on
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the liberation from Egypt as on the protracted journey of wandering 
through the desert and divine providential accompaniment. Notions 
of diaspora are also heavily informed by the Israelites’ experience of 
displacement and deportation.

Because of multiple levels of connection with the migrant experi-
ence, the story of Ruth holds a unique place in these communities. 
Daniel Ramírez, for example, invites us to reread Ruth’s narrative
as a book about migration, including displacement because of eco-
nomic constraints, solidarity with the dispossessed and foreigner, and 
the redemptive power of the foreigner. Instead of focusing on Ruth’s 
submissive conversion to the beliefs and ways of Israel, he reminds us
that the presence of Ruth, the foreigner, opens the possibility for the 
preservation of the messianic lineage.23 Through his reading of Ruth, 
Ramírez helps us reclaim the redeeming value inherent in the presence
of the foreigner.24 These discussions are not exclusive to academic 
circles. I have heard Latina/o Pentecostals relate their own migration
stories and extremely difficult situations to the story of Ruth. For 
them, the sense of hope that she has become part of a new people
at the end of the story helps them imagine a divine solution in store 
for their lives. As Latina/o Pentecostals reflect on the story of Ruth,
they are able to name the terrible experiences they have faced but also 
the wonderful people they encountered along the way in the form
of various expressions of kindnesses, which are readily interpreted as
gestures of the providential love of God for them.

But the reading of the Bible by these communities does not remain
at the level of simply appreciating God’s goodness. There is an imper-
ative that is issued through the realization of their faith relationship
with God. The Latina/o Pentecostal rereading of the Bible from
the perspective of migration unveils a new ecclesial identity and new 
priorities as church: church is to be a church that accompanies undoc-
umented migrants. For example, the parable of the Good Samaritan 
(Luke 10:25–37) serves as role model for the kind of Christian com-
munities they ought to be. The account tells of the “foreigner’s”
responsibility to reach out with God’s love to the needy and dispos-
sessed. Many other passages could be mentioned, and certainly Jesus’s
own experience of dislocation as his family fled to Egypt in the Gos-
pel of Matthew resonates with the experience many endure as they 
migrate.

The border is a central theological theme that emerges again and 
again in US Latina/o theology. The border is indeed a place of seared 
painful memories—it is la herida abierta, la rajada (open wound, the a
crack), as Gloria Anzaldúa, Latina spiritual activist and politico-cultural 
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theorist, would call it.25 It is the place of daily extreme experiences of 
exclusion, despoliation, and violence.26 The border is the place where 
we find the stories of Carlota de la Cruz, Oscar Reyes, and the many 
unidentified people whose lives were lost as they attempted to cross.27

For Neomi DeAnda, the border is also simultaneously the source of 
stories of hope and a struggle for life.28 The border is that in-between, 
liminal geographic space where people simultaneously face inhospita-
ble terrain and the threat of premature death and see the possibilities d
for a better future. It should come as no surprise that the single most 
important source of forbearance and strength as people migrate is
the faith/hope that God will guide them on the journey and as they 
attempt to cross the border. Be it the Lady of Guadalupe, El Cristo
de Esquipulas, El Niño de Atocha, or another patron saint from their 
country, many bring deep-seated trust that God will accompany them 
as they cross the treacherous desert.29 Pentecostals also carry a par-
ticular sense of hope and spirituality, which becomes concrete in the
work of the Spirit, in the kind people they find along the way, and as 
they are able to reimagine a new life once they arrive in the United
States. Through incredible good deeds, many Pentecostals experience
concrete expressions of divine pervasive love and care along the way, 
and this benevolent human agency ought to be reclaimed and cel-
ebrated. Furthermore, among Pentecostals, it provokes a caring for
other migrants. Pentecostals are being challenged to live out a radical 
message of good news by serving God concretely in the person of the
undocumented immigrant.

Immigrants are condemned to work long hours in low-paying jobs 
and with no social safety net in case of accidents or illness. Although 
they pay taxes, they receive no police protection for crimes against 
them, including illegal exploitation, and they live with constant fear
of deportation. The obstacles that migrants face are not a reflection 
of the Promised Land but an expression of what elsewhere I call the
“nomad church.”30 By that, I mean that the migrant church has a
unique characteristic of being constantly in a state of pilgrimage and 
instability, not being able to find somewhere to settle. Nomadism is 
the experience of faith, determination, and survival among uprooted
people. The experience of Latina/o migrants in the United States
is that of wandering in the desert in the lands that sustain no life
because they are unwanted. The present challenge is to learn to lis-
ten to migrants as they tell us that God sustains them in the midst of 
injustice and unjust laws.
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Being Church at the Border: An
Ecclesio-Theological Pilgrimage

Church as Place of Renewed Ethical Outreach

One of the better-known and longer-standing Christian ethical tra-
ditions relating to migration is the Sanctuary Movement. This has
embodied a unique way of being church by creating physical spaces to 
protect and help migrants. In the United States, this movement has 
been interdenominational—involving Catholic and mainstream Prot-
estant churches, many of which have worked painstakingly to protect 
the lives of migrants by offering them water and food and sometimes 
temporary shelter to recover their strength and continue their journey. 
In other extreme cases, churches have harbored migrants within their
walls to protect them from local migration authorities. The legacy of 
Catholic and Protestant churches involved in former and contempo-
rary sanctuary movements is great among Latina/os.31

Latina/o Pentecostals are not known for engaging in concerted 
efforts akin to the Sanctuary Movement. However, these cultural 
and religious communities intentionally protect the many undocu-
mented among them in similar ways. They do not report them to the 
immigration authorities but rather attend to their needs: “Examples 
of sheltering, employing, feeding, and transporting of ‘illegal aliens’
are plentiful.”32 Latina/o Pentecostal churches have become places of 
refuge, where members and pastors help immigrants to find employ-
ment, regularize their migratory status, and sometimes even learn to 
beat the system.33 Churches from different traditions, of course, also 
function as cultural centers and places of refuge from the dominant 
culture.34 For Latina/o Pentecostals, the message of living “in God’s 
Kingdom” results in views on civic engagement that inspire them to
accompany their fellow humans. In the midst of an inhospitable cli-
mate, these congregations are reinventing what it means to be church. 
This reconfiguration of church, in addition, is intimately connected
with a reconceptualization of the divine provoked by people’s multi-
form experiences of migration and their new understandings of calling
as God’s children empowered by the Holy Spirit.

In theological terms, in the borderlands, the church becomes a 
place to be and act. As Latina/o Pentecostals live their version of the 
Christian life consistently, their faith extends to the political sphere.35

Divine law supersedes human law.36 This affirmation points to the
simple realization that Christian life precedes the laws of the country.37

Indeed, while converting to Pentecostal Christianity may encourage
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many to become better citizens,38 their actions reveal that what is at 
work is a more complex, nuanced interaction with the world, their
faith, their Latina/o communities, and the reality of the divine. To be 
Christian and to be church means to act, to reach out beyond them-
selves, and to extend their aid and support to those in greater need.

Church as a Place of Humanization and New Gender Relations

As part of this dynamic reconceptualization of church, several shifts
are taking place. Since God is king of this world—by which they mean
that God governs and cares for the world and is bringing about a 
new just world—Latina/o Pentecostal believers perceive themselves
as cobuilders of the reign of God. Such affirmation inherently points
toward the reclamation of the created character of men and women as 
dignified children of God now called to act by the Holy Spirit.39 These
church communities open themselves to the immigrant population 
and welcome them. What we find among Latina/o Pentecostals is the
reconstruction of valued human life at the most basic level.40

The migration experience also contributes to changing gender rela-
tions within Latina/o Pentecostal churches. Although some churches
claim in theory that women must submit to their husbands as “heads
of the household” and some churches insist that the higher levels of 
leadership are the purview of men, conversion to Pentecostalism often 
brings about the “loosening up” of gender roles and subversion of the
androcentric configuration of relations between the genders.41 The 
experience and reality of being immigrants in a new country contrib-
utes to these changes. Latina/o Pentecostals have often been unduly 
criticized because of their strong rejection of feminist perspectives
and because their rhetoric feeds into patriarchal structures. Indeed, 
most Latina/o Pentecostals do maintain clear differences between 
the genders, emphasizing the subordination of women to their male
counterparts. Surprisingly, however, Latina/o Pentecostal practices 
often run in the opposite direction. When people are perceived to
be called by God, the church experiences a type of leveling by which 
social ranks are subverted and subsumed to the work of the Spirit.
Those most respected are often those known for their charismatic gift-
edness regardless of their gender or social status. Women perceived 
to be especially anointed by the Spirit—even if they have only basic
primary education—are often highly admired and respected and even
invited to preach or become leaders.

Women’s contribution to Pentecostalism is not new. Since its incep-
tion, women have played a central role in the movement.42 Among 
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Latin Americans, Pentecostalism has been identified as a strategic 
women’s movement because it empowers women and undermines
patriarchal structures.43 Conversion to Pentecostalism can bring 
about the reconfiguration of believers’ perception of manhood and 
masculinity—from adopting cavalier, aggressive, and careless atti-
tudes toward family members to caring for them and dedicating time 
to them—which often results in better relations between the gen— -
ders.44 As people migrate, they confront a new social context that also 
impacts gender relations. Migrants quickly realize that social and legal 
structures in the United States make it more difficult for men to abuse
their partners without being legally accountable for it. The division 
of gender roles does not function well either because of the need for
both partners in a household to work in order to make economic ends 
meet. In many families, women also work outside of the house, which
can empower women in decision-making processes in family affairs.

These changes make for the humanization of believers. Pente-
costals’ relationship with Christ and the deeply held conviction that 
they are vessels of the Spirit alter the ways in which men and women
interact. In other words, migration creates new avenues for recon-
figuring gender relations. Patriarchal structures are not dismantled, 
however. What is taking place is rather the reinvention and transfor-
mation of patriarchy; emerging is a kind of soft patriarchy that makes 
men assume full responsibility for their lives and their families but 
with room to conceive the possibility of seeing their spouses as equal 
partners.45

The Journey Continues

Among Latina/o Pentecostals, we are witnessing a reconfiguration 
of what it means to be and do church today. A new kind of church 
is emerging. As people migrate, they come into contact with other 
people’s difficult journeys, and these movements of peoples, like the 
movement of the Spirit, extend and stretch our human understanding. 
In turn, the ways in which migrants view the divine-human relation 
and human-to-human relationships are reconfigured. Understandings 
of the church also change as a result of this, rooted in a profound shift 
in perception of the human person.

The attraction of Latina/os to Pentecostalism is closely connected 
to its compatibility with their cultures and their everyday experiences—
not least of migration. As I have stated elsewhere, when people migrate 
they attempt to replicate the world they left behind.46 Churches often
take on the role of preserving people’s cultures, in part because these 
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are connected to the religious framework they bring as they immi-
grate. It is at this intersection that transnational networks are gestated
and made possible through immigration. These networks facilitate 
the active exchange of preachers, the importation of approaches to
discipleship as strategies to stimulate local growth, and the organiza-
tion of “missionary” groups to share their “abundance” with other
churches in Latin America to support local pastors.47 These transna-
tional exchanges are not unique to Latina/o Pentecostals. What is
unique is the reinvention of the church taking place in a new context 
created through migration and facilitated by the activity of the Spirit.
Crossing socioeconomic and even political dimensions, now opera-
tive is the belief that the church is a live, dynamic group of people
who configure themselves in support of the immigrant because that is
part and parcel of being guided by the Spirit. Through such dynamic
activity, the church is reconstituted around an “ethics of pneumatol-
ogy” (Eldín Villafañe) as members go out and engage their new social 
context in support of the immigrant.
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The Promise of a Pilgrim Church
Ecclesiological Reflections on the Ethical

Praxis of Kinship with Migrants

Kristin E. Heyer

On a visit to the Kino Border Initiative (KBI) in April 2013, I 
had the opportunity to speak with recently deported migrants at 
their aid center. One gentleman had spent 26 of his 27 years in 
central California, brought there as a one-year-- old by his uncle. He 
had worked harvesting pistachios and almonds to support his wife 
and four citizen children without trouble, even on the occasions he 
could not produce a driver’s license for a routine stop. In the past 
two years, each such stop landed him in jail—with the third result— -
ing in deportation to Nogales. He expressed dread at starting over 
in a country foreign to him. Up the road at KBI’s Casa Nazaret, I 
sat with deported women planning to reattempt the journey north 
in spite of the considerable dangers it posed. The women at the shel-
ter were simply desperate to be reunited with their families in the 
United States or support their families at home in El Salvador 
or across Mexico. One had worked at a Motel 6 in Arizona for 
many years, supporting her two citizen children on her own after 
her husband left them; describing their initial reason for migrat-
ing to the United States from Mexico, she said, resigned, “At home 
you either eat or send your children to school.” The Nazareth House 
residents repeatedly broke into tears as they shared the pain of being 
separated from their children and their experiences in detention.
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January 2014 marks the fifth anniversary of the launch of this bina-
tional initiative in Ambos Nogales (Arizona, United States/Sonora, 
Mexico). Initially asked to send a Jesuit priest to staff a parish in Phoe-
nix, the California Province of the Society of Jesus instead under-
took a widely consultative needs assessment to discern its response
to communities impacted by undocumented immigration along the 
US-Mexico border. One of its founders, Mark Potter, reflects, “Heed-
ing the Brazilian proverb that ‘The head thinks from where the feet 
are planted,’ the California Jesuits were particularly interested in the
geographic region along the border in southern, central Arizona—the
area where most illegal border crossings take place due to the ‘squeez-
ing effect’ caused by increased border fortification and enforcement 
efforts along the borders of southern California and western Texas.”1

This same expanse of the Sonoran Desert was once traversed by the
Jesuit missionary Eusebio Francisco Kino, who founded the region’s
earliest Catholic churches. Ultimately, the Kino Border Initiative was
established in partnership with Jesuit Refugee Services, the bordering
dioceses and Jesuit provinces, and the Missionary Sisters of the Eucha-
rist. Its threefold approach addresses the most pressing pastoral and
social needs identified: it offers humanitarian assistance to deported
migrants on the Mexican side, particularly unaccompanied women;
educates and pastorally forms communities on the US side regarding
Catholic teaching on migration (due to their findings that the closer 
to the border the more difficult communities found discussing migra-
tion openly); and supports research and advocacy on migrant abuses
and immigration policy. Each dimension of the ministry informs the 
others, and the KBI’s self-understanding models “reciprocal evangeli-
zation” in the spirit of a pilgrim church.

The Kino Border Initiative’s origins and approach embody 
essential values for ecclesial responses to migration. Christian under-
standings of human rights, the nature of the state, and the universal
destination of created goods ground a prophetic immigration ethic, 
manifest in social services for immigrant populations and advocacy 
for humane policy. Yet the treatment of migrants raises justice issues
not only for civil societies but also for churches. The Second Vati-
can Council speaks in Lumen Gentium of the “eschatological naturem
of the Pilgrim Church.” Restoration entails “bringing people back 
together in Christ, breaking down the walls that divide cultural and
religious groups (see Eph. 2:14).”2 A “pilgrim church” signals both
the “already” and “not yet” dimensions of a church on the way.
This chapter considers how the church serves on earth as a sign and 
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instrument of full restoration and kinship, living out a reality that in
Christ there are no longer strangers and aliens (Eph. 2:19); it also 
addresses ways in which churches’ human dimensions demand ongo-
ing conversion, including by way of newcomers.3

Repentance from Entrenched
Inhospitality and Injustice

In Welcoming the Stranger among Us, the US Catholic bishops note ss
that solidarity with migrants “will take many forms, from participating
in efforts to ensure that the US government respect the basic human
rights of all immigrants, to providing direct assistance to immigrants
through diocesan and parish programs.”4 Such outreach and advocacy 
constitute significant manifestations of a Christian immigration ethic.
Yet kinship with immigrants demands not only mounting critiques of 
present practices but also countering root causes and contributing fac-
tors. Christian churches too seldom account for social contexts abet-
ting sin. Pope Francis’s example at Lampedusa reminds us that naming
the reality of sin helps shed light on the structures and attitudes that 
harm immigrants. Eliciting repentance and conversion from patterns
of unjust complicity calls communities beyond intermittent outreach
ministry or legislative postcard campaigns. Many in the United States,
Christians included, resist an ethic of solidarity with undocumented
immigrants. I have encountered significant displeasure in parish set-
tings at bishops’ immigration statements that seemingly “condone
law breaking” in terms of their immigration teachings, and the clear
referent for “wrong action” or “sin” was always confined to living 
and working without documents. Without dismissing concerns about 
the complex relationship between law and morality or the political
involvement of churches, fierce (or more subtle) resistance to an ethic
of kinship may suggest Christian citizens’ susceptibility to secular
(dis)values. Churches are at least as well poised to address these
dynamics as they are to engage in direct political advocacy.

The etymology of “conscience” (“knowing together with”) high-
lights the social dimension of moral knowledge, for “convictions of 
conscience are shaped, and moral obligations are learned, within the 
communities that influence us.”5 Adherents’ divergent positions on
social and political issues within religious communities raise questions 
not only about the adequacy of ecclesial teaching on evolving moral
issues but also about spheres of influence and discernment. As Mark 
O’Keefe has written, “Constituted in part by his or her social rela-
tionships, people generally will appropriate uncritically the prevailing 
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values of a culture—even though from an objective standpoint an
outsider may see . . . the prevailing hierarchy of values is seriously 
disordered.”6 Cultural forces that perpetuate myths about immigrants 
and that consistently elevate economic and security concerns above
moral ones may wield significant influence on political and social
behavior.

Renewed attention to developments in social sin could help Chris-
tian communities form consciences and practices. Twentieth-century 
Protestant and Catholic elaborations of social sin shed light on how 
socioeconomic, legal, and political structures that foster irregular 
immigration are related to ideological blinders that contribute to
inhospitality to undocumented immigrants. In its broadest sense,
social sin encompasses unjust structures, distorted consciousness, and 
collective actions that facilitate dehumanization. In the Americas, the 
adoption of the language of social sin emerged via liberation theol-
ogy with the 1968 Medellín, Colombia, conference where the Latin
American bishops explicitly identified their reality as a sinful situation
of institutionalized violence rooted in “the oppressive structures that 
come from the abuse of ownership and of power and from exploita-
tion of workers or from unjust transactions.”7 Subsequent Catholic 
magisterial articulations of social sin emphasize the individual’s role in
sustaining sinful structures.8

Building upon sociological understandings of internalized struc-
tures,9 theologians have articulated stages of social sin that shed light 
on the relationship between its voluntary and nonvoluntary dimen-
sions. For example, Gregory Baum outlines four levels of social sin:
(1) unjust institutions and trends that embody people’s collective
life; (2) cultural ideologies or symbolic systems that legitimate unjust 
situations; (3) false consciousness created by these institutions or ide-
ologies that convince people their actions are good; and (4) collective
decisions made by distorted consciousness that increase injustice.10

Following these four levels, the factors propelling undocumented
migration include the impact of a system whose discrepancy between
labor needs and legal avenues for work focuses on symptoms rather 
than root causes and has increased the volume and danger of extra-
legal flows. The primacy of deterrence has institutionalized security 
concerns rather than concerns for human rights or family unity in
US immigration laws, and the nation’s economic interests have been
institutionalized in uneven free trade agreements.11 Level 1 identifies 
institutions and dehumanizing trends: commodification trends are 
apparent in a privatized detention industry that profits from the pre-
vailing enforcement-heavy approach and human trafficking networks.
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Amid the present climate, terms like “illegal alien” and even 
“national security” can serve as idols to conceal a sinful reality and
provoke demonization. At a more subtle level, a consumerist ideol-
ogy shapes citizens’ willingness to underpay undocumented persons 
either directly or through indirect demand for inexpensive goods and 
services. At level 2, symbols enshrine values and penetrate the human
imagination and worldview. When cultural or religious symbols mask 
values, “they support the structural relationships that perpetuate injus-
tice and hinder authentic human development.”12 Cultural ideologies
like the use of lofty rhetoric to obscure exclusionary ends influence
citizens’ outlook, as do religious symbols. For example, individualistic 
penitential rituals reinforce limited conceptions of sin, or the selective 
invocation of “cooperation with evil” language in the Roman Catho-
lic tradition can obscure the urgency of moral issues outside the sexual
realm.

These ideologically anchored structures of injustice produce blind-
ness that can lull citizens into equating “law-abiding” with “just.”
Social manifestations of these ideologies may aggregate to “large-
scale hardness of heart.”13 In the US context, remaining oblivious
to the plight of small family farmers in Mexico or the fatal reali-
ties of the border arguably enters the realm of culpable ignorance. 
Hence internalized fears, tribalism, or callous greed can directly lead 
to apathetic acquiescence (level 3). Internalized ideologies and dis-
torted consciousness can then lead to collective unjust decisions and
actions (passage of punitive local ordinances: level 4). Hence social 
sin underscores how socioeconomic and political structures that abet 
irregular immigration connect to ideological blinders that foster 
injustice. These various levels also intersect and interrelate in complex 
manners. Internalized ideologies make us susceptible to myths; opera-
tive understandings influence our actions or inaction. When bias hides
or skews values, it becomes more difficult to choose authentic values 
over those that prevail in society, a tendency already present because
of original sin.

Churches are well poised not only to defend the rights and meet 
the needs of immigrants but to name these entrenched, intertwined 
patterns of social sin. A pilgrim church calls for repentance from
sustaining harmful myths out of fear or bias, from the greed of con-
sumerism, and from what Pope Francis decries as the “globalization of 
indifference.” From repentance and conscientization,14 we are called
to conversion toward interdependence in solidarity, toward kinship.
Whereas many Christians remain too far removed from such realities 
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to be attuned to such an invitation and its demands, hope for meta-
noia persists.

Churches have appropriated prophetic and New Testament texts
demanding justice and hospitality for the sojourner, yet explicitly 
naming the sinful realities surrounding migration would sharpen 
prophetic potential. This entails identifying subjective participation 
in the exploitative structures and ideologies traced earlier as “sinful”
as well as underscoring their dehumanizing impact. As one example,
the epidemic of sexual assault against migrant women typically goes
unmentioned in bishops’ congressional testimonies on immigration 
or pastors’ preaching at the parish level. How can the church better
institutionally embody such values and facilitate personal and social
conversion?

Personal and Social Conversion: 
Ecclesial Responses

Given that countering social sin requires both personal conversion
and social transformation, a case study of an ecclesial model that 
attempts a holistic approach may illuminate a way forward in terms of 
migration and ethics. The work of Dolores Mission Parish in East Los
Angeles, California, exemplifies a hybrid pastoral-ethical response that 
integrates the conversion of hearts and institutions in ways particularly 
relevant to the multileveled barriers to receptivity explored earlier.15

This Jesuit parish engages in a range of dynamic outreach efforts,
including provision of services to recent immigrants through its Gua-
dalupe Homeless project. Every evening for 25 years, the church has
opened its doors to the homeless and the day laborers of Los Angeles.
Many of these are undocumented immigrants seeking a safe place to 
eat, shower, and sleep; cots are set up between the pews and alongside 
the altar, and “sanctuary” takes on all its many meanings. When the
church first opened its doors and extended the notion of political sanc-
tuary in the 1980s to include providing haven for economic migrants,
a not uncontroversial decision at the time, then-pastor Gregory Boyle,
SJ, reflected that the community dissolved the notion of “us versus
them” that frequently characterizes debates about “illegal aliens.”
This move was central to cultivating what Boyle identified as kinship,
a virtue fundamental to the Catholic ethic regarding migration and
reception.16

Beyond meeting the immediate needs of a vulnerable population,
the Dolores Mission community’s mobilization in response to pro-
posed immigration legislation in recent years has embodied nuanced
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Christian social witness that confound typical binaries between the 
spiritual and political. For example, just prior to Lent 2006, as a shared
spiritual exercise, the parish undertook a month-long communal fast 
for justice for immigrants, engaging personal and social dimensions
not unlike the sin dialectic outlined earlier. Participants conceived of 
the fast as both prayer (in terms of the desire to empty ourselves of 
what distracts us from knowledge of God’s love) and act of solidarity 
(a bond of sympathy with those who, like so many immigrants, suffer 
physical, spiritual, and emotional hunger). The prayer and fasting were 
coupled with prophetic preaching and consistent legislative advocacy 
and voter education on behalf of humane immigration reform.17 At 
the end of the Lenten season, the practice of undocumented men
having their feet washed on Holy Thursday by the attending auxiliary 
bishop powerfully conveyed the parish’s embracing posture.

On Good Friday, the community undertakes a Way of the Cross
procession through the city; in 2008, it culminated at the federal 
building downtown. The parishioners united their own sufferings
with Christ’s passion; public devotionals at each station focused on 
issues such as poverty, families torn apart by Immigration and Cus-
toms Enforcement (ICE) raids, and exploitative labor practices. The 
extensive media coverage of participants’ witness to Jesus crucified in
the undocumented person and efforts to illuminate hearts and minds 
in favor of humane reform presented a countersign to vitriolic anti-
immigrant messaging in news media. (Elsewhere in the liturgical cycle 
they have hosted posada processions intentionally linked to migrant 
family separation.) The parish’s multidimensional approach well rep-
resents the elements Peter Henriot identifies as constitutive of the
church’s social mission: prophetic word, symbolic witness, and politi-
cal action.18

Hence Dolores Mission’s response embodies a hybrid pastoral-
ethical model appropriate to countering the interrelated levels of 
social sin and resistance outlined earlier. It incorporates methods that 
surface Christian duties to resist unjust social structures; respond to 
the needy in their midst who have fallen victim to institutional vio-
lence; and negotiate tensions between discipleship and citizenship.19

Such a pastoral-ethical paradigm can offer guidance for US Christians 
wrestling with faithful discipleship regarding issues beyond immigra-
tion alone. Siding with the “strangers in their midst” who, in fact,
compose an integral part of this community, parishioners bear coun-
tercultural witness to dominant ideologies like cultural superiority.
By integrating Christian practices of prayer, charity, solidarity, and 
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collaborative advocacy, this parish-based response begins to counter 
the matrix of social sins that conceal and oppress.

In terms of replicating its general approach, it is useful to note 
Dolores Mission’s engagement of a “see, judge, act” methodology 
as it proceeds from encounter, to reflection, to multipronged action.
The continual presence of undocumented immigrants through the
Guadalupe Homeless Project keeps alive the memory of community 
members’ roots and does not allow the human experience of suffering
to become abstract. Hence initiatives that bring parishioners face to
face with immigrant communities (in the United States or in countries 
of origin) can help foster hospitality and correct personal and collective
outlooks that remain obscured at the level of ideology. Next within its
base communities, members take seriously biblical exhortations and
continually critique social issues like immigration through the lens of 
Catholic social teaching in order to reveal the sinfulness of political
structures and other obstacles. This pastoral-ethical model commends 
churches to link education, outreach, and liturgical efforts, integrat-
ing structural and historical realities with the illumination of scriptural
and magisterial teaching and naming the sinfulness of realities—rather
than assiduously avoiding any perception of politicized faith.

Finally, as noted, Dolores Mission moves from encounter and anal-
ysis into opportunities for compassionate political action seamlessly 
integrated into the spiritual life of the parish, combining communal 
fasts with legislative advocacy, reflective prayer with direct service,
and routinely incorporating undocumented persons’ testimonios into s
liturgical and advocacy settings alike. Parish leaders participate in city-
wide interfaith immigration reform networks and advocate on Capitol
Hill. Empowerment and relationship building also constitute key ele-
ments: the parish has formed a group of promotores—ss including some
Guadalupe Homeless Project residents—whom they train to inform—
immigrant residents about their rights. Families of mixed status and 
vulnerable workers are apprised on concrete steps to follow if detained,
and parish-based community organizers have set up structures to help
undocumented residents designate custody of their children so they 
do not end up in the care of the state.

More broadly, processes of communal conversion coupled with
public repentance hold the potential to reframe public debate about 
immigration. Given the nonvoluntary dimensions of social sin, “love
and goodwill alone” are insufficient to expose sinful structures. Rather,
as Baum observes, “it is through moments of interruption . . . that 
shatter our perceptions, that we discover the human damage done by 
our taken-for-granted world.”20 In the US context, any public witness 
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to an ethic of kinship must engage repentance from complicity in 
patterns of imperialism and neocolonialism as well as from the sin 
of exceptionalism engrained in the nation’s social psyche.21 Each of 
these “Christian” and “American” social sins directly bears on immi-
gration, and credible witness cannot ensue without such repentance. 
Whereas determining the precise implications of such atonement in 
terms of culpability or reparations entails complex considerations,
Baum identifies “readiness to mourn” and a “keener sense of per-
sonal responsibility” as proper spiritual responses to social sin. Shared
grieving and assumption of the “burden of collective transgressions by 
spiritual solidarity” prepare participants for “social renewal and politi-
cal action.”22

As Chapter 1 in this volume explores at length, the pope’s 2013 
Lampedusa visit stands out as an unprecedented example. During his 
first official trip outside Rome since his March election, Pope Francis 
celebrated Mass on the southern Mediterranean island that has become
a safe haven for African migrants seeking passage to Europe. There
he commemorated in ritual and word the estimated 20,000 African 
immigrants who have died over the past 25 years trying to reach a new 
life in Europe. Pope Francis’s homily noted the pervasive idolatry that 
facilitates migrants’ deaths and robs us of the ability to weep. In vest-
ments of penitential violet, the pope celebrated Mass within sight of 
the “graveyard of wrecks.”23 Amid his admission that even he remains 
“disoriented” and his plea for the grace to weep, he did not merely con-
demn “the world” for this indifference and its consequences but repented: 
“O Lord, in this Liturgy . . . of repentance, we ask forgiveness for the
indifference towards so many brothers and sisters, we ask forgiveness
for those who are pleased with themselves, who are closed in on their
own well-being in a way that leads to the anesthesia of the heart, we
ask you, Father, for forgiveness for those who with their decisions at 
the global level have created situations that lead to these tragedies. 
Forgive us, Lord!”24 Pope Francis’s reflections and symbolism identify 
the need for ecclesial and civic repentance from complicity in injustice
toward solidarity. In terms of smaller-scale sacramental practice, the
church can facilitate and embody conscientización through communaln
examinations of conscience and penitential liturgies.25 Religious and 
civic bodies’ public repentance for past cooperation with the forms
of social sin could begin to convert communities away from amnesic
entitlement and toward solidarity with those on the underside of such
histories.
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Incarnational Solidarity and 
Mutual Evangelization

How might the pilgrim church form members beyond the confines of 
ecclesial practices? Whereas Pope John Paul II elevated solidarity as the 
key virtue needed in an era of globalization, observers have described 
the reception of recent Catholic teaching on solidarity as “inconsisn -
tent, superficial or non-existent.”26 Many factors contribute to such 
“moral torpor,” such as the privatization and domestication of sin 
and the distancing that geography and social circumstance impart.27

Christine Firer Hinze points to a consumer culture whose “kudzu-like 
values and practices so crowd the landscape of daily lives that solidarity 
finds precious little ground in which to take root.”28 She highlights its 
use of seduction and misdirection to obfuscate systemic injustices that 
solidarity would expose (akin to “level 3” from Baum’s four levels).29

Isolated in enclaves, the “haves” can become detached from those 
who struggle in a globalized economy—connected though they may 
be by the goods and services the latter provide.

In response, incarnational solidarity calls us to immerse our bod-
ies and expend energy in practices of presence and service in the 
real world. Hinze describes the virtue in terms of “cultivating con-
crete, habitual ways of acknowledging our we-ness by being with
the neighbor, especially the suffering and needy neighbor.” She
distinguishes incarnational solidarity from the “cheap, ‘virtual,’ or
sentimental forms of solidarity proffered by a consumerist culture and
economy.”30 Churches are often well poised to overcome differences
in this way, particularly in cases of socioeconomically and otherwise
diverse congregations. As William Cavanaugh puts it, with God, the
“Wholly Other” at the center, the pilgrim church can “simultaneously 
announce and dramatize the full universality of communion with God,
a truly global vision of reconciliation of all people, without thereby 
evacuating difference.”31 As a community that ministers to protec-
tionist and undocumented alike, the church is well poised to help
move its members beyond episodic encounters in which they remain
confirmed in their viewpoints or unwilling to generalize beyond “one
trustworthy worker” or “one valedictorian.”

A church on the way, its members in need of conversion, can serve
as a sign and instrument of that unity that is to come. I want to close
by emphasizing that a pilgrim church should take care to move beyond 
charity not only in the fullness of its response and witness but also in its
attitude toward migrants and ministry with them. Agbonkhianmeghe
Orobator notes that evidence from refugees’ experiences suggests a
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certain “ecclesial marginalization” accompanies their economic and 
political marginalization. He warns, “Refugees are considered passive 
beneficiaries of the Church’s charitable services at best, or excluded as
a burden to an already impoverished ecclesial community, at worst.”
He and others rightly remind the church that refugees and migrants 
make moral claims on the church as sources of theological transfor-
mation.32 In its efforts moving forward, the church must continue to
guard against a missionary or “assistential” stance toward migrants;
its witness and welcome will be better served by a stance of genuine 
mutuality, a move from charity to kinship. Considering migrants as 
passive beneficiaries or burdens fails to appreciate their agency and
contributions—to honor them as dramatic subjects like the Syrophoe-
nican woman rather than objects of mercy (Mark 7:24–30/Matt. 
15:21–28).

Migrants’ ecclesial experiences highlight the tensions between
rhetoric and practice of a church of welcome and communion. Where
churches perceive migrants as primarily in need of assistance and
demand they conform to an existing order, a cautionary tale takes
shape regarding conventional models of church. Where migrants’
agency is welcomed, their diversity and plurality is valued; where their
incorporation prompts self-examination (and attendance to power
dynamics) and inclusive table fellowship, we may encounter (re)new(ed) 
models of authentic communion. The latter model offers a timely 
contribution to dominant understandings of church identity and 
evangelization given recent signs of the times in the US Catholic
Church in particular, marked by Vatican investigations, the imple-
mentation of loyalty oaths, and “siege” rhetoric. Yet that narrative
has been significantly challenged in the first years of the new papacy.
Beyond his ecclesiological propensities for a street-bound to a risk-
averse and self-referential church, Pope Francis’s desires for migrants’
authentic embrace in Evangelii Gaudium has ecclesial implications: “Im
exhort all countries to a generous openness which, rather than fearing
the loss of local identity, will prove capable of creating new forms of 
cultural synthesis. How beautiful are those cities which overcome par-
alysing mistrust, integrate those who are different and make this very 
integration a new factor of development! How attractive are those 
cities which, even in their architectural design, are full of spaces which
connect, relate and favour the recognition of others!”33 In churches 
all the more perhaps, understandings of “kinship” that circumscribe
legitimacy of belonging and primarily enforce boundaries are chal-
lenged and leavened by the invitation to more universal solidarity and
praxis with newcomers.
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In this vein, Michael Blume, undersecretary of the Pontifical 
Council for the Pastoral Care of Migrations and Itinerant People, has
suggested that “faith, conversion, and catholicity are continually in
development as long as the pilgrim church carries forward the one
People of God, composed of many cultures, on its way towards the
fullness of the Kingdom of God . . . In the redeemed community the 
relation among individuals and groups of different cultures changes
from hostile competition and dominance . . . to dialogue, appreciation
of the other, and contribution to building up a ‘civilization of love.”34

Churches that genuinely live out the conviction that no person or
culture is a stranger can make true interculturality possible.35 This of 
course entails not uncomplicated implications for a range of pasto-
ral activities. Blume suggests, for example, preaching “should not let 
any community get too ‘settled’ or feel too ‘stable.’”36 The endeavor
demands what Pope Francis has termed a “culture of encounter,” 
which may serve as a countersign not only to a culture of isolation
and exclusion but also to conventional models of church as fortress
or as shepherd to its flock, a teacher to its pupils. Hence a pilgrim
church is not only on the move but also continually on the way: forces
of migration that produce a “moving body” also invite the body to
ongoing moral conversion.

To conclude where I began, the Kino Border Initiative marked by 
partnership and mutual evangelization offers a model in this regard.
Its painstakingly inductive needs assessment and self-consciously bina-
tional partnership yielded a significantly different migration ministry 
than the initial request envisioned. Its pastoral formation initiatives 
have opened space for difficult dialogues about migration’s challenges,
in contrast to perpetuating silence to keep peace of diverse congrega-
tions or avoid politically fraught topics. The initiative has undertaken 
a Catholic Relief Services–funded investigation of sexual violence to
help ensure migrant women have access to legal and psycho-social 
services in response to violence; improve women’s capacity to exer-
cise their rights; and inform and engage authorities, employers, and
public opinion. In contrast to the dominant gender-neutral approach, 
such sensitivities alert the wider ecclesial community to the particu-
lar vulnerabilities women increasingly face and interrupt patterns of 
exploitation.37

At a macro level, the KBI explicitly understands itself as “a point 
of contact and mutual transformation not only for the migrant com-
munity members who encounter one another in the context of [its]
programs, but also for the Provinces of California and Mexico, the
Missionary Sisters of the Eucharist, and Jesuit Refugee Services.”38
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This posture reflects a “two-way street” of social engagement, mod-
eling partnership and reciprocal “evangelization” in the spirit of a 
pilgrim church yet on the way. In this vein, the church remains open 
to ongoing conversion by the suffering and resilience of those in need 
and empowered to contribute in new ways rather than triumphalistic 
in its possession of truth or static in its formulations. The subversive
hospitality invited by a migrant God demands a pilgrim church to
recognize the ways migrants breathe new life into organic ecclesial
communities, impacting their self-understanding and discipleship. 
Whereas economic and policy reform offer important routes forward,
a Christian immigration ethic invites concrete practices in spiritual, 
liturgical, and ecclesiological dimensions of our lives that anticipate
the kin-dom on the way.
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C h a p t e r  6

Migration, Higher Education,
and the Changing Church

James Walters

Karen is a second-generation immigrant from China to the -
United States. She grew up in Brooklyn, New York, where her 
family attended a close-knit charismatic Presbyterian church. She 
came to the United Kingdom to study for a master’s degree at the 
London School of Economics (LSE), where she felt at home with 
the fairly conservative theology of the Christian Union. But life at 
LSE brought her into contact with people of different theologies and 
religious backgrounds in a way she had not previously experienced. 
A lot of her presuppositions were challenged, particularly when 
she took up the opportunity to join an interfaith trip for Muslim, 
Christian, and Jewish students to Israel/Palestine. Reflecting on 
the trip, she commented, “As a Christian, I was a bit too comfort-
able in my ignorance of Islam and Judaism and honestly believed 
I didn’t need to learn any more about my own faith. This trip 
humbled me by challenging those beliefs and making me realize 
how much more I can learn about other people and about myself. 
As I learned more about the core principles of the other religions, 
I was constantly examining the reasoning behind my own faith, 
asking myself why I believe what I believe and what my actions and 
words said about those beliefs.” In particular, Karen was shocked 
and challenged by her encounter with Palestinian Christians with 
whom the group stayed in Bethlehem: “I stayed with Teresa, or 
Mama Teresa, as she liked to be called, who was a petite woman 
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somewhat older in age but very much young at heart. She spoke 
openly about the tragedies in her family and about the difficulties 
of being Palestinian but reassured us of the peace and satisfaction 
she found despite the hardships.” On completing her masters year 
at LSE, Karen’s faith was changed profoundly by encounters with 
other Christians, by encounters with people of other faiths, and by 
newfound political connections with the issues of justice raised by 
this trip.

Karen’s story highlights a personal experience that results from the
convergence of the three themes explored in this chapter: religious
identity, migration, and higher education. The first section of the 
chapter explores the intrinsic relation between migration and higher 
education. This relationship is mostly concerned with the principle 
of universality, which is historically and conceptually linked to the
“catholic” nature of the church. The second section addresses cur-
rent concerns about the future of student migration, particularly in 
the United Kingdom. In the third section, I consider the impact that 
contemporary student migration is having on the configuration of the 
church and on broader religious life in Western universities, particu-
larly my own institution, the London School of Economics (LSE). In 
the final section, I raise the question of whether this changed religious 
identity is a formative part of a broader shift in the attitude toward
religion within the contemporary university.

Migration and the University

The gathering together of people from across national borders is not 
a recent development in university life. It is intrinsic to what the uni-
versity has always been. In the Middle Ages, the university emerged 
as a community of scholars for whom locality and regional identity 
were subordinated to a collective pursuit of truth and wisdom. His-
torian of the university Hilde de Ridder-Symoens describes this as
the “academic pilgrimage” (peregrination academica), a movement 
of students and teachers across medieval Europe in the common pur-
suit of learning. She highlights how this was made possible by the 
common use of Latin in all universities until the seventeenth century 
and by a uniform approach to study and examinations recognized
across Europe.1 The first universities emerged in Paris and Bologna
in the twelfth century, attracting scholars from across the continent.
University rolls show how both institutions drew students from as
far as Scotland, Denmark-Sweden, Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland.
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De Ridder-Symoens suggests that it was only toward the end of the 
fourteenth century, with the emergence of more unified national
identities, that the preference shifted toward regional universities as 
each state and political or ecclesiastical unit sought to found its own
studium so that citizens did not need to study abroad.m 2

The temptation in our era is to assume that the internationalism
of our universities is merely a product of the much-discussed forces
of globalization and marketization (students travel long distances to
study because they want and can afford a quality of education abroad
that they cannot find at home). But the gathering of people from 
different cultures and nationalities has always been essential to bring 
together different perspectives and traditions within institutions that 
have, since their inception, aspired to a cause more universal than
simply national needs or priorities. Universities are committed to a 
truth and wisdom for all humanity. They are premised, as John Henry 
Newman points out, on a belief in “universal knowledge.”3 Just as 
Christianity teaches that there is one God and one baptism for all, so 
too are there no discreet forms of knowledge relevant to one section
of humanity but irrelevant to another. The university is to pursue the 
interconnection between different narratives of meaning and under-
standing. It requires continual discovery and encounter. As such, it 
must be driven by a relentless curiosity for the new, the strange, the
other.

Thus “diversity” is not just a modern buzzword for academic insti-
tutions seeking to eradicate discrimination. Diversity is what makes 
a university the kind of place that Karen has experienced, one where
the narrowness of previous experience and thinking is challenged by a
complex encounter of students and scholars from a variety of national, 
racial, religious, and cultural backgrounds. It is worth emphasizing
this because a key argument of this chapter is that the vocation of 
the university to pursue universal truth and wisdom and to promote 
this internationally is currently being challenged by more instrumen-
tal objectives, most notably national economic and political agendas,
which are restricting the mobility of scholars and academics and con-
straining the university’s ability to pursue knowledge for its own sake.

It should be said that the kind of migration that takes place in
higher education is different in character from the economic migra-
tion and asylum seeking that currently dominate public discourse and 
are primarily discussed in the other chapters of this book. First, stu-
dent migration is usually temporary, although the extent to which
degree courses are used as a platform for permanent migration is cur-
rently the source of much public debate.4 Second, student migration 
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has, by definition, a largely elite quality. Studying overseas is rarely an
inexpensive option. The students coming from developing countries 
will invariably be among the most socially mobile and affluent in their 
home contexts. Some may have obtained scholarships and bursaries
from their governments or from the universities to which they have 
applied. But simply to have attained the necessary educational level 
means that they are unlikely to have come from deprived backgrounds 
in countries where free public education, if it is available at all, will be
minimal.

Thus student migration can often be viewed as a form of economic
migration. It enhances the opportunities of students from poorer 
countries, either by giving them greater access to the labor market of 
the Global North or by giving them significant skills that they can take 
back to their own countries. This points to the profound social good 
that a university education can be not just in enhancing an individual’s
earning potential but in building up the social infrastructure of whole 
societies when graduates return as leaders. The LSE, for example, 
played a significant role through the twentieth century in train-
ing leaders for the postcolonial administrations of Commonwealth 
nations as British Imperial rule was withdrawn. Occasionally, student 
migration may even take on a more explicit social purpose in provid-
ing sanctuary. It is a little-known fact that under the directorship of 
William Beveridge at the outbreak of the Second World War, the LSE 
created a number of posts for Jewish migrants from Eastern Europe.
In his history of LSE, former director Ralf Dahrendorf remarks how 
this act of altruism also greatly enriched the university, bringing “a
further broadening of range, and an injection of new energy.”5

Thus throughout history and in diverse contexts, higher educa-
tion, travel, and migration have come together to resource the core
purpose of the pursuit of universal knowledge, social justice, and the
broader betterment of humanity. It is important to recall here the
ecclesiological origins of the university. The first universities were a
core expression of the life of the church in their attempt to inter-
pret the diversity of the world through the unity of the God who
has brought about universal redemption. Thus the universal voca-
tion of the university is integrally linked to the “catholic” identity of 
the church. The four marks of the church—one, holy, catholic, and
apostolic—describe the core characteristics of the church as a human 
organization directed toward God. When one of these characteristics
is lost, we can, at very least, say that the church’s identity is impover-
ished. In terms of the mark of catholicity, Hans Küng has written, “A 
Church is never there just for itself, but by its very nature is there for 
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others, for mankind as a whole, for the entire world. We must remem-
ber that the message of Jesus was itself quite literally universal.”6 In
the early church, Paul’s message, “There is no longer Jew or Greek, 
there is no longer slave or free, there is no longer male and female; for 
all of you are one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:28), spoke powerfully into a
highly stratified Roman Empire that did not consider the contribution 
of the “weaker members” (1 Cor. 12:22) to be of any consequence.
Both a church and a university are to be judged, therefore, on the
question of who is absent, whose voice is not contributing to its com-
munal life. The universality of a university is not as total as that of the
church, given its intellectually elite nature. But that kind of elitism
should never become confused with socioeconomic, cultural, or racial
exclusion; neither should there be any section of society whose voices 
are not, in some way, incorporated into the university’s research and
learning. The university shares the church’s vocation to the universal-
ity of catholic identity and it does so for the same reason: humanity is
raised to its full stature in the coming together of all people in wisdom 
and knowledge (cf. Eph. 4:3).

Educational Migration under Threat?

This exploration of the theme of universality has demonstrated the 
integral relationship between migration and higher education. The
two have gone hand in hand since the birth of the medieval university 
as an expression of the catholic life of the church. But it is worth reit-
erating these foundational principles because, as with other forms of 
migration in our era, the overall picture is one of growth accompanied 
by the political currents that threaten it. On the whole, international
study is dramatically increasing. In the United Kingdom, the propor-
tion of students who came from outside the European Union in the 
academic year 2002–3 was 8 percent. By 2011–12, this had risen to 
12 percent.7 British universities are fishing in a pond of international
students that has almost doubled to 3.6 million in the last 6 years and
they are well aware of their dependence on them.8 A sharp decrease in
the number of university applicants since the increase of tuition fees 
in England and Wales,9 combined with the government’s lifting of 
caps on individual institutions’ student numbers, has radically intensi-
fied the competitiveness of the higher education market, and not all
institutions will survive. Elite universities like LSE have attracted large
numbers of international students for a long time. Today, less pres-
tigious institutions are also looking beyond the United Kingdom to 
make up their numbers.
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Yet at the same time, student migration has become caught up in
the wider political backlash against what are regarded as insufficiently 
regulated flows of people across national borders. False perceptions
abound that international students take places away from home stu-
dents or that student visas are used as a “backdoor” into permanent 
residence. The government has responded with a tightening of stu-
dent visas and mandatory language tests along with other regressive
measures such as the introduction of health care charges for non-EU 
residents. Recent research suggests that this increasingly hostile climate
has led to a drop in the United Kingdom’s share of the international 
student market as international competitors prove more welcoming.10

Applications from India in particular dropped 24 percent in the year
2012–13 following a 50 percent drop the previous year.

Policies, such as the ones described here, have resulted from the 
broader political pressure to reduce net migration to the United King-
dom during a period of increased hostility to immigrants. It may have 
disproportionately affected students since educational migration is
easier to control. But it may yet have an essentially negative impact 
on all parties. From the UK perspective, the policy contradicts the
government’s desire that universities should be a driver of economic 
growth when it threatens the £10.2 billion tuition fees and living
expenses international students bring to the United Kingdom and 
deprives the British economy of those graduates who may remain in
the country after their studies, contributing their skills and talent. The 
impact on developing countries is obvious in the denial of the educa-
tion to their young people that will drive forward their development.
But third, for universities themselves, harm will come to the quality of 
their teaching and learning when the vision of participation in univer-
sal knowledge set out earlier is restricted.

We may hope this is a temporary and localized problem in British
higher education at the present time. However, hostility to immigra-
tion is on the rise in many other developed countries, and universities
ought to be centers of opposition to any migration policy driven by 
xenophobia and intolerance, both for the sake of social progress and
for the intrinsic identity of their own institutions.

The Changing Identity of the
Church in the University

We now turn to consider how the increased internationalization of 
higher education is shaping the Christian community present within 
Western universities, with particular consideration given to the LSE.
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This discussion concerns rapidly changing ecclesiology in a complex
globalized era. The radical diversity involved makes it difficult to speak 
comfortably about a homogenous “church.” Indeed, many younger
Christians have an antipathy to this word and its connotations. So I
use here the phrase “Christian community” to encompass the range
of Christian groups present in today’s university.

The LSE today has students from around 140 different countries,
and 46 percent of its staff comes from overseas. This has inevitably 
had a profound impact on the religious makeup of the student body.
A recent student survey found that only 25 percent of our students 
describe themselves as Christian, 18 percent say they are of another 
faith, and 38 percent say they have no religion.11 This, combined
with the Single Equality Act’s requirement to give fair provision to 
all religious groups, has led to a radical reimagining of the university’s 
formal religious provision from a predominantly Christian chaplaincy 
to the opening in January 2014 of a new multifaith center. The LSE
Faith Centre is designed to provide facilities for the range of differ-
ent religious groups (for prayer, hospitality, worship, and meditation) 
as well as to draw these groups together in interfaith dialogue and 
cooperation.

It is a long way from the situation described to me by an alumnus 
from the 1950s who was president of the Student Christian Move-
ment (SCM) when a very high proportion of students were members. 
In this period, the prominent American theologian William Stringfel-
low spent a year of study at LSE, during which he spoke on numerous
occasions and took a leading role in LSE’s SCM group.12 Given LSE’s
longstanding internationalism, there was certainly not the kind of 
near Christian monopoly one would have found at most other British
universities (a Hindu Society for the large number of Indian students 
had already been formed and the sizeable Jewish presence has been
discussed earlier). But we can certainly speak of a Christian default 
that endured for three or four more decades. Today, nearly two-thirds 
of the university’s students are drawn from overseas and the religious 
paradigm is radically pluralistic. The first challenge for the Christian
community within the university is to accept this shift and that there
can be little justification for any particular privilege accorded to Chris-
tian identity. As examples of this shift in culture, space previously 
provided for Christian worship is now extended to all faith communi-
ties, and it needs to be understood that evangelistic activity on campus
will no longer go uncontested. The ecclesial context is now essentially 
post-Christian.
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The second challenge is to recognize how the radical diversity 
within the Christian community itself is resulting in a rapid transition 
in current modes of student organization. The most resilient group 
is perhaps the Roman Catholic Society, which, under the leadership
of a diocesan appointed associate chaplain, manages to accommodate
a broad international membership. The chaplain (himself a migrant 
from Angola) works with a diverse student committee to convene a
range of activities, focused on a weekly celebration of the Mass. At the 
Protestant end of the spectrum, provision is less stable. The Universi-
ties and Colleges Christian Fellowship–affiliated Christian Union has
sometimes struggled to adapt to a more international student body. 
As its traditional constituency of white middle-class evangelicals has
dwindled, there has been a hesitancy to recognize that the cultural
assumptions and norms of their meeting need to be adapted. A new 
range of evangelical, charismatic, and Pentecostal groups have sprung
up, some seeking formal students’ union recognition and some not;
some affiliated to large London churches and some entirely student 
led; some focused on evangelism and some focused on worship and
Bible study. National groupings have also formed such as the Korean
Bible Study, which is student led and unconnected with any one
church or outside organization. While the SCM of the 1950s had
sought an explicitly ecumenical vision, today’s paradigm is diversifica-
tion, reflecting a broader decline in the ecumenical movement.

An important dimension of these shifting patterns of Christian stu-
dent organizations is the general erosion for many young people of 
denominational identity and a sense of “homelessness” in relation to
Christian community. Across the range of traditional denominations, 
labels such as “Anglican” or “Methodist” are of dwindling signifi-
cance to young people who may be on the margins of any particular
church but are unwilling to let go of Christian identity altogether. 
Recent comprehensive research into Christianity in British universi-
ties has challenged the perception that the more rigid conservative
Christians dominate the student scene. “The ‘hidden Christians’ con-
stitute the majority, whether as quietly observant church attendees or 
more nominal or cultural Christians skeptical of organized centers of 
faith.”13 My perception is that, within the LSE context of high num-
bers of students from overseas, two trends are taking place. On the 
one hand, for many evangelical or Pentecostal international students,
finding a congregation in London is an important part of their inte-
gration into a new city. This may be a congregation linked with their
nationality or a broader evangelical/Pentecostal church where neither 
nationality nor clearly identified denominational identity is ostensibly 
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significant. Many other students, however, find it difficult to situate 
themselves in a congregation because they fail to find a church with
which they connect either culturally or intellectually. This complex 
new ecclesial context, patterned with both familiarity and strangeness, 
is one that requires both migrant students and host churches to be 
more understanding of the cultural form of church practices that can 
either alienate a newcomer or make them feel at home.

Faith and the Identity of the University

Migration and the globalization of the higher education market have 
had a dramatic impact on the religious identity of the student body of 
LSE and many other Western universities. This in turn is impacting 
the identity of the institution itself. Many academics had long sub-
scribed to the secularization thesis that religion was inexorably on the 
wane and that religious practice would soon be an external phenome-
non confined to historical and ethnographic study.14 The internation-
alization of their institutions has highlighted the European exception
with regard to progressive secularization, and facilities such as the new 
LSE Faith Centre point to a renewed religiosity within the university 
resulting from migration.

Migration has also fed into other factors contributing to a reap-
praisal of the Western conception of secularity. Many home students
are also rediscovering religion as an important part of their own 
self-understanding. This is inevitably more conspicuous among the 
non-Christian religions where the relegation of faith to the private
sphere has been less readily assumed and where the pattern of reli-
gious practice is not synchronized with the academic year.15 But we
should not view Christians as an exception to this trend. Research
conducted in Glasgow found the minority status of Christians among
“generation Y” frequently resulted in a heightened sense of their reli-
gious identity and its distinctiveness from the wider culture.16 The 
research argues that while their parents’ generation may have been
more likely to adopt a Christian label, today’s younger Christians take
their faith more seriously. The evidence for whether young people are 
becoming more or less religious (and what that means) is unclear and
contested. But it is certainly the case that for a sizeable proportion of 
young people, the public expression of religion is an important part 
of their identity. Christian students appear to be part of this renewed 
prominence of religion on campus. Some will certainly express that in
efforts to reassert Christian privilege over other faiths. But our experi-
ence at LSE has found a broad recognition of the mutual benefit of 
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restructuring university provision to respond to a more diverse reli-
gious paradigm.

My contention is that the complex interreligious encounter taking
place in today’s universities is forming a kind of response to a broader
crisis in higher education. Much has been written about the nature
of this crisis and its possible causes. But it can be summarized as the
sense that the ideals of learning for the pursuit of knowledge and
wisdom have been subordinated to primarily economic imperatives.
The government’s higher education policy is oriented entirely toward
producing the kind of graduates that will directly promote economic 
growth, and they have sought to engineer this through a marketiza-
tion of education that recasts the student as a consumer who will be
able to measure the benefit of his or her degree by the salary of the job 
it leads to. As Stefan Collini summarizes, “What is at stake is whether
universities in the future are to be thought of as having a public cul-
tural role partly sustained by public support, or whether we move
further towards redefining them in terms of a purely economistic cal-
culation of value and a wholly individualist conception of ‘consumer
satisfaction.’”17

But the often unasked question is what narrative underpins the
notion of the public that Collini sees as integral to the university’s 
purpose. With ever increasing pressure to view education as a com-
modity bought by the individual to enhance his or her personal
competitiveness in the labor market, from where does the idea come
that you might actually be studying at university for the sake of other
people? For the best part of a century, this question was commonly 
answered by the prominence of Marxist thought in the Western
academy. The solidarity of human community in the quest for just 
economic relations was the background music to university teaching
and the writings of its professors. It also sustained the positive view 
of student migration as enhancing social justice and contributing to a 
universal human knowledge.

The crisis of Western higher education is therefore one manifesta-
tion of the end of the Cold War. While it is likely that most university 
professors as (still) public sector employees remain critical of neolib-
eral capitalism, a progressive Leftist narrative no longer underpins
the ethos and morale of university life. It is into this kind of vacuum
that Douglas Jacobsen and Rhonda Hustedt Jacobsen, in their aptly 
named book No Longer Invisible, claim that the complex new religios-
ity of the university is speaking: “It is this new [pluriform] mode of 
religion that colleges and universities are re-engaging today, and it is
this new mode of religion that may allow the academy to recapture
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a nearly lost conversation about ‘things that really matter’ and how 
these deeper concerns of life relate to the more practical skills and
knowledge that colleges and universities also convey to students.”18

They are certainly not arguing for a return to narrowly confessional 
universities with an uncritical embrace of theological dogma. Rather, 
they contend, “When the subject is handled well, discussed intelli-
gently, and reflected upon seriously, religion (broadly construed) 
has the potential to enhance higher learning and open up a range of 
questions about the world and the human condition that otherwise 
might never be asked.”19 Karen’s experience on the LSE interfaith
trip to Israel/Palestine is a good illustration of how an engagement 
with religion, both critical and devotional, led to a profound learning 
experience that opened up questions about politics, identity, commu-
nity, and justice in a unique way. For the church, this represents a
significant opportunity for renewing its contribution to higher educa-
tion both in confidently promoting denominational universities such 
as the United Kingdom’s Cathedrals Group20 and also in recovering 
its voice as a partner in the broader public conversation about the
purposes of higher education.

While remaining in dialogue with other traditions, the church has
a particular opportunity here. More broadly within academia, there
may be some evidence that points to a rediscovery of the contribu-
tion of the Christian tradition on which Western intellectual life and 
the university itself were built. This is a difficult claim to substantiate 
conclusively and there can be no doubt that a dogged hostility to 
religion persists in many quarters. But three examples from recent 
public lectures at LSE spring to mind as illustrations for how the 
Christian narrative is once again resourcing the university’s thinking, 
particularly in relation to the underlying moral discourse. First was the 
inaugural lecture of the LSE’s new director Professor Craig Calhoun,
in which he drew heavily on John Henry Newman’s articulation of 
the university’s commitment to universal knowledge, which we have
explored earlier: “That idea was linked to the religious foundations 
of the university more than anything else: one god, one truth, one 
knowledge.”21 That the new vice-chancellor of a secular university in 
the twenty-first century should draw on such theological thought in 
their inaugural lecture is noteworthy.

The second lecture was by French sociologist Bruno Latour, whose
work has done much to question the gulf between the language of 
belief and normative language of scientific rationality. He concluded 
a sophisticated lecture on the politics of climate change science with 
the quotation of the words from Genesis used at the imposition of the 
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ashes on Ash Wednesday, “Remember man that thou art dust and to
dust thou shalt return.”22 This reflects a broader interest in Latour’s 
work in the religious contribution to moral and critical thought.23

Similarly, in the third example, veteran Marxist sociologist Zygmunt 
Bauman concluded his lecture, “Has the Future a Left?,” speaking of 
“the inspirational value of the New Testament” and quoting Richard
Rorty: “Children need to read Christ’s message of human fraternity 
alongside Marx and Engel’s account of how industrial Capitalism and
the Free market, indispensable as they have turned out to be, make it 
very difficult to institute that fraternity.”24

What do these allusions to the moral contribution of the Christian 
tradition by prominent academics tell us? Cynics might see them sim-
ply as the random selecting of inconsequential remnants of Christian
faith amid the bricolage of postmodern thought. But they may, in fact, 
be indicative of a quiet overcoming of Western academia’s embar-
rassment or hostility toward religion. Even more, they may reflect a 
growing recognition that the resources of the Christian tradition in 
the Western world have outlived many of the modern ideologies that 
sought to supersede it. This may be particularly true in relation to the
ecclesiastical origins of the university, giving the church the opportu-
nity today to help rearticulate the purpose of institutions founded to 
pursue universal wisdom and knowledge for the public good.

This chapter has covered a wide range of themes, all of which 
require further investigation. But there can be no doubt that the esca-
lation in migration that we have seen in the era of globalization is 
revolutionizing higher education across the Western world. This has
fundamentally disrupted Western academia’s former relegation of reli-
gion to the private sphere and brings students of different faiths into
a dynamic new educational encounter, such as Karen experiencing 
both studying in London and her visit to Israel/Palestine. Thus stu-
dent migration is transforming Christian identity of both individual
students like Karen and the form of churches and Christian groups
on and off campus. This new environment is not without conflicts 
between different faiths, between religion and its opponents, and in
the integration of religious perspectives with secular disciplines. But in 
a time of moral crisis in higher education, this new religious discourse 
has much to contribute to the fundamental renewal of the university’s
purpose. It remains to be seen how great this contribution will be 
or how far it will be allowed to extend. The “academic pilgrimage”
is more complex than it was in the Middle Ages. But it continues in 
an exciting form as Christian students from all corners of the world
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interact with students of other faiths or no faith at all, joining together
in pursuit of the universal wisdom and knowledge that our world 
needs.
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C h a p t e r  7

Liturgy in Migration and 
Migrants in Liturgy

HyeRan Kim-Cragg and Stephen Burns

“We are tired and we are cold. May we please have shelter? . . . It is 
not by our own choice that we travel.”1””  These words are placed onto 
the lips of Mary and Joseph in the Latino devotion, Las Posadas, 
a ritual enactment of the scriptural “memory” of the Holy Fam-
ily’s difficult search for shelter in which Jesus could be born. In
Las Posadas, figures of the Holy Family are “housed” at the homes 
of various parishioners through the Advent season, slowly making 
their way to church for Christmas Eve. The journey of the figures—
makeshift by craftspersons, played by actors, or whatever—is a ——
ritual enactment of the fraught journey that foreshadows Jesus’s 
birth, according to biblical tradition. The ritual elaborates the bib-
lical portrait of their rejection: “You look dirty and you smell . . . 
for your kind there is no place, our inn is decent . . . For your rea-
sons we care not, every room is taken . . . You are bad for business.”

Las PosadasLL  is a liturgical enactment of a very significant narrative s
of migration in the church’s celebration of its central figure—Jesus 
Christ. Jesus is the Word to which the words of Christian liturgy give
praise, celebrate, and extend invitations to encounter; He is the one 
who gives himself in the sacraments and the primary actor in church 
liturgies, gathering the Christian assembly. According to the gospels,
Jesus experienced migration, and from neglected feast days to con-
temporary celebrations of vivid communal rituals like Las Posadas, his ss
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migration is remembered in the church’s prayer. The Catholic devo-
tion of Stations of the Cross (latterly also appropriated into Protes-
tant liturgical resources) developed out of so-called stational liturgies
in fourth-century Jerusalem and Rome. The Advent tradition of Las 
Posadas—a Latin American practice that has become increasingly popss -
ular within churches in recent years—places the dynamics of journey 
close to the heart of the Christmas cycle of the liturgical year. In both
scriptural memory and the liturgical year, this journey is held in close
association with another traumatic journey, the flight into Egypt, a 
flight that was occasioned by the threat of violence and context of 
genocide and is memorialized in the sanctorale on December 28 as 
the “Massacre of the Innocents.”

“Liturgy” and “migration” are words that have not often been
juxtaposed, and even the most recent official liturgical resources
rarely include prayers for migrants among their “prayers for various 
occasions,” let alone more expansive rites such as Las Posadas, that ss
might begin to recognize or address their circumstances. No space
is created for migrants’ narratives to be placed around the survival 
of the one they name as savior. Moreover, if we shift from church 
rites, or lack of them, to the academy, we find another absence: 
liturgical studies have barely begun to consider the impact of con-
temporary migration on churches. Such reflection is important, given
a number of trends and conversations that impinge on contempo-
rary thinking. Roman Catholic dynamics have accented—not without 
resistance—“superregionalism.”2 Others have proposed that there are
“transcultural” dimensions of Christian worship across cultures, and
this notion, originating in Lutheran circles, has found wide affirma-
tion.3 At the same time, some traditions are significantly recasting 
their inherited understandings of “common prayer.”4 The realities 
of migration need to be understood, acknowledged, and have an
impact on numerous commonplace notions in liturgical studies. This
is imperative because the church not only expresses itself in its liturgi-
cal life but is in fact formed by it.

This chapter attempts to showcase how the experience of migration 
evokes a creative tension in liturgy: between constancy and change. It 
also draws attention to migrants in liturgy as the work of and for the 
people. In our reflections, we attempt to juxtapose our keywords—
migrant, migration, liturgy—in different ways, offering various starting
points for thinking about them in relationship to one another. Our vari-
ous reflections are piecemeal. Sometimes, we highlight ways in which
liturgy has often been adapted and so moved—migrated—as it has 
evolved. Sometimes, we draw attention to new dynamics in light of 
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contemporary human migration. Piecemeal as they may be, our thoughts 
are organized around two key headings, “liturgy in migration” and 
“migrants in liturgy,” and we end with a meditation on worship in/as
a “tent,” a gathering place for a people on the move in ever-changing 
environs and cultural milieu, which are themselves unsettled.

Liturgy in Migration

The Nairobi Statement

One of the most significant pieces of contemporary liturgical theol-
ogy is the Nairobi Statement,5 an example of distilled thinking about 
liturgy and culture. It was originally produced by the Lutheran World
Federation but has latterly been promoted by other Christian tradi-
tions, not least because of its dissemination by the World Council of 
Churches.6

The Nairobi Statement deftly identifies four interrelated dynam-
ics in Christian worship: what it calls the “transcultural,” the 
“contextual,” the “countercultural,” and the “cross-cultural.” First, 
the statement suggests that worship is in certain respects “transcul-
tural.” At the heart of this claim is the conviction that some elements 
of Christian worship—most obviously word and sacrament—are gifts 
of divine self-giving—that is to say, not simply human constructs, and 
hence, “for everyone, everywhere, beyond culture” (1.3). Second,
the Nairobi Statement suggests that worship is in certain respects 
“contextual,” aimed at respecting “the fundamental values of both
Christianity and of local cultures” (3.5). When this happens, “sound 
or accepted liturgical traditions are preserved” while “progress
inspired by pastoral needs is encouraged” (3.6). Third, worship is said 
to be in certain respects “countercultural,” an absolutely necessary 
dimension because “some components of every culture in the world
are sinful, dehumanizing, and contradictory to the values of the Gos-
pel” (4.1) and therefore stand in need of not just critique but also 
transformation. Here, the statement directly advocates challenge to
“all types of oppression and social injustice” and conscious “mainte-
nance or recovery [either ‘from Christian history, or from the wisdom
of other cultures’] of patterns of action which differ intentionally 
from prevailing cultural models” (4.2). Fourth, the statement speaks 
of worship as in certain respects “cross-cultural,” as in “the sharing of 
hymns and art and other elements of worship across cultural barriers 
[which] helps to enrich the whole Church and strengthen the sense 
of the communio of the Church” (5.1). In relation to this last aspect,o
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stress is laid on the imperative that “care should be taken that the
music, art, architecture, gestures and postures, and other elements of 
different cultures are understood and respected when they are used 
by churches elsewhere in the world” (5.2). The authors of the Nai-
robi Statement intend that these four different dimensions of worship
mutually enrich each other, correct imbalances, and shape a complex
view of culturally engaged worship.

What the Nairobi Statement calls the cross-cultural perhaps most 
obviously relates to a phenomenon that might be called “liturgy in
migration.” It points to some of the more obvious ways in which 
liturgy is appropriated and adapted in the process of migration across 
“cultural barriers.” But as a rounded view of the Nairobi Statement 
suggests, liturgy is rarely, if ever, bound to or by a particular local
culture, however significant complementary “contextual” dynamics
might be in the embodied, enacted, patterned events that constitute
liturgy in any given place.

A Minimal Take on Liturgy in Migration:
Bradshaw on Eucharistic “Dots”

The notion of the transcultural in liturgy is more controversial. By no 
means would all liturgical scholars endorse the Nairobi Statement’s
first dynamic—that of the “transcultural.” Minimalist accounts of 
liturgy in migration have suggested that extant traditions are simply 
those that happen to have survived processes of adaptation out of 
the fragments that constitute the unsettled and unstable dynamics of 
early liturgical history. Notably, Paul Bradshaw’s studies have been 
concerned with reconstructing ways in which early liturgy may have
migrated. He has challenged the once widely held view that liturgical
developments were straightforward, linear, or easily traceable. So it is 
not the case that what we might find in a document from the fourth
century stands in obvious or direct relation to things we might find in 
a document from the third century. First, these documents are ones 
that we are able to find, while many others might have been lost.
Second, it is not necessarily the case that there is any textual or theo-
logical connection between them, given that they come from quite
different places. We cannot draw bold and confident lines of develop-
ment from one early source to another. Even less so can we, centuries 
later, rightly claim that a found document from a specific time and
place conveys to us knowledge of what “the early church,” defined 
generically, held as its belief or practice. Rather, Bradshaw writes that 
the most that it is possible for us to do is to connect “dots”—feint, 
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unconnected traces—in scripture and in extant manuscripts from the 
early churches. His own work is concerned with finding “dots” dis-
persed across both regions and eras and how the dots do and do not 
join up in the transition from one place to another and appropriation
by one community after another. Throughout, he insists that each 
dot was made by a regional Christian community in a specific period 
so that while a particular extant document might faithfully reflect 
that dot, it simply does not and cannot represent “the early church,” 
either spatially or temporally. Furthermore, Bradshaw argues that it 
is uncertain even whether extant early documents were ever actually 
used in the worship of the early churches—that is, early texts may 
have been “narrative[s that] functioned as a catechetical rather than
a liturgical text.”7 In other words, they may not convey very much
about lived practice anywhere at all. So even if the catechetical docu-
ments migrated, that does not necessarily mean that worship practices
migrated.

A Maximal Take on Liturgy in Migration:
Central Things from a Divine Elsewhere

In contrast more maximal accounts affirm that certain forms of lit-
urgy mark Christian worship everywhere, endorsing the notion of the
transcultural in liturgy that in some sense stands above all particular 
cultures. Engagement with the Bible and celebration of certain sacra-
ments are the most likely transcultural practices. In such a view, the
transcultural is seen as a theological as opposed to primarily historical 
category.8 Indeed, advocates of this or a similar position may suggest 
that supposedly “central things” in Christian worship are received “as 
if” divine gifts, without actually claiming that they are such9—that is, 
the tradition can be taken on trust.

The stronger form of this view asserts that liturgy as a “work of 
the people” is a form of human response to the grace of God. Divine 
initiative and agency is essential as the “first movement” in Chris-
tian worship to which people respond. In the case of baptism, the
validity of the sacrament is granted by the grace of God as the gift 
from God that is not determined by the faithfulness of the person 
who presides over it.10 As a counterpoint, others might argue that 
any notion of the transcultural—historical, theological, constructed
in whatever way—might be co-opted as a tool of colonialism, given
that European liturgies (e.g., Roman Catholic liturgy or Westminster
Reformed liturgy) have been supposed to be something like “universal
norms” to follow whenever liturgy “traveled” or was “transplanted” 
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to non-European churches. In turn, notions like “liturgical integrity” 
have readily been employed as code for “assimilation,” forcing non-
European worshipers to make necessary compromises to “fit in” to
the dominant cultural liturgical norm at the expense of their own wor-
ship practices.11

We suggest that it may be helpful to ponder what is meant by 
“constancy” in worship. On the one hand, it is hard to imagine how 
early Christians worshipped. It is also difficult to know accurately how 
Christians on the other side of the world, far from our own geographi-
cal location, have worshipped and currently do worship. On the other
hand, it is not hard to see that they did not come as one complete
pattern; the reality is much more fragmentary. It is possible to appre-
ciate that the liturgies and various liturgical resources in use around
the world today have borrowed from earlier resources, altered in a 
plethora of ways, and developed in all sorts of respects over many 
decades and centuries. James F. White describes this reality this way: 
“Various types of worship contain differing rates of both fixed formu-
las for word and action found in books and the spontaneity that ebbs
and flows as the Spirit moves and cannot be found in print.”12 We
should certainly not assume that the sometimes rather well-organized 
liturgical formula that we find today has always been intact and neatly 
put together in the way we now may have it. And yet, we would
also be mistaken not to notice certain kinds of “constancy” in wor-
ship.13 No matter how much spontaneity and variation has been and 
continues to be a part of the worship practice of Christians around
the globe, a careful appraisal will notice those elements in worship
that have remained more or less the same. The use of the Bible and
the presence of prayers of certain genres are two likely examples. The
sacraments of Baptism and Eucharist are other examples that dem-
onstrate a transcultural constancy in worship—for all that they might 
be celebrated in very different styles more or less consonant with the
mores and tastes of the local umbrella culture.

A creative and healthy tension between constancy and change,
between being deliberate and being spontaneous, is part of the story 
of liturgy in migration. And in a more maximal account, it may be that 
it is not so much that liturgy migrates but that liturgy makes known 
a God who is present in every culture or location—a conviction that 
is perhaps not insignificant for human migrants amid overwhelming
dynamics of dislocation. One may say that God is at the crossroads
between human migration and humanly constructed liturgy. And the
transcultural claim that at least aspects of liturgy hail from a divine
elsewhere may for some migrants mean that they sense being “held”
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in certain liturgical dynamics. They are able to recognize their own 
relatedness to God, which is mediated by a liturgical familiarity both 
before and after their quite possibly traumatic travels.

There are different things to recognize in these reflections: at the
very least, some liturgical traditions no doubt die out because they 
do not migrate widely or for long enough while others become more 
and more robust in migration, strengthened for further adaptation
elsewhere. As shown in the discussion of Bradshaw in the Nairobi 
document, liturgy in terms of texts and traditions, in light of its prac-
tices and movements, has been shaped by migration. This points to 
a context and an experience at a particular time. For example, in the 
study of vessels used in the Eucharistic table practice in the first cen-
tury, Edward Foley shows how the meal tradition of Judaism has been 
migrating significantly as Christians successfully borrowed from the 
Jewish domestic (nonsacred) practice and then adopted and changed
it into their own. By doing so, they developed Eucharistic theology 
through shared experiences of the (ordinary) community.14

Migrants in Liturgy

Life Cycle Sacraments and Sacred Worth

James F. White makes the point that much liturgical study has cen-
tered on the Eucharist and not enough on other rites and celebra-
tions that may be more important.15 The point may be transmuted
to consider the experience of migrants. Aside from scripture and the
“Sunday” sacrament of the Eucharist—that is, the oft-repeated ritual 
that has through the twentieth century into the twenty-first century 
been widely held to constitute the “fundamental” ordo of the serviceo
of “the Lord’s day”—many “historic” forms of worship (which is to
say, those forms that have endured migrations from one culture to
another, over time) cluster around the sacramental schema of Catho-
lic tradition: the sacraments of baptism, confirmation, reconciliation, 
unction, marriage, and orders, which with the Eucharist make up
the seven on which Catholic tradition has settled, at least since the
eleventh century. Even when Protestant traditions limit the language
of sacramentality to all but baptism and Eucharist, they retain focus
on the choices, episodes, and transitions on which the seven concen-
trate (as perusal of many a Protestant prayer book or liturgical direc-
tory quickly confirms). This schema does not directly acknowledge
migrants in any obvious way but is as open to migrants as anyone
else. It may be argued that the sacraments can serve to “humanize” or 
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rehumanize migrants amid and after traumatic experience, asserting
the sacred worth of persons. The following reflections may, in addi-
tion to the Las Posadas tradition with which we began our chapter,s
provide examples that are open to embrace experiences of migration.

Sanctorale Personalities

Throughout the liturgical year, the Church celebrates significant dates
and events, including the lives of saints. There is scope for migra-
tion to have a considerably stronger presence within the “sanctorale 
cycles”—the calendar commemorating saints’ days. Just one rel-
evant example among others is Caroline Chisholm, a woman com-
memorated in the calendars of numerous traditions—for example, the 
Church of England (May 16, as “social reformer”) and the Uniting
Church in Australia (March 26, as “renewer of society”). She is an
English woman of Anglican background who married a Roman Cath-
olic and in the 1830s traveled, via a significant sojourn in India, to 
Australia where she expended herself in an exemplary way in advocacy 
of vulnerable migrants, particularly women and children. Migration
should be recognized and remembered more strongly in her story, as
her experience of migration will undoubtedly have shaped her theol-
ogy and faith.

To take this a step further, the migration experiences of everyday 
marginalized people should be central to all liturgical celebration. 
The very word “liturgy” merges two Greek words—“people” and 
“work”—hence both its commonplace rendering as “work of the
people” and the importance laid upon “participation.”16 A legitimate
but currently less popular definition, the notion of liturgy as pub-
lic service,17 is sometimes invoked to propose the imperative of an 
“open door”18 when Christians assemble for worship. At any rate, lit-
urgy is of or for people; hence, James F. White’s insistence that in
Christian worship, “people are the primary document.”19 Along with 
the focus on “people as the primary document,” another insight that 
weighs on our discussion of migrants in liturgy is the “phenomenon” 
of liturgy.20 Something “happens” when people gather for worship. 
Attention to the phenomenon that is unfolding in any given liturgy 
is taken seriously in recent scholarship in practical theology where 
diverse disciplines come together to grapple with the phenomena of 
congregations and faith communities marked by growing movements
of migration. Mary McClintock Fulkerson, for instance, represents an
approach to the study of congregational life that has involved shift-
ing from an earlier more “systematic” theological approach toward a 
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“practical” theology that in fact argues that “all theology is practical 
and situated.” In her ethnographical study found in Places of Redemp-
tion, she sees, attends, and describes what happens to the people of a
particular congregation when they come together for worship.21 If the 
human experience of migrants is missing from our liturgical life, a core
element that makes for full, rich worship is absent.

From “Journey” to “Migration”

The centrality of scripture and sacrament in Sunday worship seems 
obvious, yet this centrality is not static but moves. For example, Com-
mon Worship, of the Church of England, suggests that “the journey 
through the liturgy has a clear structure with signposts for those less
familiar with the way. It moves from the gathering of the community 
through the Liturgy of the Word to an opportunity of transformation,
sacramental or non-sacramental, after which those present are sent out 
to put their faith into practice.”22

The service book of the United Church of Canada, Celebrate God’s 
Presence, sets out to “enhance the celebration of the Christian year;
be sensitive to the diversity of human experience; draw on the gifts
of prophetic voices from near and far.”23 There is nothing obviously 
related to contemporary experience of migration in the two resources,
but there is in this notion of journey, at the very least a resonance that 
might be opened to contemplate dynamics of contemporary migra-
tory experience. Yet the books at least convey a sense of knowledge 
that traditions travel from one place to another even in one set liturgy,
or “near and far” places, as well as a partial recognition of “diversity”
and differences embedded in culture and customs of the worshiping
assembly (arguably more successfully in Celebrate God’s Presence than e
in Common Worship). At some level, this may correspond to the rec-
ognition of migrant people that their journey toward finding their
identity, including their liturgical origins in today’s world, seems to
be perpetual. Many persons seek a state of being “en route” rather 
than a definite destination understood in terms of one’s past roots.24

This sensibility itself speaks to the existential connection between 
migration and liturgy. To further explore this connection, we want to
unpack the concept of “home” in regards to “liturgical homeland.”

From “Liturgical Homeland” to “Unhomely Diasporic Spaces”25

While “home” may conjure up cozy feelings of comfort and security,
and rightly so, it has never been easily understood or simplified to 
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mean one thing or one universal experience. The concept of home has
always been both contested and complicated.26 Homi Bhabha coined 
the awkward term “unhomely” in order to capture the unsettling
reality of the concept of home that emerges from migration through 
displacement and relocation. “To be unhomed,” he writes, “is not to 
be homeless, nor can the unhomely be easily accommodated in that 
familiar division of the social life into private and public spheres.”27

Concurring with his thought, Kim-Cragg has argued elsewhere that 
“in a world where transnational histories of migrants, the colonized,
or political and economic refugees are so prominent we can no lon-
ger afford to assume that home is a place where a guest can easily 
return to or find security or comfort.”28 In this sense, the home is the 
world and the world is the home, “the world-in-the-home and the 
home-in-the-world.”29

Such an ambivalent view, however, puts another challenge to our
view on the necessity and the value of liturgy, especially whatever may 
be a familiar liturgy, which seeks to provide the security and com-
fort of a “home” to those worshippers who need it. Carol Doran and
Thomas H. Troeger call this a “liturgical homeland,” where a familiar
pattern is ingrained as a part of our experience of worship, such that 
few questions and perhaps no surprises arise in relation to it. This may 
or may not correspond to something supposed to be transcultural, 
because if one knows the language and the action of a rite, then one
knows what to expect, so to speak. While arguing the benefit of such a
familiar and repetitious nature of liturgy, Doran and Troeger contend
that in a liturgical homeland, persons may “give themselves entirely 
to focusing upon Christ, to becoming open to the Spirit without any 
awkward reservations about the correctness of the liturgical action.”30

If liturgy is the work of people who gather as a community and build-
ing up that community involves creating a common (rather than
dissident) story through the use of a kind of muscle memory, then it is
difficult to dismiss the important role of any such liturgical homeland, 
however constituted. The key to liturgical leadership, after all, can be
depicted in terms of encouraging worshippers to develop “persistent 
muscular habits,” which include awareness of such acquired habits,
critical appraisal of the habits, and an openness to change them in
order to participate in worship at a deeper level.31

However, not everyone shares a common story or the same muscle
memory. To make this point more poignantly, we might say that one 
should never make the mistake of identifying “a common experience” 
with “the same experience.” In fact, someone’s common familiar 
story or ritual can be at odds with the other’s familiar story or ritual.
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A liturgical homeland for one group of Christians can create a quite 
unhomely liturgical experience for others. Kathy Black offers a vivid
example of this scenario:

A European American worshipper felt so uneasy and awkward when 
she heard (but did not see) a group of Korean men praying in a form 
known as “Tong Song Kido”—roughly translated as “praying aloud,” 
which also often involves rocking their bodies. In this particular case,
they were sitting in a chair, sounding to this woman’s unfamiliar ear, 
banging things, making the noise of the chair being rocked against the 
wooden floor. Not knowing this kind of liturgical practice, certainly 
unusual sound to be expected in a sanctuary this woman assumed that 
“it was a homeless person possibly destroying the sanctuary” so she
called the police.32

For those Christians whose liturgical homeland of prayer is associ-
ated with silence or with singing in harmony, it may be difficult to
embrace noisy, unharmonious, and physically active prayer as “nor-
mal,” while such cacophonic prayer is regarded as natural to others 
and might very well serve as security and comfort to those others.

For this reason, we suggest that it is crucial to consider the issue 
of the “narrative agency” from which a perspective is located. Nar-
rative agency “allows possibilities for continual (re)negotiation and 
(re)interpretation of subjectivity”33 toward articulating one’s own
multiple identities—identities that have been negotiated in the fluid
context of the postmodern, postcolonial, transnational, and migrating 
world. Such articulation does not happen without a cost. It inevita-
bly engages and, to some extent, generates power dynamic. In the
case of the incident described earlier, we are compelled to ask, whose 
narrative is claimed and whose narrative is silenced? Whose liturgical
homeland has been endorsed as normal and whose liturgical home-
land is called into question? One may not be able to argue against the
point that “Western” or “European” is, in this incident, conflated
with “Christian.” A particular non-Western form of prayer is in dan-
ger, because it is expressed within a context that sees Western liturgy 
as rule and norm of Christian worship and hence finds itself being
regarded as non-Christian, uncivilized, or even illegitimate. Because
Western forms of worship and spirituality have been overwhelmingly 
privileged, a “homeless” class of worshippers has also been created. 
Russell Yee begs the question, “What if Europe had been evangelized 
by Asian missionaries who insisted on establishing and perpetuating 
a transplanted Asian expression of Christian faith and worship, and 
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then transplanted those Asian forms onto the first churches in North
America? Would anyone think that was a good idea? Yet that is exactly 
the kind of transplanting and cultural imposition that ANA (Asian
North American) church has inherited.”34

This question leads to another challenge, which lies in the nature
of ekklesia, church, the people, and, we insist, migrants in liturgy. 
Theologically speaking, ekklesia is a primary expression of a Chrisa -
tian worship service, yet it is first about God’s service to us before 
it is about our service to God. The nature of worship—of attribut-
ing worth to God—is a response to God who calls us to gather in
community. Theologically, it is God who initiates the relationship. 
We, the people, respond to this gathering in, through, and beyond 
worship.35 The irony is, however, that the people are far from being 
homogenous or static. Even without going deeper into discourses of 
identity politics and ethno-gender-cultural identity studies, it is easy 
to see that human beings are different from one another in a whole
host of ways and that human lives constantly change. A notion of a
self—whether a self as an individual or as a homogenous community —
of faith—that leans on a modernist outlook on selfhood as unified and
indivisible is clearly outdated and, thus, increasingly irrelevant to the
current world in which we live. A sense of selfhood, and likewise of 
community, needs to be seen as fragmented, situational, and shifting.
The key insight of pastoral theology carried into liturgical reflection 
that “people are a living and primary document,” raised earlier, can
be closely connected to the notion of narrative agency, ascribing to
people power and the ability to create, alter, adopt, and re-create their
own lives. “Simply put, people will appeal to religious narrative for-
mulas . . . to ‘script’ their own life narratives,” writes Tran.36 In this 
light, what we mean by people as “migrants in liturgy” becomes richer
and more textured, perhaps, than at first blush.

At the very least, instead of clinging to a “liturgical homeland,”
we suggest that it is imperative also to consider the notion of the
“unhomely” and of unhomeliness, as well as the dynamics of “nar-
rative agency.”37 People, as living primary documents, open up and 
create “diasporic spaces”—and not least, but not only, migrants. We 
propose that a nuanced understanding of liturgy as diasporic space 
could fit and serve the church well, helping some persons to cope with 
and respond to their changing contexts due to migration and other
experiences. What kinds of liturgical symbol may tangibly embody 
diasporic spaces of liturgy? We end with a suggestion, a meditation, 
on “tent.”
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Dwelling in a Liturgical Tent/
Tabernacle Instead of a Temple

In the letter to the Hebrews, the homilist talks about earthly sanctu-
aries and heavenly sanctuaries in order to teach followers of the faith
how to worship God and help them understand the meaning of God’s 
new covenant. The letter aims to point to Christ as mediator of a 
better covenant by articulating the idea of a tabernacle (skhnh; trans-
lated as “tent” in the NRSV) that was built according to the pattern 
revealed on Mount Sinai (Heb. 8:5). This tent/tabernacle is juxta-
posed to the temple and is understood to enable them to encounter 
the God who dwelled with the Israelites as they moved around in their 
wilderness wanderings (Exod. 40:34).38 The tabernacle’s portability 
reflects the nomadic nature and the pilgrim life of Israel at the time of 
the exodus. It also illuminates the context of migration that is part of 
the reality for many twenty-first-century Christians.39

The United Church of Canada has made a commitment to become
“intercultural” in 2006,40 just as the Uniting Church in Australia—a 
church that often calls itself a “pilgrim people”—did in 1985.41 In 
reflecting upon what this means, Adele Halliday suggests the meta-
phor of the tent:

For so many years, the United Church [of Canada] and other denomi-
nations have lived as if the normal way to “be church” is as a temple: the
large, organized, and organizing institution . . . But what if we’re living
in a time when there is no temple or the temple is falling in, big stone 
by big stone? Maybe the wisdom we need in a time like this is coming 
to all of us from the margins, living in “tents” rather than “temples.” In 
tent church, these people have learned to be flexible and nimble, opent
to change and the Spirit’s movement.42

For many mainline denominations including the United Church
of Canada, it is critical to respond to the contemporary reality of 
migration. We cannot afford not to wrestle with the unfamiliar (yet 
increasingly growing) model of church as tent and its liturgical prac-
tices of creating diasporic spaces while struggling and learning to
let go of the familiar and settled notion of church and its liturgical
practice. On this uneasy and frightening journey ahead, the image 
of a tent may shelter us from despair and encourage the making of 
space for the vulnerable who are, as a matter of fact, all of us. Speak-
ing of vulnerability and reimagining the church as a tent or an inn,43

the parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10 can also be helpful to 
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support the metaphor of the tent as church. This is the place where
the wounded person, “half dead” (Luke 10:30), teaches us how to 
be vulnerable and how life giving the experience of receiving mercy 
from others can be. The inn is a critical space, a necessity of life, but 
it is not a static or a permanent space. Although it is whole, real, and 
full, an inn like a tent represents a temporary, transient, and partial
reality that shapes our view on the church in the twenty-first-century 
migration contexts. What if we imagine the church where people
understand themselves to be in a tent? As sojourners and travelers, 
we learn to pack, to leave, and to settle into a new place, living in
between diasporic spaces serving as the inn, and at the same time to
be vulnerable on the way by learning to be interdependent. We are all 
under this tent together. The church Kim-Cragg attends is near the 
university where many students knock on the church door to worship
every week. They are migrants. Although most of them may end up 
going back to their place of origin, the church is a place where they 
find a home to stay, rest, and be cared for while they are studying. It 
is also the place where they participate in the life of the church, care
for others, and teach what it means to be living as migrants. While it is 
unlikely that they take up the leadership position in a permanent sense
of commitment, their presence is a gift to the church. Through receiv-
ing them and recognizing their presence and their offering of gifts, we
are able to encounter God on the move and to witness who we are as 
Body of Christ, the body of faith on the journey.
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C h a p t e r  8

Worshiping with the Homeless
Foreign Ecclesiologies

Cláudio Carvalhaes

Every people felt threatened by a people without a country.

—Jean Genet, Prisoner of Love

Introduction: Welcome Church 1

A group of people gather together at Logan Square or Suburban 
Station in Philadelphia every Sunday afternoon. They call them-
selves a church without walls—the Welcome Church—— because they —
don’t have a building. The members are people from different 
Christian churches and homeless people. The liturgy is mostly from 
the Lutheran Church, but it changes and adapts and adds what 
is needed. One day, they did not have Eucharist, but a homeless 
person said, “What about our Eucharist today?” The pastor said,
“We didn’t bring the elements.” The homeless woman then opened 
her bag, pulled out a loaf of mushy bread, and said, “I got it.” And 
Eucharist was celebrated and shared. On Ash Wednesday,2 this 
church celebrated death and life in the midst of a bitter cold win-
ter at Logan Square in Philadelphia. We heard stories of extreme 
poverty, abandonment, frostbitten feet, and dignity not heard else-
where.3 On Good Friday, we walked through the main points of the 
suburban subway station where homeless people stay to hide from the 
cold. This church started outside of the restrooms of this station, and 
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the stations of the cross were the many places within this station: 
places to rest, dollar stores, abandoned places where they could hide,
warm places, a women’s store, a place to eat, and so on. In each sta-
tion there was a song, a prayer, a biblical text, and a story of pain 
and perhaps some redemption. Somebody gave them $10 gift cards 
from McDonalds to get some food. From there they returned to the 
streets to hunt for the next meal.

Every week somebody is missing or dying. The pastor holds together
the vivid tension of life and death pulsing in every breath of this com-
munity. While Welcome Church is a local church supported by the
Lutheran and Presbyterian churches, it challenges these denomi-
national ecclesiological boundaries and expands the markers of the
church. What kind of ecclesiology is this? Once I asked the pastor of 
Welcome Church, Violet C. Little, to describe how the relationships 
among worship, homeless people, food, and social justice form her 
ministry:

There is a witness to a different way of being and relating in our very 
midst. The sacrament of the Eucharist is the in-breaking of God’s
economy of abundance in the midst of human economies of scarcity.
It is the creation of free-flowing relationships of power in which the
roles of server and served are blurred and reversible. This establishes a 
community of partnership and cooperation wherein each experiences, 
elaborates, and shares her or his humanity as a free gift of God’s grace.
When we gather at the communion table, we form a circle; for the One
towards whom we move stands in our midst answering the needs of 
each with the same gift of love and mercy given without stint to all . . . 
Homeless? Perhaps, though we need to be aware of how many reject 
that title because they have learned that they do have a home among 
God’s people and within God’s Kingdom. And above all, none of us 
are any longer nameless and invisible. That is a source of strength we all 
need when we next have to lay aside our dignity and stand in line like
supplicants to receive food, or clothing, or the simple respect that is due
to all of God’s children . . . We ask the volunteers who bring snacks for 
Coffee Hour to serve the food they bring, to circulate and share what 
they have brought. That is why we ask all who are present to share in 
that process. Yes, I have seen someone grab a whole case of crackers and
run off. But that is what happens to people when they have spent too 
much time standing in lines. They lose their awareness of community 
and of themselves as members of a community. This is the terrible cost 
visited upon those living in the extremes of poverty; and this is what I 
believe God is calling us to address by attempting to instantiate, each
time we gather, a taste of that Beloved Community that awaits us all.4
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This chapter comments on the life of the Welcome Church with 
homeless people and proposes a new form of ecclesiology, one that 
migrates from buildings to where the poor, the displaced, the dis-
franchised, and the homeless live. It also stretches our understandings 
of migration and the church to include the daily local migration of 
human beings who live on the streets and in shelters. Dislocation and 
forced migration is not only a transnational reality but a deeply local 
one. This chapter proposes a conversion to lower classes of people in 
order to create liturgies that literally sit on the disasters of the world. 
The hope is that employing the fourfold use of one of the liturgi-
cal orders—gathering, word, meal, and sending—can be a source for 
understanding migration and be the beginning of a new development 
of this foreign ecclesiology.

Urban Design: Ecclesiological
Walls and Theological Spikes

Church buildings, fundamental shapers and consequences of our 
ecclesiologies, contribute to the social urban design. Ecclesiologies 
build walls and theologies build spikes so we can protect our sense and 
experience of God and therefore avoid the realities of movement and
migration that mark the lives of many. Churches are symbols of urban 
design, and our theologies are stories that foster and confirm our 
ecclesiologies.5 Recently, new forms of urban design around the world 
are developing ways to keep the poor/homeless away from site/sight. 
Here is some recent news from London, England: “Any Londoner 
will know that the number of so-called bum-proof benches has risen 
sharply. Wave-shaped benches with central armrests made from slip-
pery or buttock-numbing materials such as stainless steel are designed 
to prevent the homeless from kipping in public. Sloping seats at bus 
stops barely provide a perch, let alone a place to actually sit.”6

From São Paulo, Brazil, the journalist Sakamoto tells of strategies 
in urban design intended to get rid of the homeless: “Bridges and 
tunnels closed with gates and concrete, streets with some inclination, 
pieces of glass on concrete, or metal. Showers on front stores to dis-
perse enough water to wet the homeless, chemical products placed
on streets, walls, shortening the size of sidewalks.”7 There are spikes
placed all around the world now, making it impossible for the home-
less to sleep in places they could find a little more comfortable or
warmer.8

These urban design trends are influenced by our church walls and
lack of work with the homeless. The lack of the presence of homeless
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people in our churches evidences the spikes in our class ecclesiolo-
gies. Welcome Church shows us that we too have theological spikes
and strategies to make the gospel easy to take and comforting to live
away from the poor. Mainline Protestant churches have moved up 
the ladder and have made clear commitments to a middle and higher
class. That commitment makes it difficult for us to engage with lower-
class people. However, a call to conversion is at stake for us all. We 
must move our ecclesiologies/theologies to the places the poor live,
for any theology that does not articulate the pain and the hurt of 
the poor is a theology covered with spikes that prevents people from
changing, moving, and transforming social situations of oppression. 
For instance, the budgets of Christian denominations, seminaries, and
institutions poured into the financial market feed this scheme of injus-
tice that produces the end product of spikes on the streets.

Our ecclesiologies should be formed with denominational budgets 
in mind. What kind of ecclesiology must come out of the $9.2 bil-
lion assets of the Presbyterian Church (USA)? Budgets are stories 
of people that depict the ways we worship, understand, and do mis-
sion. Along with budgets, salary differences between employees of 
these churches also show the spikes in our faith, marking an inequality 
never mentioned in our ecclesiologies. Unless we can see the central 
armrests in our ecclesiological benches, the spikes in our detached
theologies, and the walls of our buildings that do not serve the poor, 
the oppression against the homeless will continue unaltered, as if they 
are not results of our political inaction and contribution to the urban 
design of our societies.

When we worship with the homeless, we hear stories and parables
and tales that can transform reality and sustain people and narratives
of liberation that create the possibility of ongoing changes. When
describing the stories that sustain the Vietnamese people, Trinh T.
Minh-ha says,

With the creative works of the disfranchised and of political prisoners 
around the world in mind, one can say that just as poetry cannot be 
reduced to being a mere art for the rich and idle, storytelling is not a
luxury or a harmless pastime. It is, indeed, in the tale that one is said to
encounter the genius of a people. Tales are collective. The tales not only 
condense certain characteristics of the everyday person and the people’s
customs, they often also deal with complex social relations . . . As with 
stories among oppressed and disfranchised groups around the world, 
the Vietnamese tale allows its tellers to allude to issues of poverty, social 
injustice and class conflict. Tales often read like profound strategies of 
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survival. In them, divergence and inequality, if not conflict, are often set 
within the framework of a patriarchal economy. The human condition
and its dilemmas are featured in the fate of an individual who is likely to 
be poor, unfortunate, rejected or plainly stupid, but whose honesty and
goodness usually lead to a rewarding ending.9

Ecclesiologies should be collective stories of justice and social and 
individual liberation, stories of people meeting God and each other 
and turning the world into the Imago Dei, for we have lost the Imago 
Dei by our sinful ways of living, relating and organizing our social
economic life. What is the true hope of the gospel manifested in our 
ecclesiologies that can offer liberation to our brothers and sisters on 
the street? What tales and parables are we creating with our ecclesiolo-
gies? Our ecclesiologies are thin ropes of hope that sustain us before 
falling into homelessness, as well as ropes that can take us back out of 
homelessness.

Any ecclesiological story/tale that disrupts the urban design of 
rural and urban settings must create a space for refugees and prison-
ers, displaced and homeless people. Every ecclesiology, as well as any 
theology, comes from the choices we make, fundamentally marked
by an understanding of social and political structures where we live. 
Ecclesiologies must influence our theologies as our understanding 
of the “assembly” articulates the shift toward the poor and builds a 
beloved community, a house, an oikos in our midst. Such articulations s
must provide the conditions for the possibility of a crucial shift in the
living of our faith(s) and the undoing of the spikes already embedded 
in our insulated, wall-guarded, monitored, self-protected theologies/
ecclesiologies and their consequent high-class, suburban commit-
ments, faith-in-budgets mission, and hidden and disastrous financial 
investments.

Our ecclesiologies thus must help us to dislocate ourselves toward 
the areas of no-people’s land and enable just, fair, and equal ways of 
living together. Then, as a second act, our worship services will be able 
to provide a space where everybody is foreign and undocumented, a
refugee camp turned into home, a displaced place transformed into d
this place of love. How do our ecclesiologies and theologies respond e
to that? Perhaps our understanding of the worship might help us.

Moving with Our Worship

Worship is what we, together, decide it will be, thes is always in flux. s
Don Saliers tells us that in worship, Christians are always caught up 
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between the is and the s should be.10 The is entails a correlation betweens
the conditions in which the world is living at this present time and 
how it should be lived from the perspective of justice rehearsed in litd -
urgy for the sake of the poor. In other words, worship hangs between
what we hope for and that which takes away our hope, between the 
discourses of hatred and exclusion and the counter discourses of love 
and inclusion that we rehearse/enact in our worship services.

Ecclesiologies, like our liturgies, are moving vessels, moving along
with God’s love and those who resist the forces of death. In the midst 
of war, starvation, and every kind of violence, our worship services 
should stand as a sign of peace and resistance, building opportunities 
for people and the earth to utter, joyfully, “Glory to God, peace and
joy to the world.” In the midst of violence and bombs, we stand up
shielded by the gospel with the work of pacifists and lovers of jus-
tice. We kneel and stand, offering prayers, songs, and acts of change. 
Carrying a kernel of revolution, we share treasures old and new, 
helping each other to dream, to organize, and to deal with the bru-
tality of symbolic and concrete realities of our lives and our societies.
“Embodying the legacy of living,” a fair, honest, dignified living for
all, is our ecclesiological/liturgical task.

Quoting Urban Holmes, Aidan Kavanagh says that “liturgy leads
regularly to the edge of chaos, and from this regular flirt with doom
comes a theology different from any other.”11 Only when we see the
disasters of the world, the destruction of the earth, and the possi-
bilities of our annihilation can we create theologies that can make a
difference in our world. Otherwise, theologies are no more than the 
scratching of empty ideas and belly buttons. At the edge of chaos,
before God, Kavanaugh says that liturgy always calls us to convert, to 
change our lives. When we are before God, everything is transformed
and everything we are can be changed. At the edge of chaos, we are
always about to lose everything.

Where is the “edge of chaos” in our worship services, our ways of 
being church? We have turned this chaos, meaning this moment/space
where everything can fall apart, into a comfortable sanctuary where
God is our butler. Nonetheless, the liturgical space is as it should be,
fundamentally: a place for conversion. Far from being committed to
the gods of our world (money and privacy, the status quo, the preser-
vation of social class, liturgical order, theology, or ecclesiology), our
most important commitment is to Jesus, who lives with the least of 
these. In that sense, it does not matter much which liturgy we use or
what ecclesiology we decide, as long as it issues a call for us to convert 
to God in Jesus Christ in the service of the poor. Change is indigenous
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to liturgy, and liturgy’s “nature” is a call to radical changes. What, 
then, are the liturgical/theological/ecclesiological consequences of a 
church that is brought to the edge of chaos time and time again? How 
does the church exist as and alongside the force of chaos in the lives of 
the homeless, the refugee, and the undocumented person?

A New Ecclesial Base Community?

The Welcome Church is a legitimate heir of the Latin American Eccle-
sial Base Communities (CEBs). Both events start where the poor live:s
the liturgies and the idea of the community are done by and on behalf 
of those who are poor; they invert the hierarchical structure of the
church; they are bound to a context and work from their locality; they 
start with the difficult socioeconomic conditions; they make a clear 
social and class decision based on God’s preferential option of the 
poor; they reallocate spiritual and economic resources to where
the poor live; and they read the Bible and build a movement from
these frail locations.

In Latin America, disastrous socioeconomic conditions, coupled
with military interventions, caught the attention and commitments
of priests and theologians. They were converted into social agents of 
change using the theological, ecclesiological, and religious symbols
of the church. How were they to think about faith from the marginal 
places? The reading of the Bible by the poor was one of these power-
ful new practices, a new reformation of the Catholic Church. This 
commitment entailed the beginning of a new form of church that 
challenged the religious, social, and political powers that be.

It was also a time of change and dreams and utopias. The church 
organized a place in between the political party and the social strug-
gle, fostering people’s agency in the larger social political scenario. As 
Michael Löwy says, “A significant sector of the Church (both lay and
clergy) in Latin America, changed position in the area of social strug-
gles, going with their material and spiritual resources to the side of 
the poor and to the struggle for a new society.”12 The church not only 
paired the reading of Bible with social reality but also made a choice
to be on the side of the poor, strengthen grassroots social movements
such as local labor union, and empower them with the strength and
weight of the institution of the Catholic Church. In this process, the 
social and individual bodies of the poor lived in the everydayness 
of life became the crucial (crux/cross) point of articulation of lib-
eration theology. The historical materiality enacted through theory/
practice, faith/experience was lived/thought together, one fixing and
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expanding the other. As Frei Betto says, “There is no theology with-
out experience, without liberating practice.”13

At Welcome Church, the social analysis is not as deep as it was
with the CEBs, but there is no way to serve and worship with the
homeless without thinking about the inequities, social exclusions, and 
disasters of the larger society. It is one thing to worship in the midst 
of a well-fed group and another totally different experience to wor-
ship with the outcast of society, discarded people who have nowhere
to go. At Logan Square, some of the prayers are the same as those 
found in worship books, but even they are heard differently than in
most American churches due to the concerns and urgency of homeless 
people. Preaching is a different beast! The sacraments are the lifeline 
of people. Literally!

CEBs and the Welcome Church are clear departures from the theol-
ogies and practices of church communities marked by class preferences 
and belongings. CEBs and Welcome Church make a choice to live and
work and be with the poor. They choose to serve the disfranchised 
people of God on the streets instead of feeding the already well-fed
middle and higher class. In that seemingly small way, they redistribute
the wealth of society. To be with the poor is to start to understand the
social economic conditions of their disastrous situations, and when 
put in relation to the gospel of Jesus Christ, it reflects back on our 
own Sunday practices and commitments. In these excluded settings,
with precious people turned into the disposable garbage of our soci-
ety, we are confronted with the Imago Dei.

In this piece, Frei Betto is talking about the CEBs in Brazil, but 
he could be describing the Welcome Church in Philadelphia: “Small
groups are organized around urban or rural parishes by lay people,
priests, or bishops, and usually meet people from working classes, who
belong to the same Church and live in the same region (periphery,
squatter areas, slums, or on the margins of the big cities). They all
have the same problems of survival, shelter, fighting for better living
conditions, and have the same longings and hopes for liberation.”14

These two churches help us think and experience church in ways 
many of us who are more privileged have never done. The Welcome 
Church challenges power structures inside the church and in the pub-
lic domain, subverting the generally accepted laws that allow only 
certain people to be the holders of the divine and social resources,
pointing to injustice, segregation, and social exclusion. The Welcome 
Church turns the eyes of God to the homeless and places them as 
the privileged loci of God’s epiphanies. Emmanuel, if God is indeed
with us, must be primarily in the midst of the poor! In a dialectical 
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movement, the Imago Dei represented in this community is discon-
nected from exclusive powers that control the sacred, and yet it is
deeply connected with the God they belong, represent, or point to. 
The Welcome Church is a temporary, foreign, frail, and dispossessed
movement without hierarchical sustenance. Since it is made possible 
by the offerings of these churches, it can disappear at any time these
churches do not want to support it anymore. But perhaps not any-
more. The church has created such a crowd of supporters that it will 
continue no matter what happens to their funds because the move-
ments of the Spirit cannot be tamed or controlled.

At the heart of this church, the work of the people (liturgy) stands e
out as a revolutionary practice that enacts the meaning of liturgy. The 
hierarchy lived in these communities is based on a common sharing 
of activities; everybody can lead the worship and preach and sing and
decide what the worship should do and be. As such, these commu-
nities are great interpretations of the “priesthood of all believers” 
(1 Pet. 2:5).15 Leonardo Boff describes the CEBs in Latin America 
as a response to the hierarchical structures of the Roman Catholic
Church: “Theologically they signify a new ecclesiological experience,
a renaissance of the very church, and hence an action of the Spirit 
on the horizon of the matters urgent of our time. Seen in this way,
the basic church communities deserve to be contemplated, welcomed, 
and respected as salvific events.”16

The salvific events might be altogether unrecognizable by official 
ecclesiological parameters, but they are found, appropriated, elabo-
rated, and represented by this community in ways that the people
who participate need it to be. The Welcome Church places, perhaps 
inadvertently or unwillingly, the class struggles right in front of our
eyes and under our noses so we cannot avoid it when worshiping God. 
More than that, they steal the holy things from those who own them 
and divide them up accordingly, preferentially to the poor, doing what 
we mentioned before: redistributive justice.

The poor disrupt the sacred since they “steal” the perceived sacred
sense of the worship space and disrupt the traditional use and mean-
ing of the holy things and locations by placing it all in the hands of 
the homeless. Jamal, Ana, John, Tirone, Ann, and many other “mem-
bers” of Welcome Church have no building, and churches would not 
allow them to sleep in their sanctuaries. The very gesture of worship-
ing on the street, for many months in the bitter cold of Philadelphia,
clearly shows the class differences between homeless Christians and
Christians who have warm sanctuaries and do not want the poor in 
their buildings with them.
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Thus our homeless people, or the absence of them in our worship
services, painfully attest to the dissymmetry of our theologies of class:
we discard the homeless—those displaced and migrating within our
own cities—in favor of the middle- and upper-class church people 
as evidenced by Christian ecclesiologies, which we sustain through
our theological confessions, homiletical statements, missiological pro-
grams, and liturgical practices.

Liturgical Ecclesiologies

It is with and for the sake of the poor, the destitute, and the lame that 
we must begin to practice and to think about our provisional liturgi-
cal ecclesiologies. In these worship spaces, unlike in the liturgies of 
the state or police, no documents are required! No proper theological
trajectory is demanded, since it is the Holy Spirit who will be drawing
the lines of our direction/orientation to encounter God. Our worship 
spaces, thus our ecclesiologies, are the places for those who do not 
have anywhere else to go in the world, for Jesus didn’t have a space to 
recline his head either (Matt. 8:20).

God has many names tattooed upon the diverse lives of the poor, in
the mind of the afflicted, in the empty belly of the hungry, in the shame
of the outcast, in the territories of those whose lives and homes were 
taken by the powerful, and in the cries of those who live under utter 
injustice. Those who hunger are the ones who should interpret faith
and shape our theologies. The homeless daily migrant tells us who God
is and what our ecclesiology is all about. Ecclesiology, then, depends
on the undocumented immigrants around the world, the millions of 
children suffering from malnutrition, illiterate people, the dispossessed
Palestinians, the battered women across the globe, the orphans and the 
children on the street, the communities of transgendered people torn
apart by hatred and vicious violence, and the Syrian refugees. They will 
give the limits and the possibilities of our faith.

Our worship spaces are too safe. We should sell our churches and
move ourselves into zones of conflict to bring peace—churches with-
out walls. We should worship at the walls/borders of US and Mexico
and Israel and Palestine, with heavy military presence between us. We 
should learn how to say our alleluias and glorias at Catatumbo, one
of the most dangerous places in the northeast of Colombia, where
guerrillas and the government battle every day. We should learn how 
to say our prayers in the midst of narcotraffic, where there is no infra-
structure and violence is rampant. These foreign spaces must be our
places of worship! We would quickly learn that half of our prayers are
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good for nothing except to embellish our aesthetics and our sense of 
safety and protect ourselves from God. At these places, as Žižek says,
g g p

“What cannot be said must be shown.”17 We are people who do our o
faith, called by God to live out this love that sets people free. We must 
become used to living like undocumented immigrants: no place is
ours; we are always in a foreign space.

In the gospel of John, true worship is done in neither Gerazin nor 
Jerusalem but somewhere else.18 There is a third space where we all 
meet, which is a frail, provisional tabernacle made of things that move,
that we carry along the way. It is in this third space, neither yours nor
mine, that the worship of God can become a space for immigrants.
It is only when we learn that we are all immigrants walking through
confiscated land, pilgrims in private places, displaced people on soil 
constantly stolen by governments and agribusiness that we will be able
to see the face of God in the face of those who are the wretched of the
earth. Then we learn that along with people, we need to resist, occupy, 
and produce—ee that is, to resist those who want to take the land from
the poor, occupy territories that want to serve private interests, and
produce food for all to eat. Our worship is always a concrete place, a
place of resistance and change!

As Jesus said, we do not belong to the world, but we are sent to
the world with a mission. In this endless movement around the globe,
we gather in “rest areas,” places that belong to none and to all, to
worship God. In these provisional spaces, we learn what we need to
see, we shift our ideas, we gear up to go in new directions, we renew 
our struggle for the poor, we make sure every traveler is doing well, 
we honor each other along the way, we heal each other’s wounds, we 
wash each other’s feet, we feed each other’s mouths, and we move
along until we meet again. When we meet, we are continuously undo-
ing the sense that worship spaces belong to denominations. When
we worship God, we learn that we are each other’s keepers. In God’s 
oikos, God’s house, we live together in all our differences and receivess
those who come to us.

What Now?

Every time we meet to worship God, we have to ask again and again,
“What now?” What should we do now in our liturgies, in light of 
daily tragedies in the micromigration of the homeless? What is this 
call to worship demanding from us now when we are together with 
undocumented people and women who have been raped? What does
the remembrance of baptism have to do with this situation and what 
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does this situation have to do with the remembrance of baptism?
What should we sing now that we are sealed off in this refugee camp?
For what should we ask forgiveness? What is this gospel saying to us?
What dialogue is spurred from this sermon as we look in the eye of 
this storm and the debris of its devastation? Where does the feeding
and eating of the Eucharistic service take us? What testimony and
witness should we offer? Who is here that needs to be lifted up? Pro-
tected? Cared for? These are the questions and demands that Welcome 
Church asks again and again. In so doing, it shows that Christian wor-
ship can interrupt and change our chaotic world. The worship space 
as a foreign space is a way of creating “inventive engagements”19 with 
the world, imagining understandings and practices of worship that 
can foster a material space for those who are displaced, and engaging
in a certain power that will provide conditions for the least of these to 
live a just life.

When we answer these questions, we will speak with one another
on behalf of each other, learning with one another for the defense
of each other and all those who are poor and fighting each other’s 
battles for the sake of dignity, justice, and the Imago Dei in each
other!20 Unless we see all of us as displaced (foreigners, idiots, fools,
lost, immigrants) and in constant need of shelter and safety, we will
continue to think that we are “God’s employees”—that is, owners of 
worship spaces, theologies, and ecclesiologies.

Having been changed by the Spirit to God’s preferential option for 
the poor and having committed ourselves to the disfranchised and dis-
placed, now we can migrate, move, and make the oikos of God wheres
the poor live in order to start to see how our ways of being a church
can happen. As a consequence, we will all feel like living our faith in
a foreign space where nothing is completely comfortable or safe but 
nothing is completely unknown as well.

Within this ecclesiological sense of migration, the fourfold liturgi-
cal structures can be of help: gathering, word, meal, and sending can
frame and offer a response to the social disasters of our time as we 
juxtapose our holy things with the disastrous places of the world. The
church cannot be a mirror to itself and work only inward with its own
symbols and sources. We have become an insulated community that 
does not know how to open itself to the world. We attract only those
of our own culture and we expect that folks will come to us and agree
with our ways. But the Christian faith is a troubling faith that entails
negotiations of beliefs, liturgical practices, social sources, and capital.
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Let us consider the fourfold movement of this one liturgical order 
in our new ecclesiological, missional, and theological understanding
of faith:

1. Gathering. We go to where the homeless are, bringing our mate-
rial and spiritual resources. We will spread a tent for all to be under, 
clothes for all to be warm, food for all to consume. There, we 
remember the Psalmist and say together, “I was glad when they 
said to me, ‘Let us go to the house of God!’ Our feet are standing 
within your gates, O United States!”21 We call each other to wor-
ship God, saying, “God owns the earth and all there is! Everybody 
has the right of shelter and if one person doesn’t have a roof no 
one does. ‘Ho, everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; and you 
that have no money, come, buy and eat! Come, buy wine and milk 
without money and without price.’”22 There we ask God forgive-
ness for not caring for the earth and one another. We remind our-
selves that our world is sinful, that we are disconnected from one 
another and the earth. And we sing what people bring from their
own backgrounds.

2. Word. The very precious word of God is what challenges us to live 
together, trusting God’s mercy to live faithfully bounded in this
sinful/diabolic/disconnected world. We read the Bible together in
the midst of cultural class differences, intellectual challenges, emo-
tional gaps, and linguistic accents. Because of so much difference,
we must read the word of God very slowly, listening very carefully 
to one another. In the word of God, Christ is in our midst, chal-
lenging us to serve each other and God’s earth.

3. Meal. The Eucharistic meal consists of what people bring with
them. Everything will be connected with the life, death, and res-
urrection of Jesus Christ. People suffered from violence and died 
on the streets yesterday, and we sing our kyries and sad songs to 
remember those who were crucified in this world like Jesus. We 
share the stories of violence, horror, and death that are all around 
us. Then the revolutionary memory of Jesus’s life and death will 
fill us with stories of hope from amid the community. We will eat 
and drink a full meal. At the table, whatever table/altar, we cry out 
loud, “Under the name of Jesus Christ, no one goes hungry in thiso
city!”

4. Sending. When we are ready to go, after burning with this passion,
we will check on each other and make sure that everybody will 
have enough to go through the week: shelter, food, health care,
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school. And we will only leave after all are wrapped up in this full
and caring ecclesiology.

Jaci C. Maraschin, an Anglican liturgical theologian from Brazil, said 
that “any liturgical reform should also be related to the mission and
should be based on a new theology, mission related to joy and free-
dom. Liturgy and mission are sisters dancing together towards the
beauty of God’s kingdom.”23
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“ Woman, Where Have You Come
from and Where Are You Going?”

Circul ar Female Migration, the C atholic 

Church, and Pastoral C are in India

Patricia Santos, RJM

Lavina was born into a Roman Catholic family. At the age of 
eight, she moved to a slum in Mumbai with her parents and three 
sisters because they were poor. Since her father was an alcoholic, her 
mother worked part time as a domestic worker in three different 
houses to raise her children. She took them to church regularly, but 
on a few occasions when they went to meet the priest after Mass, he 
would simply look past them and continue talking to those who were 
rich and well dressed. Lavina mournfully expressed that the priests 
and others rarely came to visit them in the slums because they found 
it was dirty and there was no room to sit comfortably—since people —
were huddled together in small houses. After marriage, her sister 
chose to become a born-again Christian because she felt welcomed 
by the community and also had an experience of Jesus as her per-
sonal Savior. She kept encouraging Lavina to join the same group. 
Lavina initially refused but later chose to follow her sister when 
she began to experience a lot of problems in her married life and 
received no help and guidance from her local priest, who told her 
that she should see a counselor. She began to feel supported, encour-
aged, and enriched in her faith after joining this new community.
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While this is not the case with all Catholic priests, this story draws WW
our attention to the urgent need for pastoral care of women migrants 
who—while being excluded, exiled, and exploited for their labor—— do 
not receive sufficient care and recognition from their local church com-
munity. This calls for a transition from a pastoral approach that focuses 
on ecclesial issues and concerns to one that embraces the disempow-
ered and marginalized, leading ultimately to a re-evangelization and 
re-envisioning of the traditional ecclesial task of pastoral care. Pastoral 
leaders and local church communities need to make efforts to offer
migrant women compassionate care, respect, inclusion, and effective
opportunities for growth and empowerment. This would enable such 
women to rise beyond their existing situation and status, and contrib-
ute actively to the development of both church and society.

Consol ations and Constraints of
Internal Circul ar Migration for Women

While the phenomenon of migration can be permanent, temporary,
irregular, or forced, internal circular migration of the poor living in 
agriculturally marginal areas is increasing in India. Migration involv-
ing a constant shift between rural and urban areas for better prospects
and an improved livelihood can be referred to as oscillatory or cyclical
migration.1

Migrants are often seen as a menace despite the invaluable services
they offer, especially through undertaking jobs that are considered
dirty, dangerous, and degrading. A large proportion of migrant 
women in India belong to the lower castes.2 Priya Deshingkar sees 
caste as an important determinant of exclusion from positive migration 
streams with lower castes hardly having any opportunity for structural 
improvement.3 This is because there is a strong correlation between 
belonging to a low caste and being poor, illiterate, and assetless as well 
as being discriminated against by employers and contractors. A major 
issue with circular migration is that it is often undocumented and 
invisible, with a number of migrants choosing “to keep one foot in 
the village because of social ties, lower costs, other safety net aspects,
and a long-term intention to pursue a better life in the village.”4 New 
opportunities bring new challenges and difficulties; hence, there is an
urgent need to develop comprehensive and realistic policies at all lev-
els as well as to offer material, emotional, and spiritual help.

Most women and their families who move to Mumbai take up
temporary dwelling in the slums that represent a social, economic,
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political, and cultural spatiality that determines the dwellers’ iden-
tity, work, relationships, and mobility.5 Living in close proximity to
each other within the slum allows women to bond together and enter
into diverse reciprocal relationships; it also lends itself to tension,
conflict, and cutthroat competition arising out of self-interest and 
survival needs. Women are generally multitasking—playing the role of 
wife, mother, daughter, housemaid, caretaker, and so on. They have 
more access to work opportunities in the informal economic sector as
domestic workers because urban middle-class women need help with 
household chores to successfully pursue their careers.6 According to 
the National Domestic Workers Movement (NDWM), about 90 per-
cent of domestic workers are women, girls, or children between the
ages of 12 and 75, most of whom are illiterate and from low castes. 
Since domestic work does not require any specific training or educa-
tion, poor, illiterate women can be employed for low wages with no 
added benefits. Besides the pressure of work, childcare, and mainte-
nance of the family, they are often discriminated against, exploited, 
and deprived of their dignity, equality, and freedom, both within the 
private space of their family and in the multiple spaces they share with 
others.

In my interviews with a number of Catholic and Christian women 
migrants from the state of Tamil Nadu to the slums of South Mumbai,
I found common complaints of being neglected, despised, and humil-
iated even by the local church community to which they belonged.
Meena, a young middle-aged woman migrated to Mumbai with her 
parents twenty years back.7 After moving to the slums, her parents 
arranged her marriage with a Catholic boy from the same slum. The 
Eucharist—which they faithfully attend every Sunday—— is celebrated
by the chaplain for Tamil Christians who comes from another parish. 
Meena laments,

If only the priest had more time for us. He rushes with the Mass and
rushes off as soon as he finishes. He has no time to visit us, and we do 
not get a chance to talk to him about our problems and concerns. I am
worried because the children are going astray. There are different festi-
vals celebrated in the slum, and we take part in all the celebrations. But 
we do not know the significance of these festivals. People also are very 
superstitious and make offerings to different deities. We go each year 
to the village during vacation time, but even there we are unable to get 
guidance from the priests as they are on holiday. I fear for my children.
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This not only reveals lack of care and concern for the entrusted 
flock; it signals the missing communitarian dimension of hospitality 
among the Catholic community. Many Catholics today exist only in
name for the sake of procuring admission in a Catholic school and
for burial in a Catholic cemetery. There is also lack of education on
matters of the Catholic faith as well as the salient elements that can
be found in other religious traditions. Pope Benedict XVI’s message
for the 2010 World Day of Migrants and Refugees is a plea to build
“one human family” in the midst of multiethnic and intercultural 
diversity, where “people of various religions are urged to take part 
in dialogue, so that a serene and fruitful coexistence with respect for
legitimate differences may be found.”8 In addition, the Federation of 
Asian Bishops’ Conferences (FABC), in its seventh plenary assembly 
on migration, identified five major areas of concern: “labor migration,
migrant women, refugees and internally displaced persons, the fam-
ily, and human rights.”9 In the context of the growing feminization 
of migration, the assembly asserts that “the Church should continue 
to address issues in migrant labor with sensitivity to women’s con-
cerns and rights. She should advocate for migrant women’s rights by,
among other ways, convincing more States to ratify the International
Convention on Women’s Rights.”10 However, we can see that local 
ecclesial communities have failed to engage effectively with women
at the margins—at times, even treating them with contempt and cal-
lousness. It is often not the least, the last, and the lost that are sought 
out but the wealthy, the influential, and the powerful who are warmly 
welcomed in our parishes and other Catholic institutions. The eccle-
siological challenge is thus for pastors and church leaders to move 
out of their comfort zones toward women on the margins, offering 
them comfort, care, and guidance and integrating them into the local 
ecclesial community. Since women play a key role both in the family 
and in society, their creative contribution has to be recognized and
taken seriously.

Current Ecclesiological
Trends and Responses

The church, both universal and local, has been mandated with the
responsibility to see that “every type of discrimination, whether social
or cultural, whether based on sex, race, color, social condition, lan-
guage or religion, is to be overcome and eradicated.”11 The Pontifical 
Council for the Pastoral Care of Migrants and Itinerant People, in its 
instruction, Erga migrantes caritas Christi, focused on the centrality 
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of the human person and the need to promote the dignity and rights 
of migrants. Felix Wilfred affirms that social, religious, and cultural
values need to be radically transformed if “women in our societies
are to truly savor the freedom that is the birthright of every human
being.”12 God’s word is revealed at the margins to “powerless and
suppressed identities.” Thus, “for Christians and Christian communi-
ties, moving to the margins means positioning themselves to listen to 
the speaking of God through the struggles and experiences of sup-
pressed identities, indigenous peoples and minority groups. The voca-
tion of Christians is to be permanently at the margins with God and 
the oppressed ones.”13

The Catholic Bishops’ Conference of India (CBCI), in the final
statement of their Thirtieth General Body Meeting on March 8, 
2012, committed themselves to “the liberation of the weaker sections 
like tribals, women, and dalits” and, in particular, to “unorganized
groups like fisher-people, farmers, migrants, domestic workers, vic-
tims of trafficking and so on.” The church has a major role to play 
not only in striving to eliminate the exploitation of women but also
in creating structures whereby these women are able to live a more
dignified life. Almost all the dioceses in India have a social service 
center to respond to the needs of the poor and marginalized. On my 
visit to Andhra Pradesh, a state in Southern India, I was amazed at the 
self-confidence and organization of the women in the villages brought 
about by the Andhra Pradesh Social Service Centre. Using Paulo
Freire’s methodology, the women who were abused and exploited
by their drunken husbands were able—through conscientization, dis-
cussion, and dialogue—to organize themselves into small groups and 
tackle the problems facing them. They even managed to ban the sale
of liquor in many of the villages. The Office for Justice, Peace, and
Development of the Indian bishops (CBCI-JPD) organized a work-
shop on Catholic social teaching on September 26 and 27, 2013, in 
collaboration with its local office in Andhra Pradesh. Catholic social 
workers were asked to take up social activism to secure the rights and
dignity of the poor, especially in the villages.14

SEWA (Self Employed Women’s Association)15 has been successful
in bringing poor, home-based women workers into workers coop-
eratives; imparting to them political and legal literacy; and helping
them to develop critical consciousness. The NDWM, founded by Sr.
Jeanne Devos, ICM, is now active in 23 states of India. They work 
with domestic workers and migrant workers to educate them of their 
rights, restore their dignity, and build their capacities. They have also 
initiated pastoral collaboration with the Archdiocese in some parishes
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in Mumbai. The most recent ecclesial initiative is an insurance scheme
designed by the Xavier Institute of Management and Research (XIMR) 
in Mumbai and in collaboration with the Chotanagpur Migrant Tribal 
Development Network (CMTD) and the Mumbai-based Jesuit Social 
Center, Seva Niketan. This scheme is expected to help more than 
20,000 migrant tribal people from the states of Jharkhand, Chhattis-
garh, Odisha, and West Bengal who are living in Mumbai.16

These and other efforts are just a drop in the ocean; greater eccle-
siological commitment, concern, and consistency are needed to offer
care and guidance to marginalized women. There is also need for
greater collaboration and networking between ecclesial and secular
organizations within and across states in India.

Toward Renewed Efforts

While engaging in policy reform and advocacy to promote the flour-
ishing of the marginalized is imperative, there is a pressing need for
theological, spiritual, social, ethical, ecclesiological, and pastoral 
renewal. This would enable the church to respond appropriately to
women and others on the margins so that their voices can be heard;
their rights acknowledged; and they are allowed to share social, cul-
tural, and religious spaces.

Theological and Spiritual Renewal

Circular migration challenges contemporary theologians to con-
ceptualize a dynamic and ever evolving theology, firmly rooted yet 
flowing with space and time. While circular migration involves a con-
stant process of shifting and moving, leading to displacement and 
uprootedness, it also allows for a process of centering and integration,
enabling us to become aware of the core space within oneself and the
other. The journey of circular migration thus provides not just a locus 
theologicus but a s via theologica, allowing for theological analysis and
reflection along the way and leading to ongoing appropriation and 
concretization of action. Via theologica is a more apt metaphor thana
locus theologicus, because migrants have no fixed home or ss locus. Thus 
we need to speak of God “from more than one place,” a reminder 
that “all theology is ‘on its way;’ the via theologica requires aa theologia 
viae.”17 It is only when we keep God at the center of the process and 
the journey that we can discover the divine spark in all persons, espe-
cially those at the margins.
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Daniel Groody sees the phenomenon of migration as an invitation 
to cross borders and examine one’s relationship with God and with 
the entire human community. He believes that theology needs to con-
front the dehumanizing labels used for migrants and to help “those 
on the move discover an inner identity that fosters their own agency 
rather than an imposed external identity that increases their vulner-
ability and subjugation.”18 A theology of hospitality encourages us 
to welcome and respect each other, in particular the stranger and the 
migrant, as a true brother or sister. The Catholic Biblical Association
of India (CBAI), in its statement on October 23, 2012, affirmed that 
“the theology of migrants needs to discover the heart of hospitality, 
not in ‘giving’ or ‘doing’ but ‘being,’ which signifies human relation-
ships. Therefore, hospitality means not simply ‘to do something for’
or ‘to give something to’ somebody, but ‘being with’ somebody.”19

Spirituality need not be restricted to prayer and religious activity; it 
must include anything that is a celebration of one’s life and humanity. 
When we engage with those at the margins, we will experience com-
munion with the divine and with humans, serving not just by doing
things for the marginalized but by being with them in their struggle
for a better life.

Social and Ethical Renewal

The main approach and response of the church has remained one
of charity with leanings toward justice. The deplorable situation of 
women on the margins in Mumbai calls for new approaches in relating 
to them as persons, starting from the level at which they are. Rather
than looking at migrant women as outsiders or outcasts and a threat ors
nuisance, they need to be recognized and treated with love, respect,
and dignity. Restoring their sense of worth and dignity is a vital eccle-
sial task to engage them in their process of liberation.

The value and dignity of labor is also to be ascertained; no job is 
to be distinguished as dirty, degrading, or demeaning, and those who
carry out these tasks could do with better treatment. While acknowl-
edging cultural, religious, and linguistic diversity and differences, the 
fundamental identity of all humans as beloved daughters and sons of 
God, created in God’s image and likeness, must be upheld. The entire 
ecclesial community could reflect on the human and cultural rights of 
migrants so as to engage in pastoral action for their liberation from
oppressive agents and structures.20

In the national seminar on Dalit Catholic Women Leadership 
Building in Nagpur, Maharashtra, on November 19, 2013, the 
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Dalit Catholic women of India strongly recommended that church
authorities work toward leadership development of women from the
community.21 This is an area that needs immediate attention so that 
women on the margins can be trained to be effective leaders and com-
munity builders, creating networks of resistance to combat oppression,
poverty, and discrimination.

Ecclesiological and Pastoral Renewal

The church as pilgrim, pastoral, and ll universal is called to be ever on l
the move, accompanying and integrating all persons and providing
them with effective care and guidance. John 10:1–18 provides a good 
model for pastoral care and shepherding: “I am the Good Shepherd.
I know my own and my own know me . . . I lay down my life for the 
sheep.” The Good Shepherd “calls his own sheep by name and leads 
them out.” An imperative ecclesial challenge is to seek out and find
the lost and isolated migrants and to engage compassionately with
them at the margins. As Rabindranath Tagore rightly emphasized in
his poem,

Leave this chanting and singing and telling of beads!
Whom dost thou worship in this lonely dark corner of a temple with

doors all shut?
Open thine eyes and see thy God is not before thee! He is there where

the tiller is tilling the hard ground and where the pathmaker is 
breaking stones.

He is with them in sun and in shower, and his garment is covered with 
dust.

Put off thy holy mantle and even like him come down on the dusty 
soil!22

What women and men desire most are compassionate presence, a 
listening ear, caring guidance, and support. With compassionate car-
ing and empathetic listening, women on the margins could be helped 
to move from being displaced and rootless to being rooted in God, 
from being on the margins to moving toward the center in order
to speak and act with dignity, from being alienated and fragmented
to being included and integrated, from using individual strategies of 
resistance to participating in supportive communities of resistance.

Pastoral ministry with women on the margins could provide a space
for common worship and community building. Migrant women with 
their rituals and devotions have developed strong resilience to cope
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with all kinds of difficulties and hardships. Their journey through life
is a pilgrimage of faith, hope, love, and fortitude. Regardless of the 
diversity of faith, language, and beliefs, marginalized women expe-
rience in Mary of Nazareth a powerful source of inspiration and
strength.23 Marian devotion provides a space for women to bond 
together in prayer, to rejoice, lament, and draw strength to cope with 
their daily trials and difficulties. This common space could also pro-
vide networking and collaborative action that is creative, committed, 
and radical to denounce and overturn the tables of wealth and power 
that divide, dominate, discriminate, and dehumanize.

Conclusion

The growing phenomenon of circular migration poses challenges and
difficulties at every level. It is thus necessary to attend to the dynamics
of the encounter between persons, cultures, religions, and contexts
that are responsible for shaping or marring identities. In learning to
respect, appreciate, and care for the beauty and value in everyone, we 
can to some extent restore human dignity and work together for the 
common good of all.

Hagar, the slave, was the first woman in the biblical account to 
be twice blessed by God; she is also considered the first theologian
who, from her lowly position, was empowered to name the Lord as 
well as name the well that provided water for her dying son. In the 
first account (Gen. 16) she chooses to run away from her mistress on
account of the jealousy and ill-treatment she had to endure. On the 
way, she encountered the angel of the Lord in whom she experienced
comfort, consolation, and the reassurance to return to her mistress. In 
the second account (Gen. 21:8–21), she is forced to flee; this time she 
receives water from the Lord to quench her son’s thirst, symbolic of 
the fulfillment of the Lord’s promise to her to make of her son a great 
nation. Many migrant women take Hagar as their model for endur-
ance, resilience, and faith.

While the relationship between Sarah and Hagar is one of dis-
crimination and distress, we find supportive relationships of care, 
concern, and compassion between Ruth and Naomi as well as Mary 
and Elizabeth. Women on the margins could learn from these positive 
relationships to support and care for each other.24 There is also need 
to train pastoral animators and facilitators for a prophetic mission 
with migrant women offering them compassion, care, and coun-
sel. Working in mutuality and partnership with each other and with 
those we serve can create shared sacred spaces to reflect, dialogue,
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and collaborate with each other for a common vision and mission. As
we dream the impossible dream to create a loving, just, and equitablem
world order to promote the flourishing of all persons, let us unite in 
our endeavors to right the unrightable wrongs and to walk humbly ands
equitably with God and with each other within and across borders.
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Patron Saint of 
C atholics and Hindus

Saint Antony and Ecclesial
Hospitality in East London

Alana Harris

Every Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. throughout the year, a Catho-
lic church in Forest Gate, East London, is the scene of remarkable 
religious fervor.1 Most weeks at least two hundred people of diverse 
ages and ethnicities buy and light hundreds of candles, a knot of 
people gather around a plaster statue of the Franciscan Antony of 
Padua (rubbing their hands along the folds of his brown habit),
or they place slips of paper in a large wooden box marked “peti-
tions.”2””  Meanwhile, a number of men and women walk on their 
knees from the back of the church to the altar, silently praying with 
lips moving and a lit candle, while others embrace and greet each 
other with kisses as they enter the church. This diverse congregation 
has come for the Novena of Saint Antony, but the two-hour-long 
devotion of intercessory prayers, hymns, scripture readings, relics 
veneration, and exposition of the Blessed Sacrament is unlike most 
encountered in other Catholic churches—it brings together people ——
from highly diverse faith backgrounds, including a substantial 
number of self-identified (and publicly acknowledged) Hindus. As 
the longstanding and now recently deceased parish priest, Father 
Denis explained, “The Franciscans built this church . . . [and] 
when the Franciscans went to India, there was a great devotion 
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to the saints with the Hindus anyway, and St. Anthony they all 
particularly liked, and the devotion spread into the Hindu com-
munity. [Therefore here in London,] many Hindus come as well 
as Catholics, especially from India [and] especially on a Tuesday 
night for the novena. But they come during the week as well, so a lot 
of people pop in. So it’s a very used church.”3””

In Father Denis’s explanation, the shared diasporic identities of 
Tamil Catholics and Hindus (auspiced through St. Antony) allow for
the circumvention of differences of religion, class, and caste and the
identification of common intercessory needs in times of austerity in
contemporary London.4 Moreover, this form of devotional practice 
resonates with people within (and well beyond) this parish in Lon-
don, providing a striking example of religious dynamism and vital-
ity beyond traditional measures of church growth or decline through
Sunday attendance.5

After a brief introductory background to the saint and the history 
of this shrine church (compiled through consultation of the Fran-
ciscan archives), this chapter draws upon extended ethnographic
observation, written materials generated through fieldwork, and oral
history interviews to examine the gendered, performed, and embodied 
dimensions of this extraliturgical devotion.6 It advocates a method-
ological approach that takes seriously the “lived religious experience,” 
“ordinary theology,” and religious language of participants, moving
beyond rigid and seemingly impermeable doctrinal and denomina-
tional categories.7 Through concentrating on the shared diasporic
identities articulated by Tamil Catholics and Hindus8 and the colonial 
legacies and Christian missionary histories that contextualize this con-
temporary practice, it provides a case study of an evolving, flexible, 
and inclusive local Catholic ecclesiology.

The Saint and His Shrine 
Church in East London

Fernando Martins was born in Lisbon to a wealthy family in 1195
and, after a brief period in an Augustinian abbey, joined the newly 
established Franciscans order, inspired by early martyrdoms and the
Franciscan emphasis on poverty and evangelistic fervor. He initially 
intended to preach the gospel to Muslims in Morocco, but ill health 
forced him to abandon this plan and, after a period as a hermit in
Romagna (Italy), he discovered his true vocation as a preacher and 
served as St. Francis’s second-in-command, training novices and
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preaching widely, including at the papal court. He was provincial 
superior of the order, establishing a monastery in Padua—hence the
idealized Tuscan background often present in church art portraying 
the saint. He was canonized a year after his death in 1232 by Pope
Gregory IX and made a doctor of the Church in 1945.9 He is ven-
erated all over the world, known as the patron saint of lost things 
and credited with many miracles.10 In Spain, Portugal, and Brazil,
he is thought to be particularly efficacious in marriage creation and
reconciliation.11 He is usually represented, as on the front cover of 
the Forest Gate Novena booklet, in his Franciscan habit with lilies to
represent saintly purity and with a book, on which the Christ Child is 
seated, to symbolize his learning and biblical preaching.

Following their post-Reformation absence in Britain for more
than three hundred years, Franciscan monks established the parish 
of St. Antony in 1884 and the neo-Gothic church built by Peter Paul
Pugin. The church can accommodate one thousand people, and from
its foundation, it served a lively parish community: in 1903, it had four 
thousand parishioners and was the largest parish in Greater London.12

From its foundation, St. Antony’s has functioned as a shrine church, 
with the first altar to the saint installed through the donation of a
Mrs. Keane in 1892; a replacement statue was erected in 1931,13 the 
seven hundredth anniversary of the saint’s death. A further commem-
oration of this landmark celebration was a door-to-door petition of all 
residents of the street (followed by an application to West Ham Coun-
cil) to change the name of Khedive Road to St. Antony’s Road—a
lasting public reminder to the neighborhood of the presence of the
saint’s church.14 For well over a century, the church (in its materiality 
but also ritual functionality) has offered a site of escape or pilgrimage
from the dreariness of the everyday—an encounter with the numinous 
through beauty, enacting the insights of Roman and Anglo-Catholic 
incarnational theology of the late nineteenth century.15

Devotion to St. Antony seems to have remained strong throughout 
the changes in composition of the parish over the decades—from the 
predominantly Irish Catholic community at the turn of the century 
through to the 1960s when a parish history recorded the introduc-
tion of a Polish Mass and welcomed “the very large communities of 
Caribbean and Asian families . . . come to swell our numbers.”16 The 
newly inaugurated parish newsletter in 1964, perhaps commenced in
response to the Second Vatican Council’s desire for increased paro-
chial involvement of the laity, recorded the following news item: 
“The Novena has shown a gratifying increase in the numbers of those 
attending and Tuesday evening is beginning to mean a full Church.
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Fr. Gordon is always anxious to hear of petitions from those desiring
Novena prayers. His postbag always carries Masses of thanksgiving for 
favors received. Perseverance in prayer is one of the greatest ways of 
increasing a deep and personal faith and trust in God—and only faith 
moves mountains!”17 Further tangible evidence of faith in St. Ant-
ony’s intercessory powers was the sale of votive candles recorded 
in the parish financial return of the previous year, 1963. Compared 
with £4,936 received from annual collection takings (from a mass 
attendance of around 3,200 people), a further £1,138 was added to 
church coffers through the sale of candles.18 This devotion, palpa-
bly expressed in material (and indeed monetary) terms, continues to 
be strong in 2014 despite the departure of the Franciscans in 2001
and a differently configured congregation of around 4,000 people
from more than 106 different countries.19 The newly appointed
parish priest, a 44-year-old Irish-born religious of the Community 
of St. John, confided that the sale of candles, for a suggested dona-
tion of £1, amounts to “probably between £60,000–£70,000 a year.–
Which is basically keeping the parish afloat. Because they’re very poor 
people—90% of people in Newham earn less than £25,000 a year.”20

Alongside this outlay implicitly funding the church’s upkeep, devotees 
also make very generous donations to “St. Antony’s bread”—which —
may only be used to fund emergency relief activities within the parish.
With an astonishing surplus of around £30,000, this financial safety 
net allows for discretionary cash distributions in cases of immediate
and dire need, such as immigration difficulties, imminent eviction, 
hunger, or unforeseen funeral costs.21 For these recipients (as around 
£500–£1,000 is distributed each week), St.– Antony continues to
work minor miracles in this corner of East London. Illustrating the 
continuing salience of faith-based organizations as a supplement to
the modern welfare state,22 these contributions also substantiate an 
understanding of church as extended family, in which the more fortu-
nate support the more needy through a form of spiritual (and actual) 
remittance.

Diasporic Devotions:
Customized in London

Recounting a typical Tuesday within his church and the hundreds of 
people that stream through the door throughout the day, Father John 
reflected,
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Sometimes they’re there at 6:15, but usually its 6:30 a.m.—there [are] 
usually people waiting [for me to open the church]. And they have 
these big bags and they’re going up to the statue and they’re holding
out [items]. And you can feel the intensity of the whole thing. Six thirty 
in the morning and they are coming in . . . Sometimes I just think I 
could just sit there and pray and watch the world go by. It’s very touch-
ing. A lot of the Hindu people that come in during the day, they’ll greet 
you but they won’t come up and [talk]. They are very much in their
own little liturgy.23

Later, at the 8 p.m. Novena, the crowd is much more diverse. Around
a third of those in attendance are from the Indian subcontinent and 
are a mostly balanced mix of men and women.24 African; Caribbean; 
Eastern European; and longstanding, white East End devotees are
also in evidence, but the other strikingly distinct group is a knot 
of young, white men with shaved heads, tattoos, and an Irish lilt, 
lighting candles and praying conscientiously. Among them are half a 
dozen couples with young children, some of the women with carefully 
coiffed, bouffant hair and sparkling costume jewelry. I am told by 
Father John that the traveler community is fervent in its devotion to
St. Antony: “Their prayer system, religious belief system is very peti-
tion orientated . . . St. Antony’s the perfect, perfect guy for them . . . 
They just dig St. Antony. It’s right up their street, religious wise.”
These Irish travelers come from all over London each week to offer 
their intentions and to seek forgiveness within the confessional. Father
John continued, “Because they’re [in] such a dysfunctional world and
there’s all these immediate problems coming in—domestic violence 
and all kinds of alcohol and abuse-related stuff, money worries or
whatever—they cling to St. Antony as hope. They have no system 
of counselors, they have no—they have nothing. It’s all hush-hush. 
Everything is like taboo. So St. Antony is the outlet for their deepest 
problems.”25

Drawing upon the insights of Mary McClintock Fulkerson in 
reading the exposed “wounds” of those engaged in these devotional
practices, ranging from economic privation to emotional dysfunc-
tion, it is possible to discern a radically reconfigured notion of church
beyond a monochrome ecclesial identity. Through these embodied 
practices, we see the “marking out of a shared communal reality as well
as traditioning of that reality by authoritative Christian [scripts].”26

The proceedings on Tuesday evenings commence with a series of 
archaic Novena prayers in front of the statue of St. Antony—marked
by repetitive refrains like “St. Antony, powerful in word and work,” 
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with the collective response, “Grant us what we ask of thee.”27 Another 
prayer in trite rhyming couplets conjures the intimate relation-
ship between penitent and saint: “All dangers vanish at the prayer / 
so too incessant care and need. / Let all who know thy power pro-
claim / Padua tell, it’s so decreed.”28 These formulas are punctuated 
by Catholic hymns, a reading from the New Testament, and then per-
ambulation from the north altar to the front of the church, where a 
selection of the intercessions “posted” to St. Antony are read from the
pulpit. On the evenings that I have attended, more than fifty of these 
written petitions were read aloud, and these prayers, anxieties, and 
thanksgivings fell into a discrete number of categories.

Petitions lodged for the Novena on March 25, 2014—which were—
preserved with ethics clearance for permission to use in this research—
numbered more than three hundred, on diverse scraps of paper, which
recorded, in personal terms, requests for help, comfort, and assis-
tance. Health and relationship issues emerged as the prime concern 
for most of those present that evening (like most others).29 Cancer,
pending operations, mental health, and sickness were ubiquitous, but 
preservation from black magic and evil spirits was also mentioned in
a couple of petitions. Allied to these concerns were prayers for fam-
ily life: for marital stability, for a safe birth or infant development,
and for the troubles (or illnesses) of children or grandchildren. Work 
and relief from money problems featured strongly, as well as practical
prayers to find (or keep) a house, to secure or sustain employment, 
and to deal with taxation issues. Here we see the church as a site 
for the articulation, and potential attainment, of everyday succor—a
crucible for intercession and intervention in a context in which the
mostly migrant congregants present feel powerless and without deep
and well-established temporal networks of patronage to address these 
concerns. There is also embedded within this prayer formula a sense of 
gainful activity and agency—the loyalty, perseverance, and reflective-
ness of the penitent attending more than nine consecutive Tuesdays is
implicitly deserving of a due hearing and just reward.

A very striking and heartrending strain of the correspondence 
addressed the desire for love and companionship, for either oneself 
or a loved one. The search for a “good Catholic husband” and the 
desire to start a family are just some of the aspirations laid at the
feet of the saint. The well-recognized role of the church as a context 
for “cosmopolitan sociability,” a community in which to find belong-
ing, relational support, and even love, is echoed in these petitions.30

More tangible and material but perhaps just as intractable, problems
brought to the saint included prayers for exams, visas, resolution of 
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immigration problems, lost things (mostly mobile phones), and legal
problems.31 In the week intensively surveyed, there were also a few 
prayers of personal thanksgiving and some for world-related, general-
ized prayers, such as for the victims of the lost Malaysian airplane or 
the London homeless.

Among these hundreds of slips of paper were 34 petitions written in
a foreign language, mostly Tamil (but one in Singhalese). Translation
of these intercessions revealed an array of similar concerns but also 
rhetorical differences, including more fervent petitions of St. Antony 
drawing upon his biography (“You must have faced a similar prob-
lem”)32 and traditional iconography (“Your hands that held the baby 
Jesus should guide us”).33 Some of the prayers also invoked the Trinity 
and the communion of saints (as almost a pantheon of deities), such
as this multifaceted intercession: “Father St. Anthony, Mother Mary,
Jesus, my husband is having problems because of his illnesses. Please 
heal him. We don’t have visas; the two of us are having so many hard-
ships. You are the one[s] who can help us.”34 A potential explanation 
for these discursive differences in intercessional tone and petitionary 
strategy was made explicit within one prayer (in English) that read, 
“My wife Mrs. J. is coming to this church since four months. From
recent time[s], she suddenly got ill for no reason. We are Hindu but 
we believe in Jesus too. She has to get well soon. Please pray for my 
wife.”35 On Tuesdays when the Tamil priest stationed in the parish 
attends the Novena, the weekly petitions proffered in that language
are read out. On more than one occasion, these requests are signed
“from a Hindu devotee,” and the attitude of the former priest and
the newly arrived religious is that “all are welcome” at this service or
throughout the day when they create “their own little liturgy.” Nev-
ertheless, there are limits: while veneration of the relic of St. Antony 
at the Novena is open to all, announcements have had to be made at 
the 10 a.m. Mass that the Eucharist is strictly reserved for Catholics.
But there is also an acknowledgment that many Hindus come up for 
communion innocently and that it is sometimes difficult to detect 
the differences, physically or attitudinally, between Hindus and Tamil 
Catholics. In this ecclesial setting, as McClintock Fulkerson would 
put it, the complexities of “racialized, normalized, and otherwise 
enculturated bodies and desire[s]” should be acknowledged, cutting 
across exclusionary definitions of religious affiliation.36 In speaking to 
Father John about the deluge of pain, grief, insecurity, and worries
articulated—and off loaded—each week at the Novena, this sensitive
pastor acknowledged that “it does give you a glimpse of the reality of 
people’s [lives]. It’s almost an X-ray of people’s prayer. You really get 
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the idea of what’s . . .”37 Here he paused, leading me to ponder the 
conclusion to his sentence. On my assessment, these prayers offer an
intimate insight into the innermost longings, aspirations, and anxiet-
ies of those who implore the intercession of St. Antony (and, often 
inchoately, Christ) each week.38 It is a form of church that offers hos-
pitality and healing, reconciliation, and hope.

Devotion to St. Antony is popular throughout all of India and Sri
Lanka, and interreligious places of pilgrimage on the subcontinent are
not uncommon.39 The sharing of sacred space between Catholics and 
Hindus has its most famous example in the Marian shrine, Vailankanni, 
and visitation of this pilgrimage shrine, the “Indian Lourdes,” was 
mentioned by some of the Novena devotees.40 Alongside this, there is 
also an intensely popular, longstanding pilgrimage site to St. Antony 
in Uvari, Tamil Nadu, the region of origin (alongside northern Sri 
Lanka) for a significant proportion of the Forest Gate congregation.
According to legend, Portuguese sailors off the coast of Madras who 
were saved from cholera in the sixteenth century established a shrine
to St. Antony in thanksgiving and installed his carved wooden statue.41

The shrine church, the site of large festivities in February and on the
saint’s feast day in June, was created in the 1940s. Here, Catholics and 
Hindus undertake rituals together across caste and religious bound-
aries, with locals opening their homes to pilgrims free of charge and
all devotees, irrespective of background, sharing ceremonial meals. 
Elsewhere in Portugal, Turkey, and Morocco, Catholics and Muslims
similarly coinhabit sacred spaces and customize devotional practices
to St. Antony.42

Against this background, an openness to Catholic-Hindu com-
mon worship and the mutual, syncretic participation in religious 
experiences is a diasporic legacy brought to East London by these
migrants—part of a shared cultural and postcolonial understanding, 
common to Tamils from southern India and Sri Lanka, that is reen-
acted (and transformed) in Forest Gate. As 38-year-old Jeyachandra,
who was born in Sri Lanka and fled to India as a Tamil Tiger refugee
before coming to East Ham in 2008, put it, “I am Hindu but you 
know it doesn’t matter, the thing is I like to pray, I love to pray. I like 
to take bread and wine, the body of Jesus . . . My parents were Hindu,
we worship at Temple, but my father and mother also know Jesus,
Mary, [and] they teach me like this.”43

Yet it is also important to recognize that it is not just recent arrivals 
like Jeyachandra who find solace at the shrine. Reflecting on the draw 
to the parish each Tuesday night, Father John also observed, “I think 
it’s . . . [a]lso [because] it’s been going for so long—150 years—that’s 
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a [period of] time to really take root in the consciousness of the peo-
ple here that there is a place you can go, a kind of place . . . you get 
people saying, ‘My mother used to, my father used to come here.’
Not—there are certain strands of people—many people have moved
out now. But you get the feeling that it’s been going for so long, it’s
become part of the . . . culture and the background of East London, 
really.”44

The appeal of the shrine and its saint therefore vests in its historic-
ity but also its flexibility. The Novena is a traditional practice within
an institutional setting but is administered in a way that prioritizes
ecclesial hospitality and allows for pluralism in practice. More recent 
Tamil arrivals like Jeyachandra may identify within the liturgical famil-
iar modes of prayer, such as vow rituals, dharma practices (like knee
walking), or supplication to a guru, a “master.” Simultaneously, the 
knot of elderly white parishioners present with their rosaries and mis-
sals connect into a preconciliar Catholic piety that has a longstanding
presence and purchase in this part of London. For both, it is the 
rootedness of these prayers, and their efficacy, that give the Tuesday 
Novena an unmistakable attraction and ritual coherence. Following 
the lead of ecclesiologists Nicholas Healy and Cheryl Peterson, this
narrative-focused approach prioritizes the “ecclesiological context,” 
in which the concrete church performs its task of witness and pasto-
ral care,45 illuminating different and responsive ways of being church 
focused on a koinonia of relationships and outward witness within aa
broken world.46

Moving Bodies, Everyday Prayers, 
and Faith in the City

This case study of a dynamic extraliturgical devotional practice raises 
a number of issues for consideration when contemplating where
(and why) certain forms of religious practice—and churches—are
flourishing. Within the Tuesday-night Novena, distinctively Catho-
lic practices and confessional boundaries (most especially surround-
ing communion reception) are acknowledged and enforced. And yet 
these understandings are also crossed, reconfigured, and sometimes
transgressed, as the church becomes a space for the expression of mul-
tivalent faith identities and the customization of a range of devotion-
als.47 Polysemic prayer practices can also spill outside the ritual event 
and spatial confines of the church. For Jeyachandra, his Tuesday-night 
homage to St. Antony continues throughout the week at home; it is
his custom to buy two candles, one for the church and the other for
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his own house shrine, where it burns for nine days (a novena) in front 
of his statute of St. Antony.48 For this fervent devotee, there is a ritual
and spatial continuity between his Tuesday-night observances and his 
everyday, home-based prayer life.

Materiality and notions of embodiment—articulated in the sen-
sory, bodily practices of the faithful in their enacted encounter with a 
metaphorically embodied saint—are key features of these complex rit-
uals and their appeal across differences of gender, class, ethnicity, and 
generation.49 The presence of St. Antony is always capable of invoca-
tion through the materiality of his shrine and statue. Parents take their
children up to the life-size figure and place a hand on his foot or cloak 
and then touch the head of their child. Others pray and rub the foot 
of the statue (or generate a “contact relic” through the encounter of 
saint and object), and the result of this constant tactile encounter is
a wearing away of the paint on the saint’s foot (despite the statue’s
restoration just a couple of years ago). Devotion leaves its mark or
impression on the saint, as he too impacts the lives of his clients.50

In the procession of the congregation to the altar to kiss the first-
class relic (continued in a glass panel within a wooden cross), there
is another form of physical encounter, but this time with the historic
body of the saint, thereby creating a connection across time and space.
It is this element of the Novena that makes the most striking impres-
sion on Father John: “The young, the old . . . big travelers—and they 
kiss it like it’s a diamond. They go down [to kneel to kiss the relic] like 
it’s the rarest diamond. So it’s very touching and very beautiful to see
that, their devotion.”51 The incarnational logic enacted through these 
practices is heightened by the next ritual action within the Novena—
the exposition of the Blessed Sacrament on the altar, in which Christ’s
incarnation is remembered and reenacted through the doctrine of the
real presence. There is a paradox of presence and absence, materiality 
and metaphor at the heart of these practices, which Father John and I
spoke about in our conversation:

They’re a very concrete people and they’re not much [into] abstrac-
tion. Very few of them are people who sit back and reflect, who have
time to even reflect on their lives . . . So whether it be kneeling, whether 
it be the sign of the cross, its physical movement that sets your soul in
movement. So “smells and bells” . . . the reaching out, the touching,
the taste, the vision, the hearing, it’s all very much, for them, through 
their body, through the visible signs the soul is reaching out as well . . . 
there is a physical touch there that helps to incarnate their prayers.52
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As we have seen from the prayers of St. Antony’s clients—chiefly as
materialized on slips of paper and presented at his feet—this is also an 
intensely immediate, pragmatic devotional practice. Requests for help 
and gratitude for blessings received all relate to profoundly everyday,
personal, and often familial issues. There is a commonality and con-
sensus across gender and generation, religion and race of a shared vul-
nerability and the need for divine understanding and assistance. The 
vast majority of prayers are articulated within a relational framework:
they ultimately pertain to family difficulties, be they marital forma-
tion or crisis, economic insecurity, or the ill health of a loved one. 
Saint Antony is incorporated into this relational, familial framework 
as a “father” (in Jeyachandra’s words) or an attentive brother among
a company of sibling saints (like St. Francis) whose statues are also 
found around the church53—much like a Hindu temple—and who are
also solicited for help on Tuesday evenings.54

In his 2013 Apostolic exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, Pope
Francis undertook an extended reflection on the “new evangeliza-
tion for the transmission of the faith,” including a reevaluation of the 
parish not as “an outdated institution” but as a necessary “presence
of the church in a given territory” and a community with “flexibility, 
[as] it can assume quite different contours depending on the openness 
and missionary creativity of the pastor and the community.”55 When
ideally so configured, Francis sees it as a “community of communities, 
a sanctuary where the thirsty come to drink in the midst of their jour-
ney, and a centre of constant missionary outreach.”56 Undoubtedly 
drawing upon his pastoral experiences in South America, the pope 
spoke of the need to evangelize cultures to address problems such
as “machismo, alcoholism, domestic violence, low Mass attendance” 
and wholeheartedly endorsed “popular piety itself . . . [as] the start-
ing point for healing and liberation from these deficiencies.”57 These 
insights were deepened by his observations on urban life as a “privi-
leged locus for the new evangelization,” where a “connective network 
is found in which groups of people share a common imagination and
dreams about life, and new human interactions arise, new cultures,
invisible cities.”58 With particular application to my discussion of 
the everyday and embodied interreligious devotion to St. Antony in 
East London, the pope opines, “Genuine forms of popular piety are
incarnate, since they are born of the incarnation of Christian faith in 
popular culture. For this reason they entail a personal relationship, not 
with vague spiritual entities but with God, with Christ, with Mary,
with the saints. These devotions are fleshy, they have a face. They are
capable of fostering relationships and not just enabling escapism.”59
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As Francis concludes, there is an active evangelizing power within
these forms of popular piety, and they present a locus theologicus.60

They also offer, as illustrated by this case study, a way of “being 
church” that is simultaneously “catholic” and “evangelical,” model-
ing an incarnational ecclesiology well adapted to the demands of a
global, hospitable church called upon to offer service and solace to a
“pilgrim people.”61
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C h a p t e r  1 1

Not Quite Here
Queer Ecclesial Spaces in the

Filipino Diaspora

Michael Sepidoza Campos

When my grandmother died a few years ago, I flew home.
As soon as I reached Manila, a sense of foreboding engulfed me.
The anxiety increased as I inched closer to the immigration gate.
Huddled against fellow passengers, I worried that my papers wouldn’t 

pass muster.
It was an old fear embedded in body and memory.

I successfully traversed the threshold;
to the attending officer, I was just another balikbayan.r 1

But for me, he embodied the threat of unending expulsion.
Belonging neither here nor here, I felt exposed,
queered by an inability to fully come home.

Wanderers and exiles, Filipinos are found in every corner of the earth.WW
Economic need compels us to work as caregivers, domestic helpers, 
doctors, nurses, engineers, teachers, and entertainers. Accountable to
home, we grasp at the fantasy of an originary place.2 We participate in 
a colonial trajectory that blurs past and present, haunted by the spec-
ter of an impossible future.3 We are nomads who interrupt citizenship.

In this chapter, I engage Filipino diaspora as locus theologicus to s
explore the ephemeral boundaries of ecclesial space and its attendant 
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technologies of belonging. More than a phenomenon of twenty-first-
century global life, diaspora recontours economics of selfhood,
identity, and meaning making. In their ability to broaden space and 
multiply homes, diasporic lives facilitate the unveiling of transcen-
dence that expands the reach of ecclesial belonging.

Among lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ)
Filipinos, queerness speaks of selves consolidated through enduring
expulsions and interruptions. Never quite at home anywhere, we echo 
the stranger’s yearning for an impossible hospitality. We incarnate the
non-/ab-normativity of queer bodies that live in between.4 To speak 
queer is thus to “disrupt monolithic discourses” uttered at the mar-
gins of citizenship.5 Queer speaks diaspora.

In this short reflection, I queer diaspora as a site for theological r
engagement. Drawing from a documentary of five baklâ6ââ  overseas
contract workers, I suggest that pagladlad—dd “self-unfurling”—unveils 
theological intuitions that subvert temporal and geographical confines
of ecclesial belonging. To the extent that pagladlad transgresses thed
divide between in/appropriate bodies, concealment/unfurling, re-/
dis-memberings, I trace theological utterances that thrive at the inter-
stice of home and exile, among un/belonging bodies.

I deploy church, bodies, space, and belonging broadly, interchangeg -
able descriptions of Filipino diaspora. Because twenty-first-century 
migration speaks much about empire/colony, center/periphery, 
theological speech necessarily hedges against colonial discourse. 
Articulations of selfhood point less to agency as illuminate “bodies”
consolidated over and again before conflicting narratives of home and 
exile. Rather than propose any theological framework, therefore, I 
situate theology against critical readings of postcolonial space/time as
metaphors for ecclesial belonging.

Queering Economies of Body and Empire

While undertaking a study of Tel Aviv’s queer life, Israeli filmmaker
Tomer Heymann stumbled on a group of Filipino expatriates who 
compose a drag troupe called Paper Dolls.7 Heymann befriended and
penetrated the glittering world of their extraordinary dance around 
gender, economics, religion, and racism. He gained familiarity with
not only variations of Filipino and Israeli queer cultures but also the
quotidian struggles of migrant workers.

Chiqui, Sally, Giorgio, Jan, and Cheska compose the troupe. 
Their “stage names” define the performative spaces of their profes-
sional and personal lives.8 Onstage, they lip-synch Madonna, Cher,
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and Bananarama. Exaggerated gestures, elaborate costumes, and gar-
ish makeup contour their interpretations of femininity. Offstage, they 
support Tel Aviv’s economy as domestic workers “imported” to sup-
port an aging population.

Beyond space, they secure belonging through time. By day, they 
expend affect and nurture as caregivers to elderly, predominantly 
Orthodox clients. They participate in a global economy that binds
developing nations like the Philippines to the interests of first-world 
nations such as Israel. By night, these migrants-turned-female imper-
sonators peddle sexuality to cull desirability and fame. In labor and 
leisure, they equivocate a feminine artifice that succeeds and fails
translation.

Among Filipinos, the Paper Dolls are simply baklâ, hypereffeminate,
gay men who occupy a third space in the Filipino gender universe.9

While Heymann describes them interchangeably as “transgendered,”
“gay,” or “transsexual,” the Dolls attend to these elisions just so,
enough to resist their total misnaming.10 Discerning an implicit “dis-
sonance [between Western conceptions of gayness] . . . vis-à-vis the 
baklâ,” they shift multiple iterations of gender and sexuality.11 Thus 
they loosely dance around “gay,” “men-women,” or even “(straight)
men” to expose the fantasy of an essential self.12 When asked if he
saw himself as a man or woman, Giorgio exclaimed, “A woman, of 
course!” But this is an ambivalent claim to the extent that he is also
haunted by the specter of authenticity; he is merely a “paper doll.” 
Like his friends, Giorgio negotiates an unending coming out—a
pagladlad, or “unfurling”—of an imagined femininity.

The insufficiency of the Paper Dolls’ gender performance magni-
fies the interruptions that migrants confront in diaspora. They iterate 
selves that (mis)translate.13 Indeed, only Sally is able to live openly 
before Haim, her employer. She describes their relationship as affec-
tionate. “I’m like his only daughter . . . He knows what I am.”14

Such relationships are atypical. And even at their best, there are times
when Sally’s presumably stable identity falters—“He treats me like a
man. But I dress like a woman.” During a particularly excruciating 
scene, an Israeli taxi driver disparages Jan and his friend as “disgust-
ing creatures . . . as [unreal] men and as fake, sleazy women.” His 
repulsion runs deep, disclaiming all Filipinos as essentially “disgusting l
[and] stinky . . . Homosexuality is natural for them. That place is the 
devil’s cradle, the origin of all evil.”15 Indelibly carved on the Paper 
Dolls’ bodies is a hotly contested colonial encounter that conflates 
economy, racism, misogyny, and homophobia. Their status as migrant 
workers in Israel—itself a nation that emerged out of the specter of 
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exile—ee exposes the complex ways bodies are simultaneously expelled
and embraced. Theirs is the precarious body that Judith Butler situ-
ates “at the mercy of another body [able to] produce a great source 
of pleasure and/or a terrifying fear of death.”16 Abject strangers in a 
nation of exiles, the Paper Dolls queer the linearity of diaspora, never 
quite succeeding at “[respecting the] borders, positions, rules”17 that 
secure Israel’s tenuous existence.

The colonial, gendered, and economic matrices on which the Paper 
Dolls thrive secure ephemeral selves that emerge from “a process of 
materialization [stabilizing] over time to produce the effect of bound-
ary, fixity, and . . . matter.”18 In a sense, their femininity is constructed 
on competing national, global, and personal interests. By working at 
the margins of Israel’s caregiving economy, they expose asymmetries
between producing/consumer markets that render specific bodies
beholden to another.

Jason DeParle traces contemporary Filipino migration to the labor-
export policies implemented by the Marcos regime in the 1970s in 
order to address “soaring unemployment, a Communist insurgency 
and growing urban unrest.”19 Doctors and nurses flowed into North
America while engineers and construction workers flooded the oil
fields of Arab nations. As East and Southeast Asian economies flour-
ished, demands for domestic labor increased. So much have global
trends defined Philippine economic policies that “from Jan. 1 to Nov.
21, 2006, a total of 1.01 million OFWs [overseas foreign workers] left 
to work in over 180 countries, representing a growth rate of 12.4 per-
cent.”20 For Raquel Z. Ordoñez, labor exportation privileges domestic
work as the most efficient avenue to revive a sputtering economy.
This “feminizes” labor, with droves of women—un/skilled, profes-
sional, mothers, daughters—leaving home to attend to the world’s 
domestic upkeep. Men would follow suit, rarely far behind. Ordoñez
asserts that where an “earlier wave of overseas workers . . . consisted 
predominantly of male construction workers, the OCW population
has recently become increasingly female . . . 52% of all OCWs [are] 
women.”21 Such trends have relegated Filipinos to the domestic
sphere. OCWs reinscribe an insidious misogyny that constrains devel-
oping economies to the periphery of progress.

Arbitrating interests of home/exile, the Paper Dolls find themselves
forced to affirm the domestication of migrant work, participating in 
the further emasculation of nation. They forge ambivalent spaces that 
set in relief the precariousness of their lives, abject bodies in between, 
threatened by expulsion and risks of possibility.
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Unfurling Space and Ecclesial Belonging
Therefore, if we are to be able to speak about God,
we must metaphorically rebaptize and extend all our words.

—Edward Schillebeeckx,
Church: The Human Story of God22dd

In Christian theology, the word “church” can be traced to both the 
Greek kyriake—ee “belonging to the Lord”—and the Latin/Greek 
ekklesia/ecclesia—the “political assembly of citizens” in Greek city-—
states that later referred to a collective of urban Jews who followed
Jesus’s teachings.23 There are multiple tensions in “church” that 
allude to local/empire, secular/religious, Jew/Gentile. Embedded
in its articulation are direct engagements with belonging and g space.24

Transcending the limits of social order, members of ekklesia reinhabit a
(past) witness to God to herald temporal and spatial openings of a
world and time “to come.” To speak of church is to stand in between, 
the here and the not yet.25 For theologian Elizabeth Stuart, a critical
reading of church rehabilitates early queer impulses that resist stabil-
ity.26 Pointing as much to the future as to the present, ecclesial ener-
gies draw from the potency of memory—anamnesis—ss to reanimate a 
present belonging.27

If church functions as a mechanism for belonging, it evokes dynam-
ics of citizenship that inscribes/expels bodies to/from nation. For 
Judith Butler, citizens coexist with stateless bodies to buttress national
enclosures.28 Nations exist insofar as they are capable of differentiat-
ing in/appropriate bodies. Stateless bodies, in a sense, magnify the
hope of a belonging “to come.” They do not, cannot, speak of place. tt
In resonant ways, Edward Schillebeeckx intimates a similar trajectory 
among early Christians—themselves marginal bodies at the edge of 
the Roman Empire. For Schillebeeckx, “the ekklesia . . . [has always] 
understood itself as the eschatological people of God.”29 Ecclesial
belonging points to futurity. To articulate a theology of church, there-
fore, is to attend to the arbitrariness of the present. Ekklesia speaks asa
much of hope as the melancholia of an impossible arrival.30 Weaving
between citizenship/exile and present/future, the church enters dia-
sporic time. In its failure to secure belonging, the church teeters at the
cusp of eschatological fulfillment, always on the verge of coming out.
Ecclesial belonging is queer.

Among baklâ, coming out is imagined as the “unfurling of one’s 
cape”—pagladlad—— the playful unveiling of a real versus imagined—
self. Pagladlad alludes to the spectacle of a beauty pageant, the d
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metaphorical stage on which one flouts/flaunts, reveals/conceals a
constructed femininity.31 Intimating a body that is both real/imag-
ined, pagladlad evokes the ephemerality of stateless bodies grasping d
at an impossible belonging. Pagladlad thus disrupts integrity of place, d
akin to moments that Jean-Luc Nancy describes as éclosure—ee larva
emerging from pupa, life breaking through the womb.32 This ten-
sion between containment and unfurling illuminates an opening that g
is as “penetrable as a cloud.”33 As a mechanism for self-consolidation,
pagladlad irrupts the integrity of place, always grasping for what is to d
come, the more, within a hair’s touch of transcendence.34

Among Filipinos, diaspora compels a reconsideration of tran-
scendence outside/beyond conceptions of place/space. Undulating
between home/displacement, diasporic bodies trace ecclesial spaces
that “[confront] threat, violence, and annihilation, time and again.”35

Metaphors of church, faith, and community thus require a “rebap-
tism” that is able to intuit the porous, transtemporal unfurlings that 
constitute Filipino lives and bodies.

Uttering Ecclesial Possibilities

Perhaps Queer people receive
A special sense of divine vocation or wanderlust
that makes of them un-institutionalised, restless nomads.

—Marcella Althaus-Reid, Indecent Theology36yy

Living in between, abjects who never quite reach home, Filipino
migrants unfurl bodies queered by transnational displacement. For
Marcella Althaus-Reid, queerness and wanderlust occupy two sides 
of the same coin, a “vocation” toward restlessness.37 Diaspora and 
queerness speak of an estranged body that is both exile and host—self 
thrown against self. Bereft of stability, queer nomads articulate ant
ethic of coming out that grasps for unguaranteed openings toward
futurity.

In one of the most poignant scenes in the documentary, the Paper 
Dolls gather in a circle before the pounding walls of a Tel Aviv gay 
club. Standing at the wings, seconds before their stage performance, 
they bow their heads and utter a prayer in Tagalog. Beneath billowing
gowns and voluminous coifs, they hold their silence, oblivious to bac-
chanalia, beholden only to God. This imposition of sacred words on a
highly erotic space articulates unspeakable abundance. Their supplica-
tion momentarily disrupts signifiers of estrangement that expel them
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as odd, stateless caregivers. They pray in a language foreign to the
place, well beyond appropriate time. For the Paper Dolls, prayers of 
home reconsolidate an elusive space. More than this, they rehabilitate
the past into the present, praying dismembered selves into possibil-
ity.38 Shared memory engenders empathy, a future forgiveness, even
the possibility of forgetting.39 And so, for these Dolls, prayers—like 
liturgical practices—reincarnate home.40 By retrieving past into the 
present, they assuage the tug of displacement.

For Butler, memory compels an ethic that intersects citizenship and
statelessness. The collective memory of “the ones who do not belong, 
who had to flee, or who fled into containment” secures the arbitrary 
boundaries of nation.41 Memory sustains conflicting narratives that 
threaten integrity of space. This conflict obligates one to lean into the 
words of the stranger, the “ones who had to flee.” In a sense, Butler
echoes Schillebeeckx’s vision—and its attendant ethic—of an ekklesia
that cannot but foster a promised belonging. To privilege the memory 
of those “who do not belong” comprises the very grounding of escha-
tological possibility.

Diaspora hedges self against self to unveil the porousness of time
and space. More than a metaphor for church, diaspora complicates the
eschatological promise for which ecclesial spaces exist. Scaffolded on
binaries of past/future, in/out, stability/expulsion, diaspora points
to moments “to come.” Thus diaspora breathes the same hope that 
invigorates the church. Always flirting with belonging, the church 
thrives in exile, a queer body doomed to negotiate in/out. Giorgio 
once said that as a Paper Doll, he cannot but stand in between truth
and illusion. But it is this ability to muddle space that illuminates most 
intimately the kind of hope that enlivens diaspora. Whether on stage 
or immersed in the daily travails of migrant life, the Paper Dolls cull 
pathos, sympathy, and even love before and with whom they work. ss
Never quite here or there, they utter an unending exile fueled by the 
promise of fulfillment. It is this relentless hope that urges them closer 
to home, to possibility, within a hair’s touch of transcendence. Hold-
ing strangeness and hospitality in tension, Filipino diasporic bodies
unfurl toward openings.42 Specters of un/belonging, these nomads 
illuminate a collective hope, an ekklesia, a church grasping for an im/
possible arrival.
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Allan is a Methodist Christian who works in Riyadh, Saudi Ara-
bia. He used to go regularly to a Sunday Holy Communion service 
in the Philippines, but he can no longer do this because Christians 
are prohibited from worshiping publicly here. Those who do worship 
risk incarceration and deportation. He once participated in an 
“underground” church worship service that was held in the base-
ment of a house. Congregants were fetched from their homes and 
brought inside the venue so that nobody would notice the big gath-
ering taking place inside. Because it was risky, he stopped joining 
this underground gathering. For his spiritual nourishment, he now 
finds the Internet most helpful, including the sharing of quotations 
on Facebook and listening to worship concerts on YouTube—
especially healing concerts. He also gets online spiritual direction 
from his father, a Methodist pastor. This is irregular, though, as it 
takes place only when he visits his sister’s home, where there is a laptop 
and Internet connection. One problem he finds with participating 
in an online Eucharist is the five-hour time difference. It would be 
better, he said, if the worship was videotaped and uploaded, so that 
migrant workers like him could access it in their time offff

Based on case studies of eight overseas Filipin@ contract workers 
undertaken in 2013, this chapter explores the experience of “cyber-
church” of migrants in the Middle East (Saudi Arabia and United
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Arab Emirates) and the ways in which the Internet helps address their
spiritual and religious needs.2 By spiritual needs, we are referring to
personal spiritual enrichment such as the possibility of reading the
Bible or accessing spiritual guidance, while religious needs refer more
to institutional religious obligations such as communal worship or 
private confession. This chapter examines how the traditional notion
of church is challenged by these experiences of migrants to move from 
being simply geographically located to becoming more “liquid” in 
the form of a cyberchurch. Cyberchurch (or cyber-church) has been
defined, from a ministry perspective, as enabling “worship and Chris-
tian education, evangelization and community on the World Wide
Web.”3 It may or may not be linked to a concrete local church or 
denomination and need not be engaged in all these ministries. It is 
distinguished from the simple web pages of churches by its interactive 
nature and intent to form relationships among members.

The migrant respondents working in Saudi Arabia were Allan, 
a graphic artist; Brenda, a caregiver; Carlos, a mechanic; and
Dante, an engineer. Those based in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) were Efren, an electrical maintenance engineer; Flor, a 
company-secretary-purchaser-officer; Gloria, a shadow teacher; and
Henry, a machine operator.4 By 2013, they had worked in the Middle 
East for an average of ten years (ranging from three months to twenty 
years). Coming from divergent educational backgrounds, three of 
them were single, one married and without children, while the rest 
were married with one to three children. Among the eight respon-
dents, only Allan was not a Catholic. Before migrating for work,
three of them were active in church activities, three were regular in
their Sunday Mass participation, and the remaining two occasionally 
went to Sunday Mass. In the migration context, however, all of them
expressed their need to be nourished by prayer, Christian education, 
worship, devotions, and/or the sacraments.5

Experience of Church in Saudi Arabia

It is estimated that there are roughly one million foreign Christians
in Saudi Arabia; however, religious practices are severely restricted by 
the Wahhabist-controlled state.6 Yet, while Christian migrants cannot 
bring a Bible, rosary, or other religious objects with them, religious
websites are generally not blocked. Allan had to rely on the Our Daily 
Bread website for his Scripture readings, and he did Bible sharing 
with his girlfriend in the Philippines via Skype; together they read
the Bible and shared their reflections with each other.7 Officially, the 
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state of Saudi Arabia prohibits public Christian gatherings but per-
mits worship in private houses. The Commission for the Promotion
of Virtue and Prevention of Vice and personnel from the Ministry 
of Interior are free to conduct raids of private religious gatherings of 
non-Muslims.8 In June 1998, 31 Christian migrants, the majority of 
whom were Filipin@s, were arrested for conducting worship in their 
residences. It is said that the royal family of Saudi Arabia is more toler-
ant of freedom of private worship, but Wahhabi fundamentalists had 
pressured the interior ministry and religious police to adopt a harder
stance. Those arrested were released but deported.9

While Carlos could not go to Mass due to the ban on public wor-
ship for non-Muslims, his employer did not prohibit him from using 
the Internet. This he did prudently inside his room—a room that he 
shared with Filipino Muslims and one he referred to as a “born-again 
Christian,”10 whom he sometimes engaged in an informal conversa-
tion about God’s Word. He shared religious posts with his Facebook 
friends. This helped him to cope with loneliness and to remain stead-
fast in his faith in the midst of pressures to become a Muslim, having
been invited no less than ten times to convert by his Muslim cowork-
ers. Others succumbed to the pressure from employers and coworkers
because they received privileges such as better protection, faster
promotions, opportunities to marry more wives, and, for the undocu-
mented, the chance to legalize their stay.11

In contrast, Dante and Brenda were not able to access any church
activity online. Dante explained that religious websites seemed to be 
blocked in his place in Riyadh, while Brenda, who was given only 
two hours off per week, was strictly prohibited by her employer from
accessing the Internet. Brenda’s situation was not unlike the condition 
of other domestic workers in the Middle East, who work an average of 
more than one hundred hours weekly without overtime pay.12

Experience of Church in the 
United Arab Emirates

In contrast to other Middle East countries like Saudi Arabia and Iran, 
where Christians are restricted from public worship, if not persecuted, 
the UAE, in the words of Jonathan Aitkin, is “an oasis of tolerance.” 
Up to 10 percent of its population today is Christian. Fostered by the 
government’s policy of tolerance toward migrants, Christian congre-
gations in the UAE have doubled in the past years.13

All the respondents attended Mass in the UAE. Flor laughingly 
proclaimed that she was a Friday Christian. Friday was their day off 
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and thus the time Christians could celebrate the Eucharist. But even
though a number of Christian churches existed, these were often far 
from migrants’ residences.14 When unable to go to Mass, Flor wor-
shipped through the medium of Sunday television15 or the Internet 
via YouTube.16 She got in touch with her local parish in the Philip-
pines when there were solicitations for church repair and construction 
and for needs related to the town fiesta celebration including the pro-
vision of a sound system, food, and sustaining the annual procession
of saints, to which their family has been devoted. Gloria likewise con-
nected with her parish, which had its own Facebook account and was 
active in the Vincentian Popular Mission Facebook group.17

Among the UAE respondents, two used the Internet to find infor-
mation on Mass schedules and reflections on the daily and other
scriptural readings, while the other two employed it for more inter-
active activities (e.g., Eucharist online, participating in a Facebook 
group, counseling, popular devotions).

Limitations, Difficulties, and Hopes

All the respondents based in Saudi Arabia affirmed that access to online
Eucharist would be very helpful for them, having been deprived of 
this sacramental nourishment for a long time. For the UAE migrants 
who were freer to gather for public worship, Eucharist online was
a supplement for the times when they were not able to go to Mass
because their church was far from their residence. But Flor noted, 
“It still feels there is something lacking in my prayer.” She cited the
absence of a physical receiving and eating of bread in an online Eucha-
rist as well as her preference for being blessed physically with water. 
Gloria added that cyberchurches are “downgraded . . . participation
in the church.” For her, being able to continue her ministry as lector
in a concrete church in UAE is what she deemed to be full partici-
pation. In Heidi Campbell’s study of online Christian communities, 
some members have likewise noted limitations related to the lack of 
concrete embodied expressions such as physical touch or hugs and
nonverbal exchanges. This leads the interaction to feel like an “incom-
plete communication.”18

Even when Eucharist was available online, there was still the prob-
lem of the five-hour time difference between the Philippines and the
UAE (e.g., 9 a.m. in Manila is 4 a.m. in Dubai), making it difficult 
for them to join live online worship. Allan suggested that the worship 
service be videotaped and uploaded so that migrants could participate
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at the time and day of their choosing. An additional problem raised
by Efren was the limited or slow nature of the Internet connection.

Regarding e-confession, Gloria was optimistic that this would be of 
great help for those who live miles away from a confessor. Henry fur-
ther pointed out that “this is necessary so the person will not stay long 
in a state of sin. I just hope that the confidentiality of the sacrament 
in the Internet will be protected.” Flor similarly held apprehensions 
about privacy if confession took place through the medium of the 
Internet.

Both Henry and Flor, however, saw no reason that churches could
not provide spiritual guidance and counseling online in the way that 
some autochthonous religious groups in the Philippines have already 
been doing (e.g., Iglesia ni Kristo, MCGI).19 Henry proposed that 
devotional practices such as the Pabasa20 should be accessible as well 
online.

Beyond the Solid Church

Though Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have differ-
ent state policies toward non-Muslim religions, in both countries, 
migrant workers find helpful online resources that deepen their faith 
and allow them to virtually celebrate the Eucharist with the Christian 
community. Members of parishes that have a Facebook or email group
are able to connect with activities back home in these “online com-
munities.” Email lists or Facebook groups become communities only 
when members invest effort and emotion in the discussion resulting 
in a feeling of attachment among the members.21 One sees this in 
Gloria’s Facebook participation: “I’m a member and a frequent visitor 
of Vincentian Popular Mission account . . . Thanks to social media, 
I am updated and have communication with you and the rest of the 
missionaries.”

These foregoing experiences of being church in the virtual world 
indicate shifts in ecclesiological consciousness and are indicative of 
the changing landscape that Zygmunt Bauman refers to as liquid 
modernity—a “condition in which social forms (structures that limit 
individual choices, institutions that guard repetitions of routines, pat-
terns of acceptable behavior) can no longer (and are not expected
to) keep their shape for long.”22 In other words, the usual modes 
of organizing institutions are undergoing radical transformation. And 
the idea of the church being a social institution is not exempt from
these changes. The experiences of the migrants cited earlier provide
concrete examples of the solid institutional presence of the church 
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giving way to more fluid expressions of faith as found in cyberspace.
One might even argue that the deterritorialized experience of Chris-
tian migrants in Muslim countries coincides with the tactics of faith 
they embrace in using cybertechnology to cross physical boundar-
ies of nations that often are not supportive of their Christian faith
option. The term “tactic” here is employed in the same sense as that 
of Michel de Certeau, who highlights what ordinary people do in
their everyday practice to subvert the regulative strategies employed 
by those in the institutional locations of power. The deterritorialized 
migrant finds herself in the “strategic grids” of civil and religious
rules imposed to regulate her actions in order for her to conform to
specific social-religious-cultural-economic demands in her new con-
text. Cyberspace is where the migrant tactically practices her faith and 
navigates through and beyond the regulative mechanisms.23 These
tactics—offering meaning and subverting “solid” boundaries—give
way to a third space beyond the physical. This third space is nonethe-
less real for the practitioners of “cyberfaith.”24

Framing the experience of faith from this perspective, one urgent 
task for the theologian is to rethink whether there might be other
forms of being church beyond the solid institutional parameters
around which “being church” is decidedly defined. UK-based Angli-
can author Pete Ward claims that with the coming of liquid modernity,
the church as a sociological concept seems to experience dissolution in
its institutional religiosity and, as such, is challenged to recognize and 
nurture de-institutionalized forms of Christian faith.25 Ward’s invi-
tation to Christians to discover and advance diverse and alternative 
practices of being church in contemporary culture squares with the
experiences of the migrants who use Facebook and YouTube and/
or organize themselves into online Christian communities in order to
nourish their faith as they toil in a foreign land.26 One sees here that 
while Ward is socially, culturally, and contextually situated differently,
his framework resonates with the experience of Filipin@ Christians
working in the Middle East.

Toward a (Liquid) Cyberchurch
of Migrants

This preceding point brings us to the challenges that Christian 
migrant experiences, particularly in the Middle East, pose to our solid
churches—that is, those churches that have been historically and insti-
tutionally in existence with established canonical, theological positions 
and with entrenched governance structures. First and foremost is the 
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need for local churches to expand their ministries on the Internet to 
cater to international migrants and other peoples on the move. While 
many church institutions have developed websites, most of these are
still of the Web 1.0 type, consisting solely of postings of homilies,
speeches, and articles. Interactive sites that foster online communities 
of support will pave the way for cyberchurches that “enable basic fel-
lowship and friendship to be maintained.”27

In line with this, in January 2014, the members of the Catholic 
Bishops Conference of the Philippines participated in a conference
and skills training on the use of social media (i.e., Facebook, Twitter). 
Facilitated by Vatican Radio director and vice president of the Center
for Research and Education in Communication Sean Patrick-Lovett, 
this seminar addressed to senior church leaders was the first initiative
of its kind in the world.28

Second, some of the respondents identified Eucharist and confes-
sion as the two sacraments they needed and wished to avail online.
While there is not yet an official theological or canonical consensus 
for allowing sacraments to be ministered online, there is a need to 
reexamine how to address the sacramental needs of those who, for
serious reasons, cannot participate personally in a concrete Eucha-
ristic celebration for a considerable length of time. Can the role of 
Eucharist online in these cases be acknowledged? Archbishop John 
Foley, president of the Pontifical Council for Social Communications, 
once argued in favor of airing the Catholic Mass in broadcast media, 
“defending the practice against critics who say the Mass by definition 
is a community event and therefore should not be available in the 
isolation of one’s living room.”29 Similarly, in a situation when a priest 
is inaccessible, what is the best pastoral response to a migrant’s need 
for confession?30

In this context, Campbell’s model of the online Christian com-
munity as an “altar of remembrance” seems apt. The cyberchurch as
an “altar of remembrance” is a place or a site where, through vari-
ous activities and rituals, one can relive the moments when one has
personally experienced God’s presence and gracious goodness.31 She
writes, “As an altar of remembrance the internet can be a place to
reconnect with experiences of God by communicating to others with 
similar experiences and convictions.”32 This resonates with what Dante 
mused when noting the importance of the online Eucharist: “That is 
where I will remember our family going to church in the Philippines!”

An altar of remembrance further suggests the need for these memo-
ries to be nourished occasionally by communal face-to-face encounters
when possible and even by prophetic acts of Christians who risk their 
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jobs and safety to gather together in person to celebrate the Eucharist,
in the manner of the persecuted Christians in the first century. There
is a danger in the tendency of the liquid church to decouple Christian
signifiers from concrete, face-to-face, experiential engagements. But it 
appears that throughout history, the space where the subversive core 
of Christianity is best seen is in the empirical praxis.

Third, the question of ecclesiality—what constitutes being—
church—is an important consideration not only in ecumenical dia-
logues but also in discussions pertaining to liquid churches. While 
none among the respondents is a member of a cyberchurch that is not 
linked to an institutional church, the latter may increasingly become
relevant as more migrants get to know and find nourishment in them.

It appears that the most comprehensive frameworks on the issue of 
ecclesiality from the Catholic perspective are laid down in the docu-
ments of the Second Vatican Council in general and Sacrosanctum 
Concilium (SSC)m , Lumen Gentium, and Christus Dominus in partics -
ular.33 Sacrosanctum Concilium 41 draws from the ancient formulam
of ecclesiality laid down in the letter of Ignatius of Antioch to the 
Smyrnaeans.34 This means that the theological integrity of church is 
manifested when the people of God are gathered in the Eucharist 
presided over by a bishop.35 SSC 42 defends the ecclesiality of parishes
as Eucharistic communities within the ambit of the diocesan life.36

Christus Dominus 11 maintains that a diocese is as portio (not o pars)
that possesses the constitutive elements that make up the whole.37

Joseph Komonchak points out that the texts in Vatican II, especially 
Lumen Gentium 23 and 26, offer a theological vision regarding them
self-constitution of the church. The constitutive principles are the call 
of God, the grace of the Holy Spirit, the preaching of the Gospel, the
celebration of the Eucharist, the fellowship of the community in love,
and the apostolic ministry.38 This understanding of ecclesiality, while
still much debated among ecumenists, presents a major dilemma for
liquid churches in cyberspace because obviously during the promulga-
tion of the documents of the Second Vatican Council, fellowship of 
the community did not explicitly take into account cybercommuni-
ties. Furthermore, we have not even begun to scratch the surface of 
the debate on the issues of the matter and form of sacraments, how 
apostolic ministry is conceived in cyberspace, and so on.

It seems, however, that these “criteria” proclamations are com-
plemented with powerful “open” statements such as those found 
in Unitatis Redintegratio 3: “Some, even very many, of the most o
important elements or goods by which, taken together, the Church is
built up and given life can exist outside the visible boundaries of the
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Catholic Church: the written word of God, the life of grace, faith, 
hope, and charity and other inner gifts of the Holy Spirit, and visible 
elements.” Together with Lumen Gentium 8—m the text that places a 
buffer on the identification of the church of Christ with the Catholic 
Church39—the statement in UR 3 provides some directions for reflec-
tion regarding the ecclesiality of the liquid churches in cyberspace. 
While it may be a tall order for cyberchurches to claim that the church
of Christ “subsists” in them, it might be possible to contend that 
while only some elements or traces of sanctification may be found in
them, that is all that is necessary given the liquid, fleeting, temporary, 
and pilgrim nature of their being church (as befitting the liquid, pil-
grim, wobbly security and wounded lives of migrant workers).

Conclusion

The promise of cyberchurch lies in its capacity to reach out to those 
who are cut off from their physical faith communities. They are liq-
uid and provisionary, but they respond to a lacuna where migrants 
look for a space to encounter the sacred in their deterritorialized lives
often bereft of concrete communal religious solidarity. Even then,
cyberchurches as “imagined communities”40 of faith are churches
that should not be so liquid as to preclude flesh and blood solidarity, 
especially in terms of forging collective prophetic praxis when and
where it is called for. That being said, it is equally essential to make
an appeal for conversation and negotiation surrounding the ways in
which cyberchurches carry within them pathways and elements for 
sanctification. After all, the church is not identical to the Reign of 
God. The pilgrim church does not rest content on its claims and lau-
rels because it possesses the fullness of salvific elements. Rather, it 
humbly submits itself as a docile sign and instrument at the service of 
God’s salvation wherever it needs to be given flesh—indeed, wherever
it is needed most.

Notes

1. The symbol @ is used instead of @ o/a for Filipin@ to avoid the latter’s a
gender-specific connotation.

2. The case studies were undertaken by Brazal’s students in her 2013 
classes on “Migration: Theological and Ethical Perspectives.” The eight 
cases in this study were selected from a bigger pool of interviewees 
to illustrate different perspectives and experiences in two countries—
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. The migrants who were on
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Vulnerable and Missional
Congregations of Migrant Domestic

Workers in Lebanon

Daniel Chetti

It was almost noon on a Sunday. I arrived early at the chapel of 
the Near East School of Theology in the busy district of Hamra 
in downtown Beirut. It was a little past the time for starting the 
service, but I wasn’t particularly concerned as congregations of 
migrant domestic workers (MDWs) seldom start on time. Logistics 
of travel and demands of work never allow MDWs the luxury of 
planned lives. After a few minutes, Aina, pastor of the congre-
gation, rushed in, adjusting her clothes and combing her hair,
which was still wet. One of her jobs as a “maid” at a nearby Bap-
tist Church on a Sunday was washing the cups and sweeping and 
cleaning the kitchen after the morning fellowship hour. She quickly 
took a shower, changed her clothes, and rushed into the Near East 
School of Theology chapel to lead her own congregation of MDWs 
in worship.

In this chapter, I invite readers into the narratives of Christian MDWs
in Lebanon. These narratives seek to offer a window onto ecclesio-
logical forms and practices that are emerging in the wake of extensive 
labor migration into the region of the Middle East. Following a dis-
cussion of the background and current experience of MDWs, I out-
line the study I undertook in order to learn about their ecclesiological
life. Then I let the stories of four women—Aina, Habiba, Faith, and —
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Florence—speak for themselves. These MDWs have shaped eccle-
sial practice in their congregations, and I explore their understand-
ing of church, ministry, congregational member care, and missional
outreach. The chapter concludes with an attempt to draw out some
similarities between the congregations. I ask, what common charac-
teristics do MDW churches share? While much more research remains 
to be done in this area, I hope that this chapter will at least begin an 
important conversation that has long been neglected.

Migrant Domestic Workers: History 
and Contemporary Experience

Studies focusing on Lebanon are fraught with challenges. A small
nation of 4,035 square miles with around 3 million citizens, 300,000
stateless Palestinians refugees, half a million Kurds, more than half a
million long-term Syrian guest-workers, and now more than 1 million
Syrian refugees, it is a cauldron sitting on explosive religious, politi-
cal, and demographic fault lines. Lebanon is divided into 18 officially 
recognized confessional groups made up of Muslims, Christians, and
Druze. Religion is an “ethnic marker,” and people’s identities and
political rights are largely defined by their religious affiliation. No sin-
gle group commands a majority, and as a result, Lebanon exists with
deeply fractured societal structures and a barely workable democracy.1

MDWs have entered into this volatile mix and find themselves occu-
pying the lowest rung of Lebanese society’s consciousness and con-
cern. In the words of a local pastor, many among the “Lebanese prize
leisure, entertainment, prestige, wealth, and power,” and in order to
enjoy these aspects of life, they need others “to tend to the menial 
tasks.”2

Until the 1960s, most MDWs working in Lebanon were socioeco-
nomically deprived Arab women from Lebanon, Syria, and Palestine.
However, from the early 1960s, Lebanese recruitment agencies, with 
the approval of the Lebanese government, started bringing in con-
tracted MDWs from Ethiopia—a trend that gradually extended to
bringing in women from other less economically successful countries
in Asia and Africa. By the end of the 15-year civil war in 1994, Leba-
non was the residence of thousands of foreign MDWs. While official 
figures are notoriously unreliable, estimates suggest that there are
currently around three hundred thousand MDWs in Lebanon. The 
largest numbers originate from Ethiopia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, 
Bangladesh, Madagascar, Nepal, and Nigeria with smaller numbers 
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coming from other Asian and African countries. MDWs constitute 
approximately 17 percent of the Lebanese population.3

According to the studies done by the UN Commission on Human 
Rights, International Labour Organization (ILO), CARITAS (Catho-
lic Relief Organization), and other researchers and advocacy groups,
the litany of wrongs committed against the MDWs is long, compel-
ling, and overwhelming. On average, most maids work 15 hours a day 
and are paid irregularly, if at all. Many complain of being deprived of 
food; inadequate living conditions; psychological, physical, and sexual
abuse; confiscation of passports and identification papers; and forc-
ible confinement in homes with no days off from work. However, we
would be wrong to stigmatize all Lebanese employers as offenders. 
Some are appalled by the treatment meted out to MDWs by their own
countrymen and feel helpless to address this systemic sin. The recruit-
ing agencies bring in MDWs under false promises; Lebanese political 
and legal authorities are aware of the plight of the MDWs but turn 
a blind eye; the police seldom investigate MDWs’ complaints, and if 
they do, they invariably side with the Lebanese employers.4

A large number of MDWs are from Christian backgrounds, though 
numbers are hard to come by. Many of them join their host families 
and attend Maronite Catholic or Orthodox Churches. There is also a 
large Roman Catholic congregation that meets at St. Joseph’s Church 
in Achrafie, where Fr. Martin McDermott, a Jesuit priest, runs a cen-
ter for the Pastoral Care of Afro-Asian Migrants (PCAAM). Many 
Catholics from across the world, particularly from the Philippines and 
Sudan, attend. The center almost functions like a parish church where 
migrant workers receive spiritual and pastoral care, economic assis-
tance, and, on occasion, legal assistance. Equally large is an Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church in Ain Aar, near Bikfaya, in the Metn region of 
Lebanon, which serves almost exclusively the spiritual needs of the
Ethiopian and Eritrean women. During my visits to several churches, 
I found more than a smattering of “converts” from Hinduism, Bud-
dhism, and Islam attending these migrant congregations. Five of the 
churches I had visited as part of my research are located in the largely 
Armenian district of Dora, a haven for MDWs and a place that pro-
vides sanctuary and a sense of acceptance. There, amid narrow alleys 
and crowded surroundings, MDWs have established their own grocery 
and novelty stores, eateries, and restaurants, not to mention numer-
ous cell phone stores and Western Union and MoneyGram centers to
remit money to families back home. In that crossroads of cacophony 
and cramped surroundings are places of Christian worship where the 
MDWs find comfort and acceptance and joyously worship God.5
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Studying MDW Congregations

This study is a result of my visit to several churches in Dora and also
in Karm El Zeitun, Sabtieh, Mansourieh, Hamra, Rabweh, and other
parts of greater Beirut region. I worshipped with nine congregations 
in 2014, interviewing key members and pastors and occasionally acting
as guest preacher. Most of the churches I attended were Protestant: 
Pentecostal, Baptist, Church of God, Christian Missionary Alliance,
Presbyterian, and the Nigeria-based Redeemed Christian Church of 
God. On multiple occasions I visited three of the churches whose pas-
tors served as main subjects in my research, and I interviewed them 
and, with their permission, used a tape recorder as well as made exten-
sive handwritten notes. Three of the women pastors requested I use 
pseudonyms. Rev. Florence of Redeemed Church of God agreed that 
I could use her actual name. Most of the personal information about 
pastor Habiba was provided to me by Bertha (also a pseudonym)—an 
Australasian missionary educator—who is a regular worshipper at Pas— -
tor Habiba’s church. She received permission from Pastor Habiba to 
speak freely about her.

There are more than twenty MDW congregations in Greater Bei-
rut, not counting other cities and regions of Lebanon. Most of these
were “planted” less than 25 years ago. The congregations tend to
multiply by “dividing” themselves from original mother congrega-
tions and splitting further, and each meets, worships, and functions as 
an independent entity. The Lebanese government considers churches 
to be “legal associations” as long as they come under the sponsor-
ship of the legally recognized Lebanese Protestant Churches that are 
members of the Supreme Council of the Evangelical Churches in Syria 
and Lebanon. Only a few of these migrant churches can be counted 
as denominational.6 Most of them function as independent churches 
with little concern for denominational loyalty or affiliation. Inciden-
tally, the largest Protestant congregation that meets for worship on a 
Sunday in Lebanon is neither Arabic speaking nor English speaking:
it is the Amharic-speaking Ethiopian Pentecostal Church—an MDW 
church.7

In a society that looks down on MDWs with indifference, disdain,
and egregious racism, their churches have become a last haven of 
refuge for many migrant laborers. With little assistance from other
Lebanese churches and without ecclesial oversight or constraints, these 
congregations live almost in a parallel world: MDWs have spontane-
ously created for themselves sacred spaces where dignity, acceptance,
and healing take place around Word and Worship.8
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Many of the MDW churches are led by women with little or no
formal theological training, living amid profound forces of privation.
Migrant women are forming and leading churches and displaying 
remarkable qualities of organizational leadership and spiritual nurture.
Sometimes, they mimic traditional models; at other times, they create 
and invent new ones.

The Narratives of Four Women

In this section, I narrate the stories of four women with leadership 
roles in MDW churches who shared their experiences with me. Their
stories reveal something important about the origins and character of 
emerging—and indeed, now established—MDW churches in Leba-
non. There is a striking irony here. The overwhelming majority of 
ordained Lebanese Protestant pastors are male and thus irrespective of 
denomination, all the Lebanese pastors who allow MDW congrega-
tions to meet in their premises or who allow them to form indepen-
dent congregations in separate rented buildings are male. By contrast, 
most of the MDW pastors who receive Lebanese legal coverage are lay 
females. These women would never be even allowed to stand and pray 
publicly in a Lebanese Protestant Church.

Aina

Aina—a snippet of whose story began this chapter—is a slight woman 
in her early thirties from Madagascar, an island off the east coast of 
Kenya. She is fluent in her native Malagasy as well as French and speaks
English well. She was ten years old when she started sewing buttons,
fixing torn clothes, and doing alterations, and she gradually moved up
to sewing curtains and making her own dresses. She also had a small 
store selling stationery and would travel to the Kenyan port city of 
Mombasa or the nearby island of Mauritius to purchase supplies in 
bulk. Aina was proud to be self-reliant, financially independent, and 
entrepreneurial. These skills would serve her well in later years when
she organized churches and advocated for the rights of MDWs in
Lebanon through media and human rights organizations.9

She has fond memories of growing up in a Christian home in 
Madagascar, attending church regularly with her siblings, and playing 
guitar there. Aina says, “I had a strong sense of calling by God to be 
a ‘missionary,’ though I had no knowledge where I would go or what 
would be my vocation.”10 She entered Lebanon in April 1998, and it 
was more than a year later that her family in Madagascar found out 
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she was working as a maid in Lebanon. During the first three years of 
her stay in Lebanon, Aina worked in the home of a medical doctor in
the largely Christian district of Achrafie in Beirut. Physically, she was
treated well and had her own living space, but she suffered psycho-
logically. Her passport was confiscated, and she was never allowed to 
leave the house and socialize. Aina says, “I was totally depressed as 
I had no one to talk to, pray with, or share.”11 But the most painful 
experience for Aina, in her words, was her spiritual privation caused by 
her “madam” preventing her from attending a church, worshiping, or
having fellowship with others on Sundays.12

One day, however, Aina met a patient who came to consult her
employer. Aina gradually got to know her and found out that she 
attended an English-language Baptist Church. The patient and her
daughter were Christian, while her husband was a Muslim and a dep-
uty in the Lebanese Parliament. Aina prevailed upon the lady to help
her, who in turn contacted a Lebanese Baptist pastor. One evening
the pastor called and informed her that he would be coming to drop 
off some audio tapes of sermons that she could listen to. Aina flatly 
refused and with uncanny boldness told the pastor, “I want to wor-
ship with other believers on a Sunday and have fellowship with them,
not stay at home and listen to tapes!” Aina’s persistence paid off and
her “madam” finally relented and allowed her to be picked up and
dropped off by the wife and daughter of the Lebanese parliamentarian
so that she could worship with them in an English-language Baptist 
church in Hamra.

Aina says another MDW working with a family in the same build-
ing as her was the first person she led to faith in Christ. Their meeting
place was the garbage dumpster on the ground floor, where all the
maids in her building came to dump their garbage. There she met 
Julie, sad and forlorn, who also used the same dumpster.13 Her
mother was Filipina and her father Chinese. As a young child, Julie 
experienced abuse and rejection and, finally, her father abandoned the
family. Aina reached out to Julie and began comforting and coun-
seling her: “I taught her how to read the Bible and pray to Jesus. I 
would write Bible verse on pieces on paper give her to read.” Through
her interaction with Julie and others gathered at the garbage dump,
Aina learned about the plight of the many MDWs in Lebanon. Years
of experience as a worshiping member of her church in Madagascar
and her ability to share faith and counsel others in grief and bro-
kenness had given Aina a wealth of experience to allow her to dig deep 
into herself and help others. Aina stated, “I had personal experience; I 
know God’s Word contained truths that can be applied to address and 
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provide answers to hurting lives of people. I instinctively felt I had a 
mission to do, and I must not shrink from it!”14 Without any encour-
agement from others, emotional and professional support, monetary 
and printed resources, or room where she could recede to counsel and
share in confidence, Aina set about her mission to help other MDWs
in distress. She was armed with just a Bible and pioneering spirit. Ear-
lier in her life, Aina recalled being intensely moved by reading the call 
of the Prophet Isaiah in Isaiah 6. Years later, she felt it was really God
calling her personally to respond to the challenges in Lebanon: “Here
I am Lord, send me” (Isa. 6:8).

Habiba

Habiba’s personal story is harrowing. She came to Lebanon as
a 16-year-old girl from Eritrea to work as a maid in a home in the 
Northern City of Tripoli, which is predominantly conservative and 
Islamic in character. In effect, she worked as an indentured slave for
little pay. Yet meager food, long working hours, and sleeping on the 
hard cement floor in the kitchen at night were the least of her prob-
lems. Every night, the master of the house would harass her for sexual
favors. After five harrowing years, unable to bear her abuse any lon-
ger, Habiba ran away from that home. Habiba speaks of an intense
personal conversion and of how Jesus spoke to her in the midst of her
suffering. She literally picked up her shoes, blew the dust off as Jesus
directed his disciples (Matt. 10:14), and left the home of her tormen-
tor for Beirut. She found work as a free agent cleaning a business
office. Anonymity and relative freedom in a large cosmopolitan city 
gave Habiba a new lease in life.

Habiba is now 34 years old. With little formal education and no 
theological training, she has become a self-made charismatic leader.
Her own sister always addresses her as “Pastor Habiba.” She largely 
taught herself to read and write and has an excellent knowledge of 
the Bible. She commands enormous respect from the members of her
congregation.15 She ministers at one of the largest congregations of 
MDWs in Lebanon, a congregation composed mostly of Ethiopian
and Eritrean women and largely Amharic speaking. Habiba is origi-
nally from a Coptic Orthodox background, but her present church is
Pentecostal and almost 30 percent of her congregation are converts
from another religion. The annual giving of her congregation is almost 
$40,000—more than many Lebanese Protestant congregations.16

Pastor Habiba travels to other countries in the Middle East region 
on speaking tours and pastoral visits, and this enables her to build
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networks to encourage other nascent congregations of Ethiopians and
Eritreans, whose lives and conditions are more precarious and harsh.

Faith

Faith is from Kenya and she ministers in a church that is largely made up
of Filipina women with a smattering of English- and French-speaking 
Africans. The congregation is largely English speaking, though many 
do not speak the language fluently. Faith is a high school graduate 
with a diploma in communication and ministry from a Bible school 
in Nairobi. She came to Lebanon to escape from a life of poverty. 
Like so many others, she says, “I came to Lebanon because I needed 
money,” and she also experienced harassment and humiliation in her
workplace.17 Faith is an excellent communicator and preaches with 
great eloquence. Within a brief period of four years since her arrival
in Lebanon, Faith appears to have found her calling and believes God
has been preparing her to lead a congregation in Lebanon. Her work 
as a MDW offers a means for her to remain in Lebanon and to minis-
ter. She is legally sponsored by a pastor from the Church of God—an 
offshoot of the Methodist Holiness movement. However, Faith’s own
style of ministry is Pentecostal, with greater emphasis on the practice
of gifts of the Holy Spirit and speaking in tongues. Sometimes she 
shares worship and the pulpit with the Lebanese pastor, while at other 
times, she takes sole responsibility for leading and preaching.

Florence

Pastor Florence is the senior pastor of the Redeemed Church of God,
a branch of the Nigerian-based church that boasts approximately five 
thousand parishes in eighty countries.18 It has two branches in Beirut 
led by different pastors. Florence is perhaps the only fully theologi-
cally trained pastor among all the MDW church leaders and is pastor 
of the larger congregation in Dora. Most of the church members are
women, but there are also far more male members in this church than 
in any other migrant church in Lebanon. Most of the church mem-
bers are Nigerian, but there are also some from East African nations 
and a few from Francophone Africa. Pastor Florence is the wife of 
a Nigerian diplomat based in Lebanon. Of the four congregations,
she is the only full-time pastor ministering among MDWs. In many 
ways, this church is significantly different from others and far more 
organized. She preaches in English with simultaneous translation into
French.
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Ministry, Leadership, and 
Member C are in MDWs

As I reflected on my visits to MDW congregations and the narra-
tives of Aina, Habiba, Faith, and Florence, various characteristics of 
MDW churches seemed to become apparent. Sundays are vital times 
to gather together for spiritual nurture and, equally important, social-
izing. Sundays are often the only days when many find time to get out 
of homes and gather together. Worship services, therefore, are con-
sidered the most important spiritual event of the week, for both the 
pastors as well as members of the congregation. From the perspective
of the pastor, preaching is often viewed as a significant pastoral task 
and a spiritual act. Pastors or leaders of congregations spend most of 
their time getting ready for Sunday services: preparing for preaching
and coordinating various activities in readiness for Sunday gathering.

Most MDW churches have to rent the space in which they operate,
and this affects the activities that are offered. Habiba’s congregation
gathers in a rented church building, meeting after the Arabic con-
gregation, and the church also has a rented apartment that is used 
for many other activities. A unique feature of this church is intense 
discipleship courses that are run for their new members. With almost 
one-third of the congregation that are recent converts to faith, Pas-
tor Habiba uses Saturdays to run, in the words of Bertha, “spiritual 
boot camps” for about 15 members at a time.19 Their members are
taught basic Christian faith and doctrine. These discipleship classes
also serve as training ground for the emerging leaders. By contrast—
and unusually—the Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) has
its own building. This enables Pastor Florence greater flexibility and
freedom to carry out her ministry. She has regular office hours: time 
set aside for personal counseling, individual prayer with members, and 
midweek Bible study. Besides Sunday worship, RCCG has three other
weekly services.

Music plays a critical part during Sunday worship in all the
churches. The higher the decibel level, the greater the appreciation of 
the congregation! Nowhere is this more evident than in the RCCG. 
It is equally pronounced among the Ethiopians and Eritreans, whose
Sunday services last for more than three hours, a large proportion of 
which is spent in exuberant singing and dancing and spiritual worship 
accompanied by electric guitars, electronic synthesizers, and drums. 
Similarly, the practice of prayer plays a very important part in worship 
services. Members uphold and participate in each other’s struggles 
and joys through open prayer. Pastor Faith encourages the women 
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not to worry if they don’t know how to pray publicly because the
Holy Spirit will understand their “incoherent words,” leading
the women to practice “speaking in tongues.”

Leadership of MDWs tends to be female, lay, and minimally trained
in theology and liturgy. They are assisted by MDWs who are “free 
agents” who live by themselves and have greater freedom of move-
ment and control over their time.20 They also play crucial leadership
roles in churches. All four pastors are able to carry forward their min-
istries through sheer force of their personalities and gifts, and they 
employ contemporary technology to forward their mission. The con-
gregations acknowledge the pastors as able and “spirit-filled leaders,”
a term often heard among the MDW churches. Leadership teams 
typically consist of about five to six people, and their briefs tend to 
be collecting money for special functions, buying food and organiz-
ing cooking, contacting absentees by phone, keeping an eye on those
who are sick and distraught, and visiting women in prisons and deten-
tion centers. Large numbers of MDWs have smart phones, tablets, 
and other electronic devices, which allow them to communicate with
each other with ease. All the pastors use WhatsApp and other messag-
ing apps to send periodic notes of encouragement, exhortations, and 
devotional messages that the members can quickly read in the midst 
of their hectic daily lives. This is one creative activity the pastors are
employing to keep in touch with their members and provide nurture
and member care, albeit in a limited way.

A common theme found in the teaching of all the pastors is the 
exhortation to be exemplary in your relationship to your employ-
ers. Pastor Aina says, “I never preach against Lebanese.” Citing 1 
Peter 2:13, she says, “I always preach and counsel women to ‘submit 
to your masters.’ The Bible says love your enemies, and I say pray for 
your employers; God will show you favor.” Pastor Florence, citing
Paul’s admonition to Timothy (1 Thess. 4:11–12), calls on her con-
gregation to “be an example” to others. “Self-respect,” “hard work,”
and “dignity” will be rewarded by God and will be acknowledged
by their employers and build “confidence in a believer,” which will
eventually bring “success” to a believer. She often commends the 
congregation: “Make sure your hand is always on the top” because
“those who receive will always have their hand at the bottom.” She 
deftly combines inherent benefits of hard work with a “Gospel of 
successes.”21

MDWs find in God their one constant companion: God is the
one who will not let them down in the face of extreme situations.
At one level, this can be interpreted as “resignation” or a faith that is
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enslaving, leaving the MDWs hopelessly bound to their present con-
ditions with no real desire to struggle for their genuine rights. With
an absence of laws protecting them and social conventions stacked
against them, their perceived “resignation” is hardly surprising. Jus-
tice as theologically right and biblically mandated—something that 
Jesus deeply cared about—is an issue one does not see expressed in 
any of the sermons or teachings in these churches. It may well be, as
one writer put it, “servanthood has been uncritically mystified” by the
MDWs.22

Gemma Tulud Cruz’s insightful study about the plight of the Fili-
pina MDWs in Hong Kong addresses the complex interplay between
oppression experienced by the Filipina domestic helpers and their 
interpretation of certain biblical passages to justify their “passivity” 
and coping mechanisms. Where there is no visible help from others, 
God is their ultimate anchor and comfort.23 There is no doubt reli-
gion plays an important role in the spiritual and emotional lives of 
many MDWs. However, Tulud Cruz’s observation about the Filipina 
MDWs in Hong Kong as a sign of resignation to oppression is an
important assertion that requires further consideration. Is religion
helping MDWs and offering comfort or is it encouraging them to stay 
trapped in oppressive contexts that inhibit their ability to live full and 
abundant lives? Trapped in a situation with no seeming way out, they 
appear to have been beaten into “submission.” Nevertheless, from 
the perspective of all the women pastors, they unflinchingly echo the
sentiments of the New Testament teaching that their low social and
economic status is an object not of derision but of extraordinary hid-
den strength, brimming with possibilities. They would boldly cite the 
words of Apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 1:26–28: “Brothers and sis-
ters . . . not many of you were wise by human standards; not many 
were influential; not many were of noble birth. But God chose the 
foolish things of the world to shame the wise; God chose the weak 
things of the world to shame the strong. God chose the lowly things
of this world and the despised things—and the things that are not—to 
nullify the things that are.”

There may well be some hesitation on the part of those 
who understand and interpret ecclesiology from a traditional
perspective—subscribing to an accepted standard of doctrine and the-
ology, a defined role of clergy, administration of Sacraments, or the
function of laity—to understand the dynamic nature of these emerg-
ing churches. It is the particular “context” and “function” that seem
to be the determining factors in their understanding of a church,
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relying on the primacy of the Word of God and the Spirit of God. It 
is less an institution and more a movement.24

Daring to Be Missional

One theme that struck me in all the interviews and visits that I con-
ducted was the emphasis that the MDW churches placed on being
courageous for the sake of mission. All churches speak about their
missional call to witness to their employers. They openly pray for them
and speak about sharing their faith. They feel that God has placed
them strategically in non-Christian homes in order to witness to and
pray for them. The time they spend with children in a home is seen as
an opportunity to exercise Christian moral influence.

Pastor Florence has a ministry that extends beyond the MDWs to 
local Muslim and Christian Lebanese. Several individuals call her up or
visit her church or home to share their concerns openly and seek coun-
sel and prayer. RCCG is having a missional impact outside the fold
of migrant domestic workers.25 Perhaps the most amazing incident I 
witnessed was during my visit to an Ethiopian migrant congregation,
almost as large as Pastor Habiba’s church, where they commissioned
an MDW and sent her as a missionary to a nearby Arab country.

Almost forty years ago, Catholic historian and missiologist Walbert 
Bhulmann dared to observe a far greater movement in the horizon—an 
emerging “missionary awareness” without the earlier “triumphalist 
phase.” He contended that the “simple devoutness” of believers is a
necessary practice that will transform the church and bring about new 
spiritual and missional awareness into the church of Jesus Christ. He 
followed that with his book, Courage Church, where he spoke about 
the emerging local church “brimming with its own life.”26 Bhulmann 
foresaw this new missionary movement, the “Third Church,” emerg-
ing in the so-called Third World. Little did he anticipate that children 
coming out of this “Third World,” now working as a new class of 
indentured laborers in the Middle East, would be harbingers of a new 
missional movement in the early decades of a new century.

Conclusion

While MDW churches encounter and grapple with many of the same 
challenges and problems all churches do—not least personal rivalries—
and some may even characterize MDW pastors as “purveyors of pal-
liative faith,” MDW churches are clearly transforming the ecclesial 
landscape in exciting and significant ways. These congregations of 
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maids, derided by many in the society in which they live, gather in
faith and undertake mission with confidence. Indeed, they may well
represent a vanguard of a movement that is missionally significant in 
an arid and neglected region of the world. Not only are these congre-
gations and their pastors attempting to spiritually care for themselves, 
but they are also aware that they have a mission that is far wider than
their own local constituency.
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Intentional Community and 
Displ aced People

Dwelling Together in the Body of Christ

Jennifer Drago

Late one afternoon in 2009, I received a call from Bruce, pas-
tor of the small, rural Vesta Baptist Church in the next county.
He said, “About 15 people showed up at my church today in dif-ff
ferent clothes and not speaking much English. And they gave me 
your phone number. Who are these people? Where are they from?” I 
explained they were Karen people, a persecuted ethnic group from 
Burma that has come to the United States as refugees and who 
recently began moving out from urban areas to the rural environ-
ment they love. Pastor Bruce, now astounded, continued, “We have 
been praying for twenty years about doing mission work in another 
country and now God has brought them right to our doorstep. How 
can we help them?”

Jubilee Partner’s  Refugee Ministry

Befriending refugees was something new for this church, but it is
the cornerstone of Jubilee Partners,1 an intentional Christian com-
munity located in the rolling hills of northeast Georgia. My husband, 
three children, and I joined this community in 1996 out of a desire
to combine our work, church, and involvement in social justice with
similarly committed people. About thirty people, from infants to an 
elder in her nineties, share a common life of meals, worship, farming,
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and work that all contributes to our primary ministry of providing 
hospitality to newly arrived refugees.

Two refugee resettlement agencies in Atlanta, Georgia, refer newly 
arrived families to live with us for two to three months in order to bet-
ter assist their adjustment to life in the United States.2 In the midst of 
piney woods, reminiscent of many refugee home villages, are a cluster
of modest houses, a school for English classes and childcare, a cloth-
ing store, and a playground. We assist with medical care and weekly 
shopping trips—allowance provided. The refugees help us in our gar-
den, and we provide goats and chickens for celebratory meals. After
completing our two-month program, the families return to Atlanta 
where caseworkers assist with apartments, jobs, and schooling.

Since 1980, we have welcomed more than 3,500 people from 33
war-torn countries. During this time, we have performed weddings 
for people from El Salvador, helped birth babies from Somalia, and 
buried a woman from Burundi. We have sung songs in languages from 
Arabic to Swahili, roasted deer with Bosnians, and listened to many 
stories of war, trauma, torture, and loss. We have had henna hand-
painting parties with Afghani women and danced with Congolese
women. We have nursed many sick people back to health and watched
illiterate Vietnamese women carefully write their names for the first 
time. We have resolved a few marital disputes and have drunk way too
many cups of strong coffee while struggling to have a conversation 
without a common language. Our life with refugees is exciting, rich,
and fulfilling.

It is also humbling. One of the pitfalls of living in intentional com-
munities is the tendency to become insular and self-righteous. Many 
a community has fallen apart over “who misses clean-up time but is 
always there for ice cream.” Refugees are a good ministry for inten-
tional communities because they help us look beyond ourselves. It 
can be easy to pat ourselves on the back for being such good disciples 
of Christ, but we have found that it is often refugees—the ones who 
have suffered from displacement, betrayals, and violence—who teach—
us about hospitality, community living, and forgiveness. Their pres-
ence keeps us focused on our greater vision: seeing the kingdom of 
God at work in each other and in the world.

Worship Is  the Heart of Community Life

Every Sunday evening, we meet in our large community gathering 
space called the Koinonia House for worship and a meal. This gath-
ering is an opportunity for us to connect with each other through 
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Christ, who strengthens and sustains our shared life. Refugees in our 
two-month program come from a variety of religious backgrounds. 
We have hosted Muslims, Buddhists, animists, Seventh-Day Adven-
tists, denominational Christians, and those not belonging to any par-
ticular faith. Worship attendance is optional, though we encourage all
to join us for the dinner.

Worship services at Jubilee are informal. We arrange the chairs in a
semicircle. People wear whatever they happen to have on that day. Kids
color or read books in an attempt to be still and quiet. But perhaps 
most different from what many North American church attendees
experience on Sundays is that we do not have a pastor. Instead, a vari-
ety of lively, dedicated, and fairly competent people lead our worship
service.

The refugees who join us often come with experiences of very dif-ff
ferent styles of worship. Their tradition may be to dress in their finest 
clothing and have a formal service that can last from two hours to the 
whole day with a seminary-trained male minister. Many of the Afri-
can refugees have questioned our worship style, asking, “Why is your
church so short? After one hour, we are just beginning to give our 
praises to God. We have all Sunday for that.”

To bridge this gap in worship experiences, we strive to intention-
ally make refugees feel welcome and are continually looking at ways
to improve. When we begin working with a group of refugees from 
a new country, we obtain a Bible in their language and keep it in our 
worship space so it is available for reading aloud. Sometimes we read 
scripture passages in three different languages. This works best with 
short passages so the flow of the service does not get bogged down 
with too much reading. We invite refugees to give opening and clos-
ing prayers in their own language and to share their faith story as 
the “message” part of the worship service. Participating at this level 
requires encouragement as people are often shy and uncomfortable
about speaking in front of a large group. Sometimes they humbly 
refuse since they are neither trained nor ordained to be given such
responsibility.

The easiest way for refugees to participate in our services is through
music and what a gift that has been. Unlike many white American 
churches, some refugees come from a tradition where people are
trained at an early age “to make a joyful noise to the Lord!” At every 
Jubilee service, we invite people to share special music. Drums and
guitars are on hand. Some people sing in their own language. Some 
teach us repetitive songs that we do our best to learn. Sometimes
we recognize the tune as a familiar hymn and sing along in English. 
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One of the joys of worshiping with refugees is the moments of grace
when you are not quite sure what is happening but you know “the
spirit is a-movin’.” Venance, a refugee from Burundi, would leap up
in the service and, with his long arms in the air, lead us gustily in 
singing, “I know my devention for Jesus.” We exchanged puzzled n
glances as to what Venance was trying to say—devotion? Attention?
We know something got lost in the translation, but his love for Jesus 
transcended all linguistic definitions.

We frequently attend the worship services that refugees hold for 
themselves. Anyone seriously considering a ministry with refugees
needs to experience being in a worship service where everything is in 
another language and you are the foreigner, the outsider. If you find
yourself confused, lost, unwelcomed, bored, or uninvolved, consider
that that may be how they feel during your service. That alone can 
spur one to creatively think about how to engage with those from
different cultures.

Refugee Faith Stories Shape the Church

Some refugees have witnessed so much tragedy and violence that 
their faith has gradually dissipated. I recall inviting one family to a 
Palm Sunday service and described what a “Blessing of the Palms” 
means. The father sharply countered, “I know all about blessings. In
my country (former Yugoslavia), I saw the Muslim imam bless guns
and the Orthodox pope bless guns, and the Catholic priest do the 
same and all these weapons have destroyed our cities and destroyed 
our lives. I don’t want any more blessings!” It is a reminder to seek 
forgiveness when religion has been a casualty of war while also inviting
people to give church another chance.

Other refugees arrive with a strong faith in God that has sustained
them through hardship and loss. Occasionally, a visiting guest asks 
if we convert refugees to Christianity. I eagerly respond, “They are 
always converting me. They witness to me that even through all their
losses and suffering, God has been faithful to them. I am amazed by 
how their faith in God remains strong.” Usually, I share the follow-
ing two stories as examples of how hearing refugee experiences have 
shaped my theology and understanding of scripture.

In 2000–2001, we welcomed about forty Sudanese “Lost Boys.”
As children, they fled southern Sudan when war came to their vil-
lages and ended up wandering more than a thousand miles through
barren lands to find safety.3 We are well familiar with the song “Be 
Not Afraid” and have heard Isaiah 43:2 many times. However, these 
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words took on a whole new meaning after hearing the Lost Boys’
experiences. Ones who had literally “crossed the burning desert” and
did “not die of thirst” were here incarnate in our midst. These ancient 
words of the Prophet Isaiah’s faith had now become living, breathing, 
meaningful words that tell of God’s promise to be with us during ter-
rible hardships that happen in our day.

The second story is of a woman, Win Dee, from Burma who fled
with her baby and young children when the army attacked her village.
They hid in the steamy jungle, exposed to the elements and surviving 
on whatever roots and critters they could gather. The baby contracted
malaria and, with no doctor or medicine available to treat the high 
fever, suffered permanent neurological damage. Today, twenty years
later, the baby has grown up, but the impairment remains. This young
woman can only function at the level of a three-year-old. It would be 
very understandable for the mother to feel anger at or abandoned by 
God. But Win Dee says that during the months hiding in the jungle,
she kept reciting Psalm 94:18: “When I felt my feet slipping, you 
came with your love and kept me steady.” With all the conviction
she can muster in her petite eighty-pound body, Win Dee proclaims 
that in the midst of despair, God gave them comfort and hope. She 
believes her family was blessed by God because they survived.

Such stories of faith need to be heard in churches everywhere. We 
need to hear how people have endured unspeakable difficulties yet 
continue to praise God. We need to hear how these ancient scriptures
become living words for those who feel abandoned and forgotten by 
the world but not by God. The need is not only for refugees to tell 
their story of hope but for us, the privileged, secure, and comfortable 
ones filling the pews. We need to hear how our refugee sisters and
brothers depended on God and how God was faithful to them.

How does the church make itself available to hear faith stories?
Rarely will someone share a painful story during coffee hour chitchat 
on a Sunday morning. A more realistic way is for us to try to enter into 
refugees’ daily life in the United States and experience their resettle-
ment with them—as much as that is possible.

Real sermons happen when I drive someone to Walmart so he or
she can send money to relatives back in the refugee camp when he 
or she barely has enough money to make it through the month. Real 
sermons happen when I explain to my refugee passenger why a white
North American man is standing by the roadside with a “Please Help”
sign, and my passenger, recalling times in her own life without food, 
passes money to him. Real sermons happen when an exasperated
young Togolese man tells me, “I saw an elderly man on the sidewalk 
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in front of his apartment with all his stuff. He had just been evicted.
Tell me, how does this happen in a rich country with so many Chris-
tians?” Refugees see our daily lives through very different lenses and 
can help us examine our values. These are moments where they are 
teaching us another way to read and interpret the gospels.

Being Church: Love in Action

Remember the pastor who called me for advice on how to help the
Karen refugees who unexpectedly showed up in his church? Sev-
eral years later at a Karen wedding that he officiated, Pastor Bruce 
reminded me, “You said, ‘Be their friends, that’s what they need.’ 
I was expecting some big theological answer, but it was simply, ‘Be
their friend,’ and we have found that to be true.” Pastor Bruce then 
went on to introduce me to several Karen members whom he knew 
by name.

The Vesta Baptist Church started out by including their new neigh-
bors in traditional ways. A Karen choir sang during the worship service 
and their children joined in Sunday school classes. After about a year,
the church made some extraordinary decisions to put love for their
new neighbors into action. When land was donated to the church
for Karen families, church members helped them clear and bulldoze
driveways, get wells drilled, and install septic systems. Church mem-
bers also advocated with the local zoning council to get the required
permits. Today, five families live in their own homes amid a pine forest.
This feat could only have been achieved with the active involvement 
of the church. Karen refugees have a saying, “We have been called
‘displaced people,’ but now we are in the right place.” Vesta Baptist 
Church members found creative ways to incorporate these displaced 
people into the Body of Christ.

If you ask newly arrived refugees what they need most, the two 
likeliest answers are “English” and “friends.” Neither of these can be 
bought but only provided by others. Many refugees who have been 
in the United States for several years have commented that they have
never been invited to an American’s home. What does that say about 
our hospitality? We need to make the effort to not just see them as
a group of refugees. We need to know the names of the individuals
worshiping with us and we need to know where they are from. If there 
are Karen families attending your church and they are still mistakenly 
being introduced as from Korea, then some important connections
are not being made.
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Jubilee Hospitality Challenged

For 35 years, all the refugees that Jubilee hosted were resettled either
a thousand miles away in Canada or a hundred miles away in Atlanta. 
Once one family completed our two-month program, another 
just-off-the-plane refugee family took their place. This two-month 
program is still going strong. However, in the past few years, we have 
witnessed a remarkable shift as refugees from Burma began a second-
ary migration from other cities to settle in Comer, Georgia, the same 
town where Jubilee Partners is located. We no longer had a buffer
zone of two hours distance shielding us from the day-to-day minutia 
of resettlement. Our new neighbors no longer had a caseworker help-
ing them with a multitude of needs.

There were bound to be some strains. People we did not recog-
nize were driving down our long gravel driveway. Some were fishing
or swimming in our ponds uninvited. Others visited our garden and
helped themselves to whatever was growing. Some came to just hang
out with us on Saturday afternoons—our “off time.” Sometimes it felt 
like we were living in a park that was always open to the public. Many 
of our refugee neighbors came bearing fistfuls of mail that needed
attention to keep Medicaid and food stamps active. Some needed help
in making an appointment for a sick child, or assistance in getting
children registered for school, or . . . the list went on.

The sudden influx of people resettling nearby created demands
that sometimes left us weary and overwhelmed. Tensions occurred
among the staff at Jubilee. None of us was opposed to having refugees 
as neighbors; in fact, we were delighted that they were interested in
living in a rural area, reconnecting with the land and with us. Our
difficulty was not having a system in place for dealing with these 
sudden needs and requests. We did not know how to handle these
changes that were affecting our personal lives, our shared communal
life, and our ongoing two-month refugee ministry. Our established 
intentional community was feeling the need to accommodate our new 
neighbors, though we lacked clarity in exactly how to do that. As 
they transformed from displaced people to our neighbors, how could 
we be helpful without fostering dependency? How could we joyfully 
embrace these changes to our daily life and be church to our new 
neighbors?

We had meetings and talks among ourselves. We called in pastors
and mentors. We prayed. We had more discussions. In keeping with 
Jubilee’s consensus style of decision making, we spent many hours
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listening, talking, and discerning among ourselves. While the many 
meetings became tedious, they also produced some good fruit.

We set aside 12 acres of land and created small plots for our neigh-
bors to raise their own food and animals. We invited neighbors to join
our English classes. We formed the Neighbors’ Committee so that 
issues could be handled by a smaller group of staff rather than with
the whole community. We created a summer camp for our own and
neighboring children. We put a locked gate on our pond deck and
wrote rules for use of our pond and land in three different languages.
In short, we found ways to be better neighbors.

What has been the result of all our efforts? Our Karen and Karen-ni 
friends have shared food grown in the “Neighbors’ Field.” A young
Karen man joined us as a resident summer volunteer. Those who
speak English well eagerly help us with translation. A small Karen
grocery store opened up in downtown Comer. We are regularly 
invited to worship services and birthday blessings in their homes.
Karen pastors have used our pond for baptisms. A Karen youth group
occasionally joins us in our worship services. While not all problems 
have been solved, our relationships have become more balanced. Now 
our refugee neighbors are serving, working, playing, and learning
alongside us.

Developing long-term relationships with refugee neighbors has
led us to dwell deeper in the challenges of starting life anew. We
have needed to advocate on behalf of our neighbors with landlords,
employers, and medical clinics. Some refugees become entangled in
situations because they are unfamiliar with North American customs.
A few obtained driver’s licenses through unlicensed agents. Those
slaughtering animals in their own yard or hunting or fishing with-
out a license received warnings from the local police. Another had an
unscrupulous tax preparer inflate their tax return; others are charged
excessive amounts for car repairs. Most refugees are handling money, 
credit, and debt for the first time and need trustworthy people to
guide them in making good decisions.

Perhaps one of the best outcomes of refugees from Burma migrat-
ing to Comer has been the way our small town of a thousand mostly 
white, mostly conservative, working-class people has embraced this 
new ethnic group. Our local schools enjoy having Karen and Karen-ni 
students both in the classrooms and on the soccer field. The school
board hired a former Jubilee volunteer to help in English classes. Bank 
employees have remarked on how easy it is to do business with them.
Even our mayor is renting a house to a Karen-ni family.
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Reverse Mission Roles: Becoming
Intertwined as the Body of Christ

As we get to know our refugee neighbors better, we also have more
opportunities to share with them our vulnerabilities and struggles. To
many refugees, it appears as if we are all happy North Americans living
trouble-free lives. After all, we always have a ready smile and respond,
“I’m fine.” Many refugee parents now have to deal with problems
they never had to encounter when living in refugee camps. Their kids
want the latest expensive electronic devices. Some youth find school
boring and are so far behind that they want to drop out. Teenagers 
want to play video games and watch movies all day. These are all issues
North American parents have to grapple with, and we can share our
frustrations, our fears, and our solutions with them.

While we often pray for refugees and their situations, when we
open ourselves up to them and share our difficulties, then our refu-
gee neighbors can pray for us too. It is at that intersection—praying —
for each other and knowing each other’s needs—where we become —
intertwined in the Body of Christ. Our intentional community has 
stretched and reshaped itself to become church to our neighbors from 
Burma.

Historically, missionaries left North America and went abroad to 
spread the good news of the gospel of Christ. It might seem pre-
posterous to some North Americans that missionaries from other 
countries would come to us and do the same thing. The unspoken 
thought is something like, “We live in the most advanced country on 
earth. What could someone, especially from a poor country, have to
teach us?”

We believe we are witnessing a reverse mission. We have heard 
Karen people say that just as the American missionary Adoniram Jud-
son came to Burma two hundred years ago bearing a “special book”
for the Karen people, so are these Karen descendants now coming to
us. They do not only see themselves as refugees but as missionaries
too. They have seen the divisions within our churches and believe
their Christian unity can be an example to us. They have seen the
wealth in our country and believe that it separates us from the full 
gospel message. Is the church open to listening to the messages that 
our foreign sisters and brothers are bringing us?

By the time refugees enter the United States, they have lost almost 
all sense of normal life. Consider the loss of country, language, culture, 
food, family members, home, money, animals, belongings, neighbors, 
school, church, identity, health, friends, professional status, livelihood, 
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and more. These are enormous losses, and it is precisely because of 
such losses that refugees are joining our churches. They want to be
connected again with humanity. They want to belong with us in the 
shared Body of Christ.

One dark evening many years ago, we were sitting around a camp-
fire roasting marshmallows and trying to sing simple songs. We were
North Americans and newly arrived refugees from Vietnam, Afghani-
stan, and Bosnia. Nusip, a former police officer from Serbia who had
seen many horrible things during the war, surveyed the scene of skin
colors, languages, ages, and aptitudes. He leaned over to me and with
a broad smile said, “This must be what heaven will look like.” This,
too, I believe, is what our churches should look like.

Notes
1. For more on Jubilee Partner’s intentional community and refugee min-

istry, see by Don Mosley, With Our Own Eyes (Huntington, IN: Herald s
Press, 1996); Mosley, Faith Beyond Borders: Doing Justice in a Danger-
ous World (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2010).d

2. For more on the relationship between the US Department of State and
nongovernment organizations, see Joshua Ralston, “Toward a Politi-
cal Theology of Refugee Resettlement,” Theological Studies 73 (2012): s
363–90; Stephanie J. Nawyn, “Faith, Ethnicity, and Culture in Refugee 
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The Witness of Jesuit Refugee

Service in Eastern Africa

Deogratias M. Rwezaura, SJ

On March 7, 2013, Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) celebrated Inter-
national Women’s Day with the theme “The Gender Agenda: 
Gaining Momentum.” I was privileged to attend the celebration 
as part of my visit to Ethiopia. The celebrations took place at the 
JRS Refugee Community Centre in Addis Ababa. The festivity 
was organized by JRS in collaboration with the Ethiopian Ortho-
dox Church and offered an opportunity for refugee women to 
display their artifacts for sale. The artifacts crafted by women from 
Rwanda, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 
Yemen, Afghanistan, Eritrea, Sudan, Somalia, and Djibouti not 
only revealed the gift that refugees bring to their host communities 
but also allowed viewers to enjoy an array of religious and cultural 
beauty. Through these artifacts, I witnessed the dialogue of action 
and celebration of talents. Toward the end of the festivity, refu-
gee women from various countries, cultures, and religions proudly 
demonstrated beautiful African and religious dresses and orna-
ments by putting on a fashion show. This was a truly beautiful 
moment of religious, cultural, and gender sensitivity and also one 
of unity among women. It witnessed how the Gender Agenda had 
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truly gained momentum, and the event turned out to be actively 
ecumenical and interreligious.

Prior to this celebration, I had spent a week visiting Jesuit Refugee
Service (JRS) projects in Mai Aini refugee camp, which hosts approxi-
mately 13,500 Eritrean refugees in northern Ethiopia, and Melkadida
refugee camp, which hosts approximately 42,000 Somali refugees in
South Eastern Ethiopia. Whenever I visit JRS projects, I come back 
reenergized by the commitment of our field staff, a number of whom
are refugees themselves. This time I was struck by the composition
of our core staff from four religious traditions—Catholic, Ethiopian 
Orthodox, Lutheran, and Muslim—who live and work harmoniously —
together in service of Somali refugees (99 percent Muslim) in Melka-
dida refugee camp. Through their commitment, JRS bears witness to 
a practical faith that bridges religious beliefs and traditions.

JRS works in solidarity with the poorest of the poor, serving them 
and accompanying them indiscriminately. Interestingly, some camps 
for refugees and internally displaced people (IDPs) are located among
nomadic/pastoralist communities such as the Turkana in Kenya, the 
Somali Ethiopians in Ethiopia, and the Darfurians in North Darfur. 
In these places, one does not have to imagine the scene of the Holy 
Family on the way to Egypt in the first century: scenes where donkeys
remain an indispensable means of transportation are commonplace.
Just as a pastoralist moves with his or her herd of cattle or camels, so
too the church journeys with people on the move. JRS is constantly 
shaping a model of the church on the move—one that ecumenically 
and interreligiously bears witness to our common humanity as a mir-
ror of the unconditional love of God for all. Embedded in this witness 
is a dialogue of life and a e dialogue of action, and in what follows, I 
will explore how in accompanying, serving, and promoting the rights
of the forcibly displaced in Eastern Africa, JRS engages in a trans-
formative ethical, ecumenical, and interreligious dialogue that is a 
constitutive part of being church.

Eastern African Context

Major refugee flows and internal displacements have largely been a 
result of armed conflict that took place between 1990 and 2000 in
the Great Lakes region of Africa. Sadako Ogata, then high commis-
sioner for refugees, called this period “a turbulent decade.”2 JRS has 
been responding to the needs of Burundians, Rwandese, and Congo-
lese refugees through its activities coordinated by the Nairobi-based
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Eastern Africa office founded in 1990—ten years after the founding
of JRS.3

Uganda witnessed an influx of Congolese, Rwandese, and Burun-
dian refugees fleeing both armed conflicts and the Rwandese genocide
of 1994. Some of these refugees from Africa’s Great Lakes region also
fled into Tanzania, Kenya, and as far as Ethiopia. The recent con-
flicts in eastern DRC have forced thousands more to flee into Uganda
and Kenya while hundreds of thousands remain displaced within their 
home country.4 Within Uganda, thousands of Ugandans were inter-
nally displaced by the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), whose heinous 
acts continue to displace people in DRC and the Central African 
Republic.

Uganda has been host to Sudanese refugees for many years, dur-
ing the first civil war of 1955–1972 but especially during the second
war of 1987–2005. The last three years have seen a repeat of massive
movements of refugees within the Horn of Africa due to ongoing con-
flict in Somalia (a nation that has experienced more than twenty years 
of armed conflict). In June 2011, prompted by fighting and famine,
Somalis started crossing the border in large numbers into Ethiopia
and Kenya. It is estimated that more than one million Somalis have
fled their country within the past three years, over 50 percent of whom 
are now living in Kenya.5 This is in addition to the large number of 
Somalis that had fled previously into Kenya’s largest camps—Dadaab 
and Kakuma, established in early 1990s.

South Sudanese are now caught up between two wars. One waged
by Sudan pushing an estimated 244,638 Sudanese refugees from
South Kordofan and Blue Nile states into Upper Nile and Unity states
and the other an outbreak of conflict in South Sudan in December
2013 causing an estimated 98,347 South Sudanese to flee to their
country and seek refuge in Sudan.6 More than 1.5 million South 
Sudanese are internally displaced, while close to half a million have 
sought refuge in neighboring countries.7 The Horn of Africa has also 
witnessed massive flights of young Eritreans into Ethiopia and Sudan:
most of these young people are under 25 years of age and are seeking
to escape military conscription.

Across the region of Eastern Africa, there are an estimated
2,467,547 refugees and 8,966,205 IDPs.8 The majority of IDPs are 
found in Somalia, Sudan, South Sudan, and the DRC. The reasons
for these massive displacements of people range from armed conflict 
and violence, erroneous economic policies, and dictatorial regimes, all
of which prompt rebel movements, to climatic conditions, especially 
draught, landslides, and floods.9
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A Nomadic Church Serving
People on the Move

The mission of JRS is to accompany, serve, and defend the rights
of the forcibly displaced. One of the strongest values of JRS—which —
is also the first goal of its strategic plan—is to show compassion for
humanity living on the edge.10 Such compassion impels JRS mem-
bers to keep eyes and hearts open to the needs of the church on the 
move—the church on the move being the forcibly displaced people of 
God. Guided by its criteria for choice of ministry drawn from Part VII
of the Jesuit Constitutions, JRS responds “to situations of great need,
to places where a more universal good can be achieved, and to needs 
that others are not attending to.”11 In this way, JRS models a nomadic 
church that is constantly in search of and in service to the people on
the move and in need. With the largest concentration of refugees in
Kenya and Ethiopia, JRS Eastern Africa now operates most of its proj-
ects in these two countries, not forgetting IDPs in other areas such as
Darfur in Sudan and Yambio in South Sudan.

Right from its inception, JRS, an international Catholic organiza-
tion, set out to accompany, serve, and defend the rights of the forcibly 
displaced, regardless of their cultural, religious, age, economic, or 
gender differences. The mission of JRS springs from Jesus’s love
and compassion for the widow, the orphan, and the stranger12 and is 
rooted in the Society’s mission of faith that does justice in dialogue 
with other cultures and religions.13 Perhaps JRS collaborators do best 
what the Thirty-Fourth General Congregation (GC 34) urged all 
Jesuits to bear in mind—namely, “to move beyond prejudice and bias, 
be it historical, cultural, social, or theological, in order to cooperate 
wholeheartedly with all men and women of goodwill in promoting 
peace, justice, harmony, human rights, and respect for all of God’s
creation.”14

In collaboration with religious men and women, lay people, refu-
gees, and internally displaced people, JRS has responded to the plight 
of the forcibly displaced in Eastern Africa in many ways. Always start-
ing from listening to the needs of the forcibly displaced, JRS has
attended to the spiritual and pastoral needs of refugees and IDPs;
built schools; offered scholarships; trained teachers; engaged refugees 
in sports, drama, and theater as healing and recreational mechanisms;
offered counseling and pastoral care; initiated income-generating 
activities to help refugees and returnees become self-reliant; and pro-
vided emergency assistance in forms of food, shelter (i.e., house rent), 
and medical care to asylum seekers and refugees in urban settings. JRS
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has also offered functional adult literacy and skills training (e.g., tai-
loring, weaving, embroidery, catering, mechanics, driving, and basic 
computer skills) and attended with special care to the needs of the
most vulnerable and physically challenged children by sending them 
to specialized schools for the deaf and the blind. Most recently, JRS 
has attended to the educational needs of refugees in collaboration
with Jesuit Commons: Higher Education at the Margins (JC:HEM) 
by introducing an online diploma in liberal arts accredited by Regis 
University in Denver, Colorado.15

All these initiatives that help refugees reintegrate into society and 
feel a sense of normalcy away from their homes can be described as 
forms of dialogue. People of different nationalities, tribes, genders, 
creeds, and ages come together to celebrate life and simultaneously 
learn from each other’s rich traditions about how to live together. The 
bonding that ensues from such activities, where people are united by 
the common experience of fleeing one’s home, witnesses to a life of 
active dialogue as the celebration of World Refugee Day in Ethiopia
clearly demonstrates.

Interreligious Dialogue of Life 
and Dialogue of Action

In serving the forcibly displaced regardless of their religious affilia-
tion, JRS fosters a dialogue of life and a e dialogue of action. By dialogue 
of life, I mean that JRS members promote a spirit of openness and 
love of neighbor that manifests in sharing in refugees’ joys, sorrows, 
problems, and preoccupations. By dialogue of action, I mean that 
JRS members seek to foster the integral development and liberation
of the forcibly displaced. These two forms of dialogue can best be 
captured by one of the three pillars of JRS—accompaniment. The 
church that accompanies people in distress walks with them and, in 
so doing, comes to know their anguish and joys, their problems and
preoccupations. In Eastern Africa, JRS has done this work through a 
multifaceted effort to promote peace and reconciliation and to pro-
vide psychosocial support including counseling, healing of trauma,
sports, drama, music, theater, and reflexology. While the dialogue of 
life remains critical to the restoration of human dignity, much more ise
usually at stake during flight from violence. Children’s futures become 
bleak, young people lose a sense of direction, adults and parents abdi-
cate their parental responsibilities, and property is lost. The dialogue 
of action is vital to create a sense of normalcy by providing scholarn -
ships to children (as JRS does in Kenya), to build schools aimed at 
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forming men and women for others (as JRS has done in South Sudan
and Uganda), to form peace clubs and farmers’ associations, to train
teachers whose ethos is to impart knowledge for integral education,
and to work for lasting peace and development—which is itself crucial—
for the establishing of long-term peace.16

Both of these dialogues are undertaken interreligiously—that is, 
JRS stands alongside, serves, and advocates for people regardless of 
their denominational or religious affiliation. In so doing, JRS attests 
to the fact that “to be religious today is to be inter-religious in the
sense that a positive relationship with believers of other faiths is a
requirement in a world of religious pluralism.”17 Correlatively, to be
church today must also involve being interreligious. In serving people h
indiscriminately, both JRS members and those they serve encounter
God in the deepest places in their hearts. This has been witnessed by 
one of the parents of Ali, a Somali refugee who had suffered trauma
after the loss of property and a severe attack by insurgents back 
home.18 After several sessions of counseling and accompaniment to 
and from the hospital by JRS members, Ali recovered, and his parents 
had this to say: “We don’t know an organization whose members take 
you to the clinic and back home again and visit you at home. Now 
we have learnt anything can be possible. We believed our son was a
disabled person but now he has changed to be a strong businessman,
giving hope to our family.”19 In his own words, Ali referred to JRS as 
a “family of hope” because it restored his self-confidence and helped
him regain his role as a head of his family.

The interreligious and cultural encounter in the course of accom-
paniment and service of forcibly displaced people is of mutual benefit 
to all. One JRS member acknowledged recently that the opportunity 
to serve others in a different context has changed his perception and 
perspectives on life. Having grappled with the reality of serving Somali 
refugees in a difficult administrative context, he came to realize that 
ultimately, it is the difference that his listening and service can make 
in the lives of refugees that matters. Human suffering has no reli-
gious tag to it. It is part of the essence of being human. This is what 
keeps him going despite the challenges.20 In serving the poor who 
seek freedom and justice, JRS members are “enriched by the spiritual
experiences and ethical values, theological perspectives, and symbolic 
expressions of other religions.”21
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Dialogue as Transformative Ecclesiology

So how do these ethical, ecumenical, and interreligious dialogues of 
life and action transform what it means to be and practice church? 
The love and compassion of Jesus are paramount and form the well 
of inspiration from which JRS as a nomadic church draws. Jesus’s 
compassion and love stem from his own experience of the love of 
God and the religious ethic of love of neighbor that is an inseparable 
dimension of this divine love. Compassion is exemplified in the par-
able of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25–37): the Good Samaritan 
treads the path of the wounded, moves toward him, cares for him, and 
thus proves to be a neighbor to him. In the context of JRS, the call to
attend to the widow, the orphan, and the stranger (cf. Matt. 25)—all 
of whom are encountered in contexts of forced displacement—adds 
another dimension to this dialogue, a dimension rooted in remem-
brance. Remembering that no one chooses to be forcibly displaced
and that anyone can be uprooted impels JRS to act from the per-
spective of the displaced. It makes JRS constantly bear witness to 
the experience of the forcibly displaced and remember that nobody 
becomes a refugee in order to receive material assistance. In addition,
an ethic of accompaniment demands space is created to listen to the 
traumatic experiences of the forcibly displaced, understanding their 
ordeal and journeying with them in order to help them overcome 
their suffering and restore their dignity.22 Indeed, the three pillars 
of JRS—accompaniment, service, and advocacy—complement each 
other in fulfilling the call to the nomadic church to love the forc-
ibly displaced. In accompanying refugees, we learn how best to serve 
them, and through service, we come to a deeper understanding of 
how to defend or advocate for their rights.

Our tripartite approach to mission not only helps transform the
lives of those we serve; as I suggested earlier, it inevitably transforms
the lives of JRS members as well. The nomadic church changes and 
grows as it engages in dialogues of life and action that are its reason
for existing. What is more, this transformation does not only occur
at a personal level. Struck by the fact that JRS is a Catholic organiza-
tion, a senior government official asked me, “What makes you serve
even people who are not of your faith?” I answered that compassion 
impels us to reach out to everybody in need regardless of their creed
because, ultimately, love knows no bounds. Reflecting further on this 
question and on my answer a few weeks later, I realized the power of 
an inclusive ethic that is guided by indiscriminate love and service.23

In the face of suffering humanity, our hearts move out to act in love
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together—as witnessed by the event described at the beginning of this——
chapter put on by JRS, a Catholic organization, and the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church Development and Inter-Church Aid Commission
(EOC-DICAC) to celebrate International Women’s Day in Addis
Ababa. It brought together women from diverse creeds to celebrate 
the momentum gained by the Gender Agenda.24 Our practice of 
church has become interreligious and inherently dialogical. Action on
behalf of and with the marginalized in search of liberation becomes a 
rallying point for diverse religious traditions. Although at times reli-
gious traditions have been politicized and have become a source of 
conflict, their common adherence to the service and hospitality to the 
stranger remains a strong bond that inspires faith-based organizations 
to serve refugees without discrimination.25 It is from a shared com-
mon goal of serving and sharing in the joy of the forcibly displaced 
women that JRS and EOC-DICAC can indeed begin to speak more 
profoundly about their faith in a loving and serving God. Here, then, 
religious experience is grounded in and translated into the daily wit-
ness of serving those in need without cultural, religious, political, or
gender biases. Such a profound experience readily leads to an encoun-
ter with the God who can be seen in the face of those we serve.

This interreligious dialogue grounded in shared experiences and 
commitments creates avenues for concrete witness to values that all
religions embrace in defense and protection of the forcibly displaced.26

Such witness lies at the heart of the nomadic church. Certainly, three
world religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—often referred to as
Abrahamic religions—exemplify this ethic in advocating that respect 
and hospitality be shown to the stranger.27 Through its work in urban
settings, JRS frequently encounters Muslim women who seek educa-
tion for their children in order that they might have a brighter future.
When JRS attends to their quest by providing scholarships for their
children, a human bond is created and religion becomes a true sanctu-
ary that those in need can turn to with confidence. JRS is fully aware
and respectful of the religious traditions of refugees, offers them space
for worship, and respects their “freedom of conscience even in the 
difficulties of exile.”28 In response to this respectful reaction to human
need, Muslim and Christian women and men gather at Catholic par-
ishes in Nairobi to be nourished and offered modest assistance toward 
rent and medical care. While interreligious theological reflection
brings experts to discuss spiritual and religious treasures for mutual
enrichment and understanding, practicing as a nourishing church ing
the ways that JRS does offers an even deeper understanding of what 
God actively does even in times of exile—that is, we come to know 
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intimately the God who is constantly re-creating the human family by 
loving indiscriminately. Interreligious dialogue of life, then, is also a
form of rich religious experience and deep theological exchange that 
remakes and renews the Church.

Concluding Remarks

The ecclesiology of JRS can be summed up as a transformative and
missionary ethic that is simultaneously pastoral, pedagogical, ecumen-
ical, and interreligious. Being at the service of refugees means accom-
panying them in camps, urban settings, IDP settlements, and their 
homeland upon return. It requires us to be a nomadic church—one 
on the move in search of those at the edge of society. Forced displace-
ment puts people at the margins, and it is here—at the margins—that 
JRS seeks them out and works with them in defense and promotion 
of their rights. In the context of Eastern Africa, JRS actively and indis-
criminately serves people from all walks of life and of diverse creeds,
gender, and cultural backgrounds. Our practice of church bridges 
religious traditions and witnesses to the dialogue of life and action
whose inspiration comes from the compassion and love of Jesus. It is 
through such practical witness that the church comes alive, not merely 
as a set of doctrines or a set of theological ideas offered by religious
experts, but also as a people moved by compassion in response to the 
plight of the forced migrants.
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Ghanaian Presbyterians 
in America

Why Some Join American
Denominations and Others Don’t

Moses Biney

Introduction

June 27, 2014, in Columbus, Ohio
The conference room of the Crown Plaza Columbus North 

Worthington Hotel was almost filled. Members from about 17 Gha-
naian Presbyterian churches and fellowships in the United States 
and Canada were gathered for their first Asempatre conference.1

The conference, which is the culmination of two years’ planning,
was themed “Partners in Sowing, Partners in Harvesting” based 
on Matthew 13:3–9, 18–23. Participants had arrived the previous –
day by air and on buses, trains, and cars from Chicago, Delaware,
Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia in the United 
States and also from Calgary, Montreal, and Toronto in Canada.

Music began to play. The combined “praise team”—singers and —
instrumentalists from a number of the congregations—sang hymns —
and songs of praise to the accompaniment of organ and drums, 
guitars, cymbals, and other instruments. Soon the room was filled 
with loud music and clapping and dancing. Many danced in the 
open space between the seats and the dais. Several youth also got 
onto the “dancing floor.” With vibrant strides and gyrations of 
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the body, they danced to the music. Some blew whistles while others 
shouted with joy.

A major highlight of this evening’s program was a revival.
The “revival evangelist,” an ordained minister of the Presbyte-
rian Church of Ghana, had in the last five years visited a number 
of churches in the United States and Canada, “sharing his gifts 
in ministration and healing.”2””  Focusing on Psalm 105:4–5, he –
pointed to the Psalmist’s awareness of God as a “God of miracles.” 
His exhortation was a mixture of bible readings and interpreta-
tion, humorous illustrations, stern reprimands, and dire warnings.
After about an hour, he invited persons needing prayers to come 
forward. Prayers were said for the sick and for those in need of 
jobs and general prosperity. Some fell as he touched them, others 
screamed or moaned. The healing and deliverance went on for 
about two hours. Much of what I was observing is typical of deliver-
ance services in Ghanaian congregations.

Observing and participating in this exuberant service brought 
to mind a couple of questions, some of which will be addressed in
this chapter. First, what is the nature of the partnership these con-
gregations seek? Second, what are the possible hindrances to achiev-
ing that partnership? Third, will the Presbyterian Church (USA), or 
PC(USA), to which these congregations belong, wholly accept this
form of worship as authentic and not peripheral or subordinate to its 
predominantly Calvinistic theology and Anglo-Saxon-flavored liturgi-
cal practices?

The chapter assesses the current relationships between the Pres-
byterian Church of Ghana and the PC(USA) through a study of the
Conference of Ghanaian Presbyterian Churches. Broadly, the chapter 
looks at some of the ecclesiological and ecumenical, social, and theo-
logical issues that are at the core of relationship building. It argues 
for a robust ecclesiological imagination and innovation on the part of 
both American denominations and African immigrants.

Ghanaian Immigrants in the 
United States and Faith

Faith moves often through migration. Throughout generations, 
humans have moved from their homelands to lands far and near. In
many cases, migrants’ determination to travel and their persistence and
fortitude in the face of challenges on their journey are largely attrib-
utable to their personal faith. Traveling out of one’s “home”—from 
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among one’s people and the familiar to a new land with its associated 
uncertainties—often causes many migrants to rely on divine guidance 
before, during, and after migration.

Since the 1970s, migration from Ghana to the United States 
has increased astronomically. This is part of the general increase
in post-1965 African migration to North America. These Ghana-
ian immigrants, the majority of whom are Christians, have brought 
their own brands of Christianity to practice and also propagate. They 
have formed numerous congregations in cities and towns in North 
America.3 All forms of Ghanaian Christianity are present in the United 
States—mainline Protestant Churches; Roman Catholics; African
Independent Churches such as Aladura, Cherubim, and Seraphim;
and Pentecostals/Charismatics.

This development is connected to two important and interrelated 
shifts in global Christianity that have occurred since the last half of the 
twentieth century. First is the explosion of Christianity in the southern 
parts of the world—Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Oceania—— which —
has been well noted by a number of scholars.4 Second is the growing
presence of Christians from the Global South in the North. In the
United States, for instance, several Christians from Africa, Asia, and
Latin America have formed congregations and ministries that aim at 
serving the spiritual and social needs of both their particular immi-
grant groups and other Americans. This is what some scholars have 
referred to as “reverse mission.” It is fair to say, then, that the minimal
growth of Christianity in the United States and Canada is influenced
by the increased migration of Christians from the Global South.

The growth in the United States of congregations with roots 
in Ghana and Africa in general, has very important ecclesiological 
implications. Among other things, it raises fundamental questions
regarding the catholicity, identity, and mission of the church. Second, 
it calls for a critical examination of the ecumenical relationships and 
partnerships between recent migrant churches and the host Christian
denominations and churches.

Ghanaian Presbyterians in North America are largely from the
Presbyterian Church of Ghana (PCG), a mainline protestant denomi-
nation in Ghana. PCG began in the Gold Coast (now Ghana) in 1828 
and has roots in the missionary efforts of the Evangelical Mission of 
Basel (Basel Mission), the Monrovian Church of Jamaica, and the 
United Free Church of Scotland. Other Ghanaian Presbyterians are 
from the Evangelical Presbyterian of Church and the Global Evangeli-
cal Church. Both denominations have roots in the mission efforts of 
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the North German Mission Society (Norddeutsche Mission, Bremen) 
and the Basel Mission.

Most Ghanaian Presbyterians who migrate to the United States pri-
marily, like migrants from other parts of the world, do so for reasons
other than religious propagation. They leave their home countries
hoping to find better economic, educational, and social opportunities 
for themselves and their families. Nonetheless, many also carry with 
them their faith commitments and religious participation. Often upon 
reaching the United States, many realize too soon that life there is far
different from what they had envisioned it to be before migration. In
the face of challenges such as racism, isolation, marginalization, and
what they consider to be moral and spiritual decadence, some orga-
nize themselves into fellowships and congregations that provide them
with communal and spiritual support.

In the early 1980s, a number of Ghanaian Presbyterians living in the
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut began organizing themselves 
into a prayer fellowship. Elsewhere, I have indicated how the forma-
tion of this fellowship was precipitated by the mysterious deaths of 
Ghanaian immigrants in the New York area.5 Other non-Presbyterians
joined the fellowship. Eventually, this led to the formation, in 1985, 
of the Ghanaian Presbyterian Church in New York (now, Presbyterian
Church of Ghana in New York). This congregation, which is directly 
under the ecclesiastical control and direction of the PCG, nurtured a
number of leaders who subsequently formed other congregations in
cities in the United States. In 1991, a group including three women
left the congregation and began a fellowship in Brooklyn, which
evolved into the Bethel Presbyterian Reformed Church. In a similar 
way, another group from the Manhattan congregation established the
Presbyterian Church of Ghana Mission in the Bronx. This served as 
the beginnings for the present-day Emmanuel Presbyterian Reformed
Church in the Bronx. Thus, within a decade and a half, a number of 
Ghanaian Presbyterian congregations and fellowships were formed in 
Maryland, Virginia, New Jersey, Texas, Chicago, and New York.

Conference of Ghanaian Presbyterian
Churches, North America

A critical issue that has always bedeviled the formation and mission of 
Ghanaian Presbyterian congregations and fellowships is whether or
not to be affiliated to the PC(USA) or to operate as satellites of the
Presbyterian Church of Ghana. The PC(USA) maintains partnerships
with all Ghanaian Presbyterian denominations. Logically, one would
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expect that all these newly formed Ghanaian congregations would 
seek some affiliation with the PC(USA). This is, however, not the
case. While some are affiliates of PC(USA), others are not. The lat-
ter group is affiliated with either the Presbyterian Church in America 
(PCA) or the PCG. Most of those affiliated with the PC(USA) have 
organized themselves together with Ghanaian Presbyterian churches
affiliated with the Presbyterian Church of Canada under an umbrella
association called the Conference of Ghanaian Presbyterian Church,
North America (CGPC). In terms of polity and administration, these 
congregations operate under the direction of their respective Ameri-
can and Canadian denominations while maintaining many of their 
Ghanaian Presbyterian cultural, liturgical, and theological practices. 
In its 2010 report, the Conference of Ghanaian Presbyterian Church
(CGPC) is described as “a gathering of Ghanaian inspired Presby-
terian Churches and Fellowships which are chartered or recognized
under the constitutions of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and the
Presbyterian Church in Canada.”6

CGPC must be distinguished from another group of Ghanaian 
Presbyterian churches, Overseas Mission Field (OMF), which are 
essentially satellites of the PCG. There were 17 member congre-
gations and fellowships of CGPC as of June 2014. This shows an 
increase from the 13 members listed in a 2010 report. The formation 
of four more churches over the four-year period points to both the 
continual growth of Ghanaian churches and the desire of some to be 
affiliated to the mainline American protestant denominations.

Missionizing America

The notion among some scholars that congregations formed by 
immigrants, particularly those from non-Western cultures, are noth-
ing more than “ethnic” congregations must be put to rest. These 
new African churches are dynamic and highly proliferating congre-
gations with a strong sense of mission—a mission to proclaim the 
Christian gospel to the ends of the world. They seek to reinvigorate 
Christian belief and practice in the United States and unashamedly 
do so through their exuberant worship styles; strong belief in and 
often strict interpretation of the Bible; focus on fasting, prayer, and 
personal righteousness; and other such spiritual disciplines. During
conversations with me, leaders of some of these congregations articu-
lated a mission that is directed toward rejuvenating American Chris-
tianity. Many saw American mainline Christianity as having lost its 
luster and edge in society and that it was therefore in need of “a shot 
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in the arm.” They pointed at the continuous loss of membership to 
the American mainline protestant denominations over the past half a
century as a clear example of this.

Members of CGPC focus on ministry among Ghanaian immigrants
and their families, and they consider the broader mission of reaching
out to persons of different races and ethnicities as their ultimate goal.
These congregations adopt a “bottom-up” approach to mission as
opposed to the “top-down” approach employed by many Western
missions in Africa and elsewhere in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. These African congregations, in all cases, are formed by 
individuals who migrated to the United States for their own personal
reasons—often to seek better economic opportunities. Few of these
are trained clergy and missionaries. They receive little to no directives 
and no financial support from “home churches” or “mission boards,”
as was the case of many Western missionaries to Africa. Thus the initial
vision and mission of the congregations are set by the founders and
leaders of these faith communities.

Challenges of Partnership

CGPC and PCG

The theme for the Asempatrew conference, “Partners in Sowing,w
Partners in Harvesting,” reflects the CGPC’s yearning for a stronger
relationship not only with the PC(USA) but, more important, with 
its home denomination, the PCG. Records I saw during my research
reveal the existence of only a tenuous official relationship between 
CGPC and the PCG. To date, there is no official agreement between 
the PCG and its partner church, the PC(USA), regarding the status
of these congregations within the two denominations. Many reasons
account for this: the most prominent is that the PCG wants all Gha-
naian Presbyterian congregations, such as those in the CGPC, to be
directly under its ecclesiastical control. A “Proposed Policy Paper on
Global Mission,” dated June 18, 2004, and sent by the then director
of mission and evangelism of the PCG to all PCG ministers of overseas
congregations, outlines four reasons PCG must organize its members
abroad to form congregations despite the fact that they have partners
in these places.

The memo states,7

1. Ghanaian Presbyterians want to be close to their cultural heritage
even in foreign lands. They want to dance to the tune of drums,
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and they want to sing hymns in their own language. They also 
want to their children to have a taste of culture they so much cher-
ish. The hunger has led to the springing up of PCG.

2. Our Ghanaian Presbyterians sometimes feel unwelcome in the
host Presbyterian/Reformed churches.

3. PCG members eager to find places of worship and communities 
of faith often join non-Presbyterian churches, especially when they 
find no PCG congregations in the immediate vicinities. Over time, 
when they are rooted in these congregations and some of them
have become leaders, they are lost to the PCG forever even though 
their names might be in a PCG register somewhere in Ghana.

4. Each Ghanaian denomination abroad tries to keep its own identity, 
hence the need to for the PCG members to come together to keep
their identity.

As a follow-up to this document, copies of an unsigned and undated 
“Memorandum of Understanding”8 between the PCG and the
PC(USA) were also sent to the congregations sometime in 2005. The 
document among other things proposes a common framework for 
PCG/PC (USA) regarding these congregations. It states,

1.1. Both the Presbyterian Church of Ghana and the Presbyterian
Church (USA) share a deep commitment to sharing the gos-
pel and building strong Presbyterian churches for the Ghana-
ian Immigrants in the USA. We welcome the initiative of the 
Presbyterian Church of Ghana in mission in the USA and want 
the engagement to be done in partnership with the Presbyterian 
Church of USA [emphasis mine].A

1.2. The model we want to promote going forward for new church 
development with Ghanaian immigrants is that those churches
will have a vital relationship with Presbyterian congregations inl
both countries.

1.3. For existing Ghanaian congregations in the USA with member-
ship in only one of our churches, we encourage them to develop
active relationship with the local Presbyterian Church USA pres-
bytery and maintain active support of the Presbyterian Church of 
Ghana.9

The partnership envisioned in this framework and the “Memorandum
of Understanding,” in general, by all accounts has not happened. The 
two denominations have yet to find a way of working together to 
allow these Ghanaian congregations to have a “vital relationship” with 
each of them. Considering the current relationships between the two
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denominations, and more especially the fact that the PCG has estab-
lished a presbytery in the United States, I do not see that happening
soon.

CGPC and PC(USA)

The Presbyterian Church (USA) recognizes the fellowships and con-
gregations in CGPC as bona fide congregations through their respec-
tive presbyteries. Even so, the Book of Order—the constitution of the
PC(USA)—refers to them as “immigrant fellowships and congrega-
tions.”10 Such a designation suggests temporality and marginality even
if unintended. In addition, nothing substantial is said in the Book of 
Order regarding the formation, ecclesiastical status, and ecumenical
relationships of immigrant congregations and fellowships.

It must be noted, however, that through its Racial Ethnic and
Women’s Ministries, the PC(USA) supports the development of these 
immigrant congregations and fellowships. The associate for African
Emerging Ministries is charged specifically with providing congrega-
tional support to CGPC congregations and fellowships. This support, 
which includes providing resources for the growth of these congrega-
tions and also helping them resolve problems at midcouncil levels,
according to the associate for African Emerging Ministries, is based
on “the principle of sharing in mission.”11 An important goal the
office seeks to accomplish is to facilitate the learning of “best practices
of our Christian worship from each other, and learn from the best 
forms of democratic practices in the Presbyterian Church (USA).”12

To achieve this, the office plans to “connect African groups with each
other.” This is a laudable yet limited objective. Though these African
emerging ministries gain the space, resources, and access to networks
needed to thrive, their interactions are more among and within their
own African circles rather than with the other non-African congrega-
tions. This has both positive and negative effects. While it provides
opportunities for these congregations to network with other African 
congregations and thereby retain elements of their African Christian
identities, it has the potential of creating “ghetto” congregations 
that have limited interaction with non-African congregations and the
denomination as a whole.

Presbyopia

Literally, the word “presbyopia” translates from the Greek as “seeing 
like an old man.” It refers to the decline in the eye’s ability to focus
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on near objects. Denotatively, then, it has nothing to do with being 
Presbyterian or even religious. However, it provides a very befitting
image for our current discussion. I use it here, only metaphorically, 
to describe the shortcomings of the current partnership between
PC(USA) and PCG, especially as it relates to the formation and mis-
sion of Ghanaian Presbyterian congregations and fellowships in the 
United States. Both denominations appear to have suffered a decline
in their sense of doing mission through partnership. More so on the
side of PCG, they seem to have lost sight of the great opportunities 
for collaboration in mission available. Though close to each other,
physically and metaphorically, the two denominations see a blurred 
visage of the other. Privately, some PC(USA) members consider the 
Ghanaian Presbyterians too primitive in their beliefs and practices and 
as such lacking the theological sophistication needed for doing min-
istry in the United States. In response to my question about how 
he saw Ghanaian Presbyterians in the presbytery he belongs to, one
of my interviewees, a member of a congregation in New Jersey, put 
it starkly: “I admire them for their religious fervor. Many of them
exhibit a certainty of belief in God and God’s power reminiscent of the 
early Christians. However, they seem oblivious of the many social and
cultural changes that have taken place over time—between the time
of Jesus and now.” On the other hand, some Ghanaian Presbyterians
consider the largely liberal theology and practices of the PC(USA) and
many American mainline protestant denominations too watered down 
and “unspiritual.” The following comment from one of the members 
of CGPC is revealing: “Though there are many churches and religious
organizations in the US, Christianity in America especially viewed 
from the Presbyterian Church (USA), which is my denomination, has 
two features. On one level, members are too intellectual to be practi-
cal. And on the other, those at the base who are not very theologically 
intellectual are very zealous in social activities. Spirituality is often not 
very central to church life.”13

There is a more serious concern, particularly for the PCG and many 
of the Ghanaian congregations under its ecclesiastical control. They 
disagree with PC(USA)’s stance on homosexuality, particularly the
ordination of LGBTQ persons. This disagreement was made official 
at the Eleventh General Assembly meeting of PCG, where a decision
was taken to sever relationship with any partner church that ordains 
homosexuals as ministers and allows for same sex marriages.

In a report issued by the ad hoc committee appointed to provide 
guidelines for the implementation of this decision (Decision 9), the 
committee explains,
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The PCG at its General Assembly in 2011 felt strongly that homosexu-
ality is unbiblical (Lev. 18:22); unnatural (Rom. 1:24) and un-African 
(since there is no word for homosexuality in most Ghanaian languages).
The Christian community in Ghana totally condemns this abominable
act which if left unchecked will bring the wrath of God upon our nation 
and the consequences will be unbearable. The Presbyterian Church of 
Ghana as a Bible-believing and practicing church therefore finds it 
unacceptable any act or decision taken by any ecumenical partnering
church—whether home or abroad—— that tends to suggest that homo-
sexuality is not sinful.14

Though the PCG has not formally severed its relationship with the
PC(USA), attitudes and comments from some of its top officials
show a certain level of distance between the two partners.15 This has 
undoubtedly had a negative effect on the relationship between the
congregations that are affiliated to the PC(USA) and those under
PCG’s control.

Seeing the Church through
Different Lenses

The identity and mission of the church is undergoing considerable
change. This is due partly to the huge growth of Christianity in the
Global South and its decline in the North. With many Christians com-
ing from non-Western cultures and the growth of emerging Christian-
ity, beliefs and practices of the Western church that were considered 
to be standard have now come under scrutiny and even objected to in 
some cases. Christian denominations and congregations need to reas-
sess and re-envision what it means to be the church. Here, I suggest 
two lenses for the process.

The Church in an Ecology

One important way to see the church is as existing within an ecology.
Seeing the church ecologically means seeing it in context. The concept 
of religious ecology can be traced back to the “Chicago School.”16

It refers to the “patterns of relations, status, and interaction among
religious organizations within a locality.”17 Religious ecology as a 
frame for understanding congregations requires that we pay particular
attention to the various other organizations that are present within 
the locality or context where the particular congregation or denomi-
nation undertakes ministry. The context also means being aware of 
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the various levels of relationships that may exist between and among 
the religious and nonreligious institutions within the ecology. Nancy 
Eiesland and Stephen Warner point out, “A congregation is linked to 
networks and events across geographic and temporal space . . . [Con-
gregations] are also characterized by shared conversations, common
practices, and structures that promote cooperation and exchange.”18

The ecological metaphor helps us to picture the church as an 
organism that is part of a whole ecosystem. Within that ecosystem 
exist diverse kinds of animals, plants, and other life forms that are 
linked together at different levels and for different purposes. These
creatures compete and cooperate to maintain themselves and the
entire ecosystem. In a similar way, the church or a congregation in an 
ecology is one among many interrelated parts. It is linked in terms of 
geographical location, culture, history, vision, and networks to other 
institutions—religious, social, political, economic, and so on. What 
each part does, or does not do, affects the others in the ecology.

The Church on the Move

A second way to see the church is as a church on the move. By move-
ment, I mean both relocation, such as in the case of migration and 
transnationalization, and also agency or the capacity to act. The church 
has for centuries organized itself as a territorial entity. The history of 
the church’s involvement in the conquering of peoples and acquisi-
tions of lands and territory since the days of Constantine the Great is
well known. As a sociological fact, denominations and congregations
are structured to occupy geographical space. They often originate and 
operate within the boundaries of particular nation-states. Their identi-
ties and mission are therefore shaped by their home nations. Denomi-
nations such as the Anglican Church (Church of England), Russian 
Orthodox Church, Ethiopian Orthodox Church, American Baptist,
and so on are good examples.

While denominations have always found ways of doing “mission” 
outside their original homelands, it has become far more common in 
the last fifty years or so. This is attributable to globalization and its
attendant huge migration and transnationalism that are unfolding in
the world today. As Steven Vertovec defines it, transnationalism refers
to the “sustained cross-border relationships, patterns of exchange, 
affiliations and social formations spanning nation states.”19 These
border crossings of persons, goods, and services have led to growing 
interconnectivity between peoples from different parts of the universe
and have important implications for the church and its mission. First, 
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faith communities that were once local—only confined to particular
nations and localities—are now global. They have crossed boundar-
ies into other nations (mostly from the Global South to the Global 
North) to do mission. Second, Christians from the so-called former 
mission lands are now in the West to do mission. Third, these formerly 
missionized have “found their own voices” and consider the re-
evangelization of the West as central to their mission. A clear evidence
of these is the presence of Ghanaian Presbyterians in the United States 
and Canada. It is important that denominations’ congregations, and 
in our case the PC(USA) and PCG, seeking to work together realize 
these changes and their implications in terms of power dynamics and
ecumenical relations in this postcolonial era.

Ecclesiological Imagination

Much of what I have said so far suggests that the two denominations
have to do a lot more in order to work together as true partners.
More particularly, the Ghanaian Presbyterian churches in the United 
States—both those affiliated with the PC(USA) and those under the
control of PCG—must strive harder to work together as partners in
mission. This will require a good deal of ecclesiological imagination. 
Drawing on C. Wright Mill’s well-known concept of “sociological
imagination,”20 I employ “ecclesiological imagination” loosely to 
convey the idea of thinking ourselves away from familiar and often
outdated and unhelpful forms of ecclesiastical organization, beliefs, 
and practices. Churches have often seen themselves as institutions that 
are isolated and insulated from society—as being in, but not of this 
world. Overemphasis on denominational exceptionalism, particular-
isms, and exilic consciousness has often created wedges of exclusion
and acrimony between churches. This seems to be partly the case in
the partnership relationship PC(USA) and PCG and their affiliated
congregations.

With ecclesiological imagination, the church must be seen as a 
communion of peoples in diverse societies and contexts connected
by their belief in the triune God and as a communion of peoples who 
possess agency and constantly interact and wrestle with the social
structures that seek to constrain them. In an age of globalization 
and migration, members of the communion impact and are impacted 
by not only local issues but also global ones. Denominations can no 
longer function like ossified institutions, each claiming to possess the
canonized and ultimate norms for life. Since no one church can do
God’s mission alone, no church must be an island unto itself. Both the 
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PC(USA) and PCG denominations must, therefore, reevaluate their
“partnership in mission” within the context of a church that exists in
an ecology and is highly transnational.

Conclusion: That the All May Be One

This chapter has attempted to sketch the current relationship between 
the Presbyterian Church (USA) and the Presbyterian Church of 
Ghana and its impact on the formation, organization, and mission of 
Ghanaian Presbyterian churches in the United States since the 1980s.
It does so within the broader context of examining the difficulties 
congregations formed by recent immigrants from Africa face in forg-
ing meaningful relationships with both their “host” and their “home”
denominations. In an even broader way, it speaks to the challenges
these African congregations face in their attempts at getting rooted in 
America. As the chapter indicates, a major cause of the failure to attain 
a vital relationship between the two denominations is the failure tol
recognize each other as different parts of the same Body of Christ as
described by the Apostle Paul.21 Though distinct in identity and func-
tions, like parts of the body, members of the church are all essential:
they have been called into a collaborative mission of extending God’s 
kingdom on earth.

Over half a century ago, H. Richard Niebuhr, in his book Social 
Sources of Denominationalism, lamented what he considered to be an 
“ethical failure”—that is, “the failure of churches to transcend the 
social conditions which fashion them into caste-organizations, . . . to 
resist the temptations of making their own self-preservation and exten-
sion the primary object of their endeavor.”22 Though the somewhat 
frosty relationship between the PC(USA) and the PCG is nothing
compared to the divisions and acrimonious relationships that existed 
between denominations during Niebuhr’s time, the focus of the two
denominations on “self-preservation and extension” nonetheless 
hampers their work, particularly in the areas of church planting and 
growth, pastoral exchanges, and mutual support. It must be noted
that the two denominations continue to maintain relations at vari-
ous levels. The PC(USA), for instance, continues its mission works in
Ghana through its partnership with the PCG. In addition, many PCG 
congregations maintain various levels of partnerships with PC(USA) 
congregations in about nine presbyteries. This is a clear indication of 
the desire by the denominations to work together, especially at the
congregational level.
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This desire for partnership in mission, outlined in the 2003 General 
Assembly Policy Statement of the PC(USA), proposes that partner-
ship in mission “involves two or three organizations who agree to
submit themselves to a common task or goal, mutually giving and 
receiving and surrounded with prayer so that God’s work will be faith-
fully accomplished.”23 Doing mission in partnership, it says, must be
guided by the following principles: (1) shared grace and thanksgiv-
ing, (2) mutuality and interdependence, (3) recognition and respect,
(4) open dialogue and transparency, and (5) sharing of resources.

These are laudable principles for partnership. However, they 
remain ideals that are far from being achieved as far as the relation-
ship between PC(USA) and PCG reveals. To realize them, both 
denominations need to look beyond theological and ethical ideals and
consider more critically the historical and social conditions—such as 
colonialism, imperialism, uneven distribution of economic resources, 
perceptions of cultural superiority, and spiritual arrogance—that have
and continue to define relationships between the two-thirds world
and the Global North.

Jesus, in his priestly prayer recorded in John 17:11, seeks “that all
may be one.” Incidentally, this is also the motto of the PCG. In the
prayer, Jesus asks that his followers live and work in unity, especially 
since he was departing from this earth. Twice in the prayer (vv. 11 and
22), Jesus refers to the unity that exists within the triune God as the
standard for the unity that must exist between and among his follow-
ers. This must guide the two denominations.
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